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ABSTRACT 

 

Indigenous languages are important agents of the Indigenous Decolonization Process with 

the potential to heal the deep wounds of colonization. Yet, few connections have been made 

on how Indigenous lexicography and Indigenous language dictionaries can assist these 

processes. By examining the literature on language, Indigenous linguistics and lexicography, 

and decolonization I demonstrate how the connections among these concepts can be applied 

to a viable process for decolonizing an Indigenous language dictionary. As a white male who 

has spent the past 16 years living, working with, and learning how language can heal from 

citizens of the Shipibo-Konibo Nation of the central Peruvian Amazon, I present my auto-

ethnographical account of a nascent collaborative project working to decolonize the Shipibo-

Konibo dictionary. This project is actively applying Indigenous linguistic wisdom to support 

events and processes of decolonization. The powers inherent in language are integral to 

maintaining well-being and can promote and support Indigenous decolonization efforts. A 

key approach to using Indigenous languages to assist decolonization can be found by 

recognizing colonial residues within the archaeo-linguistic record by examining pre- and 

post-colonized elements of languages. Careful, community-based decolonization of 

linguistic resources can strengthen revitalization objectives and support the regeneration of 

Indigenous language and culture. Such thinking underlies the proposed project to decolonize 

the Shipibo-Konibo Dictionary through its revision and regeneration, a process which has 

opened local discourses on Decolonization─a concept that was notably absent in the 

region─and has seeded the creation of a Shipibo-Konibo radio program and other activities 

focused on linguistic and cultural regeneration.  
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AUTHOR’S NOTE: As an Outsider Ally 

“Respect cannot be purchased;  

respect is earned through our own actions.” 0F

1 

HILARIA SUPA HUAMÁN, the first Andean Peruvian Congresswomen 

And Peruvian Representative to the Andean Community of Nations 

Supa Huamán’s words about respect made an impression upon me when I first heard them 

in 2004, while translating the short documentary film Ayni (Nuñez Negron 2004). Out of 

respect for Indigenous peoples, communities, and nations of the world and ongoing processes 

of Indigenous decolonization, I would like to provide the context that has brought me⸺a 

white male, a gringo, an outsider, a descendant of settlers⸺to put these words to paper and 

digital media by describing my role as an outsider ally and my connection with the language 

community for which I have the honor and deber 1F

2 to advocate. In this context, I mention 

myself to provide the reader a more complete understanding of the inspiration for this 

manuscript and do my best to answer the obvious question...What does this white guy think 

he’s doing writing about Indigenous decolonization? 

 

To begin, after arriving in Tucson, Arizona for my studies for a master’s degree in Native 

American Languages and Linguistics at the University of Arizona I was asked to identify 

myself through the label Outsider Ally. However, I am uncomfortable with self-labeling. I 

prefer to let my actions speak for who I am and demonstrate my character. Therefore, others 

can come to their own conclusions on how to view or label me. Over the years, through the 

 
1 Original frase: “El respeto no se compra. El respeto se hace nosotros mismos.” (my translation) 

2 Ought/Responsibility 
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direct result of action, people have applied labels such as: volunteer, garbage man, the 

Spanish Don, Señor, and Presidente (of an NGO). More formal titles like antropologo (the 

focus of my undergraduate university studies) have only been used in highly formalized 

bureaucratic settings like government agencies and offices, and border crossings. Often when 

asked to state my profession I have responded with “antropo-loco”, a clever term I picked 

up while living in Peru, followed by a more fitting description that cannot be summed up in 

single word. Upon acceptance of this written material, I may then be labeled an antroploco 

lingüístico. Further regarding titles, it was not until I returned to the United States of America 

in 2016 that I was made aware of the term outsider ally and was then encouraged to apply it 

to myself, as stated earlier. As an ally, my main roles have included helping to create bridges 

while providing educational opportunities. Regardless of these roles, I continue to prefer to 

be labeled as myself—Brian, Dad or Papá; and Wexá Nita, my given Shipibo-Konibo name 

that I embrace with much humility and respect. 2F

3  

 

 

 

 

 

 
3 My wife’s maternal grandfather Bawan Metsá–Manuel Rengifo Barbaran, gave me this name upon my return 

from Arizona after completing the required courses for my master’s degree in Native American Languages and 

Linguists. Shipibo-Konibo names are traditionally given after birth by the maternal grandparents and represent 

a desired characteristic of the child. Wexá Nita, which can be glossed as ‘Stands like a Palm Wood Dart’ may 

be in reference to good posture, a good hunter, or a firm warrior. The name comes from the brother of the 

maternal grandmother of my wife’s grandfather Bawan Metsá or the great great-maternal uncle of my wife 

Pekon Jabe, and I am honored to play a role in his remembrance through the renewed use of this name within 

my actions and the living language. 
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My Own Decolonization and Unsettling Path to Reciprocation 

Experience, to my mind, is where education and learning intersect and become one. Learning 

and educating through direct experience is my learning and teaching philosophy. I was one 

of those kids that did what one was told not to do to learn why, sometimes literally getting 

burnt. Learning to learn was my main obstacle through primary and secondary schooling. 

Furthermore, my education and life were turned upside down when a rare heart condition 3F

4 

nearly killed me at the age of 17. Cardiac arrest followed by a comatose state led doctors to 

preliminarily assess that I may have brain damage, memory loss, and potentially have trouble 

learning in the future. This did not deter me however, and while it was not a quick process, I 

did begin to respect and appreciate these challenges while refusing to use them as excuses 

for poor academic success or giving up on learning.  

 

At the age of 22, I turned my focus to language acquisition as a test for my mind, and in that 

ongoing process I have learned how to learn. I don’t believe that what happened to me was 

unique or inapplicable to others. Rather, I believe everyone has their own unique sources of 

motivation and inspiration to pursue their dreams by developing and learning continuously 

throughout life.  I feel this sentiment is reflected in the methods I use for sharing information 

and teaching.  

 

To me, learning appears to be inherent in all living things from animals to plants, microbes, 

and cells. Learning is a crucial part of survival. Interacting with this essence of learning⸺by 

traveling on my own in unknown lands with unknown languages⸺enabled me to learn a 

 
4 Wolfe-Parkinson-White Syndrome 
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second language (Peruvian Spanish), and to advance greatly with the acquisition of the 

Panoan language Shipibo-Konibo. In 2004, I began my interaction, relationship, and 

education with the Shipibo-Konibo, an ethno-linguistic Indigenous group from the central 

Peruvian Amazon; initially as a volunteer in their community of San Francisco de 

Yarinacocha. Since then my relationship with the Shipibo-Konibo has become multifaceted 

through working with Shipibo-Konibo colleagues from 18 communities helping to develop 

projects focused on the sustainable development fields of integrated waste management, 

ecological sanitation, intercultural education, and recently language maintenance, 

revitalization, and regeneration. At first, these works were inspired by my undergraduate 

studies in anthropology at the University of Nebraska (2004-2006), and developed further 

through my career with the Peruvian NGO Alianza Arkana that I helped found in 2011. 

Alianza Arkana has continued to provide an institutional home for myself through my 

master´s degree studies (2016-2019) and ongoing regenerative development and linguistic 

collaborations with the Shipibo-Konibo.  

 

These experiences provided valuable insights as they reconnected me to the tangible earth 

through cleaning up community surroundings and homes and creating a relationship of 

respect with waste in all forms; including trash, garbage (there is a difference), feces, urine, 

and wash water. This required unlearning the concept of waste through acknowledging and 

understanding that there is no away in throw away; and ultimately finding viable and 

culturally appropriate solutions, which recognize and respond to the face that waste always 

goes somewhere.  Waste needs to be managed in a way that throws out the need for the term 

waste by maintaining the usefulness of the materials to attain zero waste and move towards 

a truer sustainability of human life and society.  

https://alianzaarkana.wordpress.com/2014/04/07/alianza-arkana-becomes-advisor-to-local-government/
https://alianzaarkana.wordpress.com/2015/11/19/its-time-to-really-start-giving-a-shit-about-world-toilet-day-wecantwait/
https://sanfranciscosaludable.wordpress.com/
https://sanfranciscosaludable.wordpress.com/
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Through these collaborations with the Shipibo-Konibo, I have been able to find and embrace 

my own identity, a sense of belonging, and self-responsibility through observing, 

participating, and practicing empowering methods for experiential learning, master-

apprentice teaching, and aiding in group facilitation with Shipibo-Konibo colleagues and 

others. My experiences from reusing, repurposing, and recycling plastics and metals, while 

composting garden, kitchen, and even human gut scraps helped to ground and balance my 

body, mind, energy, and soul; all while digging and building soil, and connecting to and 

building community. This has all helped me to unlearn conflicting ideas and ideals about 

cultures, society, education, economy, well-being, and health (my own form of 

decolonization) and has led me to pursue ideas and ideals for excellence within myself, my 

family, and in the communities where I interact; ideas and ideals that are ultimately founded 

in the life-giving energy of Love. 

 

To provide some artistic variance and a way to date me, I share an auto-biographical poem I 

began writing for one of my master’s course taught by the Hopi educator and language 

advocate, Dr. Sheilah Nicholas, titled Indigenous Well-Being through Education that is half 

of a two-part international seminar on Indigenous topics in collaboration with 

university/tribal college cohorts in Hawaii, Alaska, Montana, New Zealand, Canada and 

Arizona. The assignment was to reflect on sense of belonging and identity and challenged 

me to identify myself and embrace the term outsider ally.  

 

Identity… 

Blood and History help define a path for each of us,  

but it feels that it ultimately comes down to your own actions,  
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and where you choose to take yourself along the path. 

 

Race, a mess of -isms, and the dissolving nature of the melting pot, 

made it difficult, embarrassing at times, 

to identify and pledge my allegiance…to anything. 

 

Recognition of White Male Privilege  

and its multiple classes 

has deeply dark forces 

to navigate, mitigate, and heal. 

It is a true Alchemical challenge. 

 

To quote Propagandhi from their 70-second classic  

“Just what exactly are the great historical accomplishments  

of your race that make you proud to be white?  

Capitalism? Slavery? Genocide? Sitcoms?  

This is your fucking white history, my friend.  

So why don't we start making a history worth being proud of?” 

 

Through Punk, Hippie, and HipHop countercultures, 

–different roads to a similar destination– 

that include community and egalitarian ideals, 

I began to fill a void  

in my divided community 
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that was created from a fragmented family,  

the Church casting me away, 

and a failing education system.  

Prepare yourself, Always Be Prepared. 

 

“My mind will be my own.”  

Thomas Barnett so eloquently sang to much Avail. 

“You’re in the hole, 

with the walls caving in on you.”  

the Blackjaw sang to us, 

220 years after the occupation was formalized, 

through the declared independence of the colonizing forces. 

Rebel music called to me. 

 

I was an unsettled settler descendant, 

so, I got out, 

and began turning trash to treasure; 

shit to brown gold; 

and found well-being 

through deeply simple wisdom. 

 

“Wash it away. Let it go!” 

“Don’t think negatively, 

That will harm you and others. 
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Center your thoughts, 

open and expand your connection, 

to the light and life, 

of the Life-Giving-Good World.” 

“Sing!”, the Great Grand Mother tells us all. 

“If you don’t sing, you won’t learn anything!” 

“So, sing” Sing it Robert. 

 

Is this my own race to innocence, 

or my own settler move to innocence, 

or my own unsettling path to reciprocation?  

 

With Respect, Thanks, and Praise; and above all, with Love 

-That Life-giving, Omnipresent, Visceral Energy of Creation- 

I continue to shape my identity, 

as a contributing member, 

“Help…collaborate…share…” 

to the identity I was born into, 

through my nursing mother and engineering father, 

and the identity I continue to grow into, 

as an ally to all; insider or outsider.  

ꟷJáskara riki, énjen. [hɐskɐɾɐ ɾiki ɘ̃hɘ̃n] 

‘That’s the way it is…or at least how I see it…
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My life has been full of mostly soft and some hard challenges with others self-imposed due 

considerably to my privileged position as a white male. Regardless of the circumstances, I 

am here. I am present and I can take advantage of my position to do harm, or I can focus it 

to do good, or I can do nothing at all. I choose life, The Good Life; not the Nebraskan white 

isolationist type, but the true-to-life good life, the Jakón Néte as expressed and understood 

by the Shipibo-Konibo. Life is full of tests and we need to keep on living; because as another 

teacher once said, life is for the living. 

 

The years I’ve spent living in Peru led me to build true-to-life relationships with Shipibo-

Konibo friends, community partners, and ultimately family. Learning and speaking with them 

in their language played a key role in making that possible. Apparently, Nelson Mandela 

once said: “If you talk to a man in a language he understands, that goes to his head. If you 

talk to a man in his language, that goes to his heart.” At the time, I was unaware of the often 

cited –yet unconfirmed– quote. Nevertheless, these words have proved true to my experience 

regardless of their source. My experiences with the Shipibo-Konibo and their language have 

fostered a deep interest and respect for their culture, history, and future well-being. 

Furthermore, my connection is deepened through my marriage in 2009 with my wonderful 

wife, and her matrilineal Shipibo-Konibo family’s acceptance of myself as part of their 

family. We now have three children and live in a tri-lingual and multicultural household that 

inspires us every day. My prime directive, in the Mollisonean sense, is that the only ethical 

decision in life is to take responsibly for my own existence and that of my children (Mollison 

1988:1), which implicates every action I take and how I interact with all life around me. My 

experiences with the Shipibo-Konibo have further verified this view through their concepts 

of Jakón ‘Good’ and the Jakón Néte ‘Good World’. It really is all love. 
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PREFACE: To Write or Not to Write  

To begin, living language is magical, whereas written language can be complicated and, in 

some cases, a limited form of communication. Currently, in a world with thousands of 

languages on the brink of ceasing to be spoken and heard, the written word is undeniably and 

unfortunately an important way to preserve these words, ideas, and concepts for current and 

future language revitalization activities. This presents a challenge for many Indigenous 

peoples, communities, and nations on the brink of language loss as it means using a fallible 

tool that has often played a role in destroying living languages through language 

standardization, stagnation, and shift; to aid in an Indigenous language’s preservation, 

revival, and regeneration. It may seem quite rational to depend upon writing within the 

modern world, but in doing so it could be preventing a meaningful and necessary shift of our 

collective reality. Indigenous historian Waziyatawin wrote it best: 

“We come from languages and cultures 

in which teachings were transmitted orally 

and minds were constantly sharpened 

and strengthened 

by the constant act of remembering. 

 

In the last century, in particular, 

we have become increasingly dependent 

on the written word 

and some would argue 

that our minds 

have become weakened as a consequence. 
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Because the dominant society 

values the written over the spoken word 

and it has affected our own perceptions of reality, 

to decolonize our minds  

we must overturn this thinking.” 

 (Waziyatawin 2005:125) 

Looking back in ancient European history one can find references that support 

Waziyatawin’s opinion and also demonstrates the origins of the dominant society’s shift in 

value from the spoken word to the written word.   

 

In 1632, Galileo’s Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems, mentions Sagredo 

who stated that the invention of writing was the most “stupendous invention” and “seal of all 

the admirable inventions of mankind” due to its ability to communicate an infinite amount 

of ideas across “mighty intervals of place and time…by the arrangement of twenty characters 

upon a page” (Galilei 1967:105).  In my opinion, this viewpoint of the written language’s 

contribution to the human experience is missing the wind that fills the sail; for without 

language there could be no writing. I propose an alternative perspective by highlighting the 

importance of the spoken word, where it may be more adequate to say:  

But surpassing all stupendous inventions, what sublimity of mind was [theirs] 

who dreamed of finding means to communicate their deepest thoughts to any 

other person, though distant by mighty intervals of place and time! Of talking 

with those [around you to be remembered, shared, and spread through an oral 

tradition]; of speaking to those who are [just born and] not yet born and will 
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not be born for a thousand or ten thousand years; and with what facility, by the 

different arrangements of [only eleven phonemes 4 F

5] upon a [voice]!  

 

Let [language] be the seal of all the admirable inventions of mankind. 

(Ibid., my modifications)    

Daniel L. Everett, the contentious and former missionary linguist who spent decades working 

and living with the Pirahã in the Brazilian amazon shares this sentiment as he stated that 

“Language is perhaps our greatest accomplishment as a species” (Everett 2008: 211). The 

spoken word and oral traditions carry on the living language; without the language, writing 

would not exist.  

 

In 370 BCE, Plato so powerfully, yet hypocritically wrote Socrates’ keen interpretation of 

Thamus⸺The King of All Egypt’s critique of written language from a discussion between 

Socrates and his friend Phaedrus, which supports Waziyatawin claim to the weakening of our 

minds through our dependence on the written word: 

“If men learn [to write], 

it will implant forgetfulness in their souls; 

they will cease to exercise memory 

because they rely on that which is written, 

calling things to remembrance no longer from within themselves, 

but by means of external marks. 

 
5 Rotokas of New Guinea, Hawaiian, and Pirahã each have 11 phonemes, while Pirahã women only use 10 

(Everett 2008: 179). 
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What you have discovered is a recipe not for memory, 

but for reminder. 

And it is no true wisdom that you offer your disciples,  

but only its semblance, 

for by telling them of many things without teaching them 

you will make them seem to know much, 

while for the most part they know nothing, 

and as men filled, not with wisdom, 

but with the conceit of wisdom, 

they will be a burden to their fellows” 

(Plato 370 BC, Cooper, et al.1997: 551-552). 

Socrates then urged Phaedrus to name the wind in the sail, that was missed by Galileo 2000 

years later, by asking his friend to name a better and more effective discourse. “The sort that 

goes together with knowledge and is written in the soul of the learner: that can defend itself, 

and knows to whom it should speak and to whom it should say nothing.” Phaedrus replied 

that it is “the living, breathing discourse of the man who knows, of which the written one can 

be fairly called an image” (Ibid.: 553). Furthermore, according to Socrates, writing leads only 

to one being a philosopher, what he calls “wisdom’s lover”, and will not lead to true wisdom 

or being wise (Ibid.: 555). That is a pretty strong argument to stop writing this thesis paper 

right here and start composing a song that can tell this story; a challenge for another day… 

 

Returning to Galileo’s observation, it makes sense that someone born into the fallout from 

one of the earliest and largest empires chose the written word over the spoken word, 

regardless of the Father of Western Academia’s seemingly stern warning. These old and 
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ancient arguments for and against orthographies or writing systems help demonstrate the root 

of its contentious nature. After Galileo’s publication a debate raged on between orality⸺the 

use of an oral tradition⸺and literacy, primarily amongst Anglican and Catholic academics, 

which mirrored Socrates’ observations on the power of the living discourse and the inevitable 

misinterpretation of texts (McDowell 2012).  In modern times, the scholarly priest Walter J. 

Ong, S.J. dove into the debate and pointed out that the introduction of writing to “primary 

oral cultures” carries with it major and irreversible shifts (Ibid.: 171, quoting Ong 1982). 

More recently, the written word has also been recognized by some in the Indigenous 

community as a “tool of conquest” (McCarty & Zepeda 2010, quoting Skutnabb-Kangas 

2000). Ultimately, a tremendous challenge is faced by Indigenous peoples and nations to 

keep Indigenous languages alive within the modern colonized world, as well as within their 

hearts through the continued practice of Indigenous culture and the living, breathing 

discourse of Indigenous languages. 

 

Therefore, written documentation must not take precedence over the power of “living, 

breathing [spoken] discourse…that is written down, with knowledge, in the soul of the 

listener” (Plato 370BC, Cooper, et al.1997: 552-553, my emphasis); where the language is 

free to adapt, change, and expand (Waziyatawin 2005). The creation of written text becomes 

a delicate matter, as it is unable to defend itself in the same manner as spoken discourse; “it 

always needs its father’s [the author’s] support” (Plato 370BC). Such a deficiency may allow 

for misinterpretations, and worse: false truths. It also can lead to language standardization 

and stagnation, which can precede language shift and eventually loss; language needs the 

space and opportunity to grow, to be alive.  
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Language standardization, often connected to writing, be it through language policy making, 

choosing an orthography, decisions on dialectal variations, etc. is a whole other challenge for 

minority language communities and their language projects (Lane, Costa & De Korne 2018). 

A complex matrix of differing ideologies amongst nation, community, and even family 

members can create conflicts that have the potential to derail efforts of a community to keep 

their languages alive. A mitigation tactic known as language ideological clarification 

(Kroskrity 2015) was developed specifically to recognize and respond to obstacles and bridge 

differences to avoid lost time and resource from struggling or failed projects. An analysis of 

common language ideological challenges hints that the majority are linked to writing 

activities and colonial systems of thought (Lane, Costa & De Krone 2018); something that 

should be overturned according to Waziyatawin (2005).  Therefore, if writing systems are to 

be part of the process to decolonize one’s language and mind, it must be mindfully used. This 

means reversing the influence, prestige, and necessity of writing towards oral traditions 

through balance or even a complete divestment; depending on the needs and desires of the 

individual, community, or nation.    
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INTRODUCTION: Decolonizing Words and Worlds 

Decolonization, once viewed as the formal process of handing over the 

instruments of government, is now recognized as a long-term process involving 

the bureaucratic, cultural, linguistic and psychological divesting of colonial 

power. 

Smith, L. T. (2013)  

 

Decolonization is not a metaphor…[the modern Indigenous model of 

decolonization] specifically requires the repatriation of Indigenous land and 

life. 

Tuck, E. & Yang, K. W. (2012)5 F

6 

 
6 In no way do I wish to metaphorize and diminish the intention of decolonization with this manuscript. 

However, the use of metaphor or analogies can be an excellent way of demonstrating meaning as they are often 

common elements of traditional narratives. They allow one to express the magnitude of a situation beyond the 

abilities of direct speech, which, can facilitate the transmission of the central theme or goal. Peter Roe 

thoroughly demonstrates the validity of metaphor in his book The Cosmic Zygote, which examines Shipibo-

Konibo mythology and traditional cultural practices with much consideration and respect. Roe sites Leatherdale 

from 1974 that “language and thought grow together and the principle of growth is metaphor” (1982: 13), and 

that ultimately “symbolism…begins in metonym, coalesces in metaphor, and ends dissected by logic” (Ibid.). 

Metaphor is a powerful linguistic and cognitive tool, which will be used in this manuscript. However, with 

respect to the position of Tuck and Yang, and others, decolonization –as a noun or a verb– will not be made 

light of or misrepresented. 
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Statement of Reasoning 

What is written here, though admittedly preferred to be shared in a spoken discourse, or better 

yet in song, is rooted and inspired by love and respect for the language, culture, and lives of 

the Shipibo-Konibo in the central Peruvian Amazon. The inherent powers of spoken and sung 

words are commonly recognized among many worldviews, be it the power of prayers, 

chanting, mantras, magic spells, incantations, curses, oaths, healing, poetry or song. 

However, as with cultural diversity, there exists differing interpretations across academic 

disciplines, religions, and Indigenous knowledges.  Further, the disruptive forces of 

colonialism have obscured how the power of language can be applied to decolonizing our 

minds and lives. To help shine light on this topic and promote Indigenous linguistic 

decolonialization, this thesis examines the important and powerful roles Indigenous language 

dictionaries can fulfil for Indigenous Decolonization events and processes, as defined by 

Yellow Bird’s Conceptual Model of Decolonization. Yellow Bird’s model, later presented in 

detail, distinguishes Indigenous decolonization as events of realization and processes for 

achieving (Waziyatawin & Yellow Bird 2012) to better describe and understand 

decolonization’s complexities. 

 

The powers inherent in language are integral to the mind, well-being, and can be applied to 

decolonization efforts. An important initial and ongoing process for Indigenous 

Decolonization is the decolonization of the mind (Waziyatawin 2005, Yellow Bird 2005, 

2012). That is where decolonizing language, and subsequently dictionaries, can provide a 

much-needed service, and a tangible first step is recognizing the colonial residues, or 

undeniable colonial influences towards definitions and language shift (Fishman 1992), that 

can be found within the archaeo-linguistic record of minoritized Indigenous languages. This 
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can be done through examination of explanatory semantic representations (Jackendoff 1976) 

and analysis of the historical adoption of loan words and the construction of illustrative 

sentences. In doing so, the language community⸺aside from gaining important insight into 

the multilayered facets of their own colonization⸺can then correct these linguistic and 

cultural offenses to bring their terms, ideas, and truths back into alignment with their original 

intentions. Such a process is a very accessible and healing action towards linguistic 

decolonization. 

 

This method of using a decolonization filter as an exercise to decolonize language and the 

mind was born from a nascent project to revise the Shipibo-Konibo to Peruvian Spanish 

bilingual dictionary, Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Loriot et al. 1993), published by the 

Summer Institute of Linguistics-SIL and the Peruvian Ministry of Education. Two Shipibo-

Konibo linguists, Jeiser Suarez Maynas (Ranin Koshi) and Professor Eli Sanchez Rodriguez 

(Pakan Meni), and a small, but growing group of language advocates including Shipibo-

Konibo bilingual primary and secondary school educators, referred to as the Non Jói Kóshi 

Ákaibo—‘Those Who Strengthen Our Language’ began setting the intention and initiating 

the first steps for this important work back in late 2014. The work of Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo 

is a shared effort between the Asociación Raíces Indígenas Amazónicas Peruanas-ARIAP 

and the Asociación Civil Alianza Arkana; both lead by Shipibo-Konibo associates and based 

in the ancestral Shipibo-Konibo territory known today as Ucayali. My roles, using my years 

of experience with project development and management and Shipibo-Konibo language 

acquisition have been as an advisor and collaborator for many elements of the project. 
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The work with the dictionary has opened a local discourse of decolonization⸺a concept that 

was notably absent in the region⸺through a series of workshops focused on language and 

culture ideologies and revitalization, and a Shipibo-Konibo radio program dedicated to the 

practice of the living language. These activities then led to the creation of a proper Shipibo-

Konibo language revitalization program—Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo, as mentioned before.  

These secondary results have demonstrated the positive potential of utilizing decolonization 

frameworks for specific projects, like a dictionary, and the ripple effects they can have 

throughout the language community and society. 

 

To better understand why and how decolonizing a dictionary can support Indigenous 

decolonization events and processes I examine how colonization and decolonization have 

affected language, linguistics 6F

7, and lexicography7F

8 historically and currently. I also examine 

how colonization has specifically affected the Shipibo-Konibo and their language. Finally, I 

present and discuss the preliminary results of the decolonization filter that is was used to 

initiate the decolonization process of the Shipibo-Konibo dictionary and explore the proposal 

for future steps in this new and initial process. 

 

Why Decolonization? 

The draw to decolonization for this research is the deeply rooted nature of the topic, as 

pointed out by Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999), Waziyatawin & Michael Yellow Bird (2005), 

Eve Tuck & K. Wayne Yang (2012), and April Charlo & Khelsilem Rivers (2013). To them, 

 
7 The study of language. 

8 The writing and editing of dictionaries. 
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decolonization is the recognition of the root causes of the modern Indigenous condition and 

the process of correcting them through distinctly Indigenous methods and frameworks.  

Likewise, traditional Shipibo-Konibo healing seeks to identify and address the source or 

cause of an illness, rather than simply treat symptoms. Indigenous decolonization can be seen 

in a similar light as the remedy to the main source of the modern Indigenous condition of 

decimated cultures, communities, environments, health and wellbeing from settler and 

extractive colonization. Decolonizing minoritized Indigenous languages, their dictionaries, 

and one’s lexicon, vocabulary, or words, and, in turn, one’s I-language8F

9 (Chomsky 2006) and 

mind, are powerful initial and integral steps in the decolonization process.  

 

Each language holds the history and culture of those who speak it. Some go as far to suggest 

that one does not speak the language until one fully lives the culture (Everett 2014:210). 

Thus, the act of speaking an Indigenous language can be an act of decolonization 

(Waziyatawin & Yellow Bird 2005). Furthermore, interacting with and examining 

Indigenous languages can also demonstrate and expose the practitioner to the causes of 

Indigenous language loss through colonization. Waziyatawin (2004) and Nicholas (2009) 

both recognize that creating spaces for⸺and the practice of⸺living language can act as 

triggers for traumatic memories.  Through the actions of revitalizing and maintaining living 

Indigenous languages, one can pick away the scabs of colonization, exposing unsettling and 

uncomfortable truths about our current and collective human condition. Such actions can help 

foster true healing as one can then examine the integrated connections between language, 

 
9 The I-Language, as defined by Noam Chomsky, is the (I)nternal, individual, intentional language of the mind, 

both within our subconscious and conscious thoughts (2006). 
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culture, history, and wellbeing. The act of colonization⸺through human, cultural, and 

ecological genocides⸺and its continued long-term and detrimental effects on the biocultural 

diversity of the human experience have created wounds that have yet to heal for most; 

festering up at times, only to be covered with a bandage⸺out of sight, out of mind.  

 

By allowing the deep, old, rankling wound of colonization to weep away and expel the 

infection, one can promote the removal of invasive colonialism and its colonial patterns and 

energies, as proposed by Khelsilem Rivers (2013). In doing so, Indigenous peoples and 

nations can assist a healing process through the regeneration of Indigenous patterns and 

energies (Ibid.). The term regeneration is critical here. Indigenous language scholar and ally 

Teresa McCarthy and Hopi educator and scholar Sheilah Nicolas (2014) share the view of 

Maori scholar Margie Kahukura Hohepa (2006) who pointed out that the regeneration of 

Indigenous languages implies growth and regrowth; and that the act of regrowth takes into 

consideration that nothing regrows in the exact same shape and direction as it had previously 

grown (Ibid.). Regeneration is also a term being promoted in other social and ecological 

fields that parallel the challenging work of Indigenous decolonization and sovereignty. A 

primary goal of this manuscript is to help advance the central ideas around the regeneration 

of Indigenous patterns and energies presented by Charlo and Rivers from their presentation 

Decolonizing Language Revitalization (2013). This is serious work and it feels like it begins 

within each of us at the core of our being: physically, mentally, energetically and spiritually. 

Indigenous languages are integral to initiating and sustaining such a shift. Therefore, in 

understanding that Indigenous languages are as interwoven with Indigenous decolonization 

as each Indigenous language is with their own culture; an Indigenous language dictionary 

can play an integral role for Indigenous decolonization. 
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Background 

Colonization through crusading and conquering has gone on all over the world since the time 

of the first humans. The root intention and energy associated with colonization is essentially 

conflict over resources. It may be one person, family, or society that ultimately wants the 

resources of another person or group to ensure their survival or improve their own quality of 

life. In more recent history, generations of the rising and then established Anglo-European 

colonizing power initiated and perpetuated assaults against others, including modern 

Indigenous peoples. 9 F

10 This was done in the name of religious salvation or inquisition and at 

other times in the name of ethnic cleansing and manifest destiny. These colonialization 

approaches have systematically focused on breaking down the intrinsic connections between 

Indigenous cultures and environments, as well as the traditional methods used for bringing 

life and meaning to their space and time—through their languages.  

 

Language is one of the threads that weaves human existence together. There have been many 

efforts to remove this thread and dismantle the reality it helps create and maintain. However, 

it appears that internal Indigenous resistance and resilience, combined with sporadic 

moments of academic intrigue and outsider compassion has helped slow or at least hinder the 

complete annihilation of minoritized cultures and their languages. Though the colonizing 

process is continuing today through new mediums such as television and the internet and 

globalization patterns and processes that are physically less aggressive in approach yet 

 
10 Recorded history of European contact and colonization with the Shipibo-Konibo began in the early 1600’s, 

however it is said their collective resistance to an established colonizing force began with their resistance to the 

Incan Empire some 800 years ago. 
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dangerously thorough in their mental passivity, efforts to decolonize can be equally as 

powerful through a linguistic focus. 

 

i. Indigenous Language Lexicography 

Lexicography for minoritized languages, through the art of compiling and producing 

dictionaries has been controlled by outsiders and colonial powers throughout most of history. 

Censoring word selection, misrepresenting semantics, and practicing ethnocentrism through 

definitions and verbal illustrations, as demonstrated in the most current Shipibo-Konibo to 

Peruvian Spanish dictionary, the Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Loriot et al. 1993) 

published by the Summer Institute of Linguistics-SIL. Their methods for misrepresentation 

are all major concerns of how colonial lexicographical practices can colonize an Indigenous 

language and culture. Such dictionaries can then consciously or unknowingly be used as tools 

to assist and perpetuate the colonization process. That was the case of the SIL Shipibo-

Castellano dictionary. 

 

I first acquired a new, and, I was told, the last available copy of this Shipibo-Konibo 

dictionary from the inactive SIL printing press in Yarinacocha, Peru, back in 2005.  Over the 

years it has been an indispensable tool to better understand the Shipibo-Konibo culture, but 

I soon began to recognize questionable word entries linked to the Christian religion and 

colonization that ultimately has led to this manuscript. The most glaring example of this is 

the entry for the noun meráya (Figure 1), which is a central figure in traditional Shipibo-

Konibo society who has been demonized and discredited since beginning of the first 

missionaries and missions.  
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meráya n. meráyan Konibo variant meráyanin [from 

Shipibo meráti, mera- to visit + -ya with] : witch that works 

with the spirits : spiritualist <Meráyan tárironki inín iki, 

béroyoshibo betan yóyo iti copi. They say the magic tunic 

of the witches are perfumed so that they can speak with the 

spirits.> 

synonym. MERAYA, ROA, YOBE the two can be 

translated as “witch” without any difference. 

 

There are multiple errors to point out with this, including the etymology, definition, and 

synonyms, but I want to focus on the latter two errors for now. The SIL define meráya as a 

“witch/sorcerer” or “spiritualist”, while the actual term is akin to an experienced 

spiritual/religious leader and healer. To call or define the meráya a “witch” is a blatant 

falsification, whereas the list of synonyms are three distinct concepts. The final “synonym” 

yobé (YOBE) is best translated using the meráya’s false definition; “witch”. The two words, 

meráya and yobé, are actually antonyms! Given the direct implications of colonial linguistic 

translations or misrepresentations of Indigenous languages, I ask, “Why would the SIL and 

Figure 1: Entry from Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Loriot et al. 1993:263). 
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previous missionaries choose to misrepresent the Shipibo-Konibo term for what some 

consider to be a traditional spiritual leader? To demonize and discredit their beliefs and 

leaders? Was this intentional or an honest mistake?” 

 

One of the earliest mentions of the meráya that also includes valuable cultural and historical 

context may provide an answer to those questions.  A Franciscan missionary made the 

following observation in the 1850’s: 

In order to carry out their religious ceremonies, the infidels of the Ucayali River 

congregate occasionally in the shelter of one of their chiefs, whom the recent 

converts call sorcerer and the infidels Muraya (Fleck 2013, citing (Amich 1988 

[Pallares & Calvo 1870 10F

11]: 306), translation by Fleck, my emphasis). 

This passage is significant because it demonstrates the shift in lexical choice of the colonized 

converts, and hints that intentional language shift was a tactic of the some of the earliest 

missionaries. 

 

The legacy of colonization in the realm of linguistics and lexicography, while providing 

important historical data, has promoted culturally damaging practices beyond the example of 

the meráya that are explored later in the following section. Over the past two decades, 

 
11 Thanks to David Fleck for locating this important piece of written history. The full original text: “Para 

practicar sus ceremonias religiosas, los infieles del Ucayali se reunen de vez en cuando en la choza de uno de 

sus jefes, al que los neofitos llaman brujo y los infieles Muraya.... y sentados todos con el mas profundo silencio, 

el Muraya empieza a hablar en una lengua que los circunstantes no entienden, contestandole en el mismo idioma 

otra voz distinta que se deja oir.” 
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progress has been made with Indigenous linguistics and lexicography as evidenced with 

works on the Hopi of the Third Mesa Dialect (1998), Matsés (2012), and Mutsun (2016) 

dictionaries, which included greater community involvement and leadership. However, all 

three have an outsider ally’s name at the top of their respective collaborator or compiler lists 

to receive initial credit for the publication. I mean no disrespect, as the contributions they 

have made are highly commendable, yet it does point out the continued imbalance in the field 

of Indigenous linguistics. 

 

ii. The Role of a Dictionary 

“Dictionaries are typically viewed as being value-neutral. But they are just as 

steeped in culture and prejudice as the rest of the world—and they have the 

power to shape what we see as ‘normal’.” 

(Shulist, S., Murali Proctor, L. & Oman-Reagan, M. P. 2016) 

Upon closer examination, dictionaries are not simply a book of words, definitions, and 

grammatical detail. They are a recorded history and cultural resource for the community of 

people whose language is describes and defines. For some, especially those who come from 

endangered, moribund (near death), even dormant (commonly described as extinct by 

popular culture) language communities, a dictionary is one of the most valuable language 

resources and can be viewed as the official validation of the language they speak or have 

spoken. For others, whose peoples have been uprooted, separated, and disconnected from 

their homelands and cultures, a dictionary can play an integral role in cultural revitalization 

by serving as an archeological record that provides a means to retrace the steps of their 

ancestors and reconnect to their land and culture. For this, the action of creating, revising, or 

regenerating a dictionary has the potential of doing much more than creating a word 
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reference guide. The lexicographical activities and results can guide an individual or a 

community along the path of their own decolonization process, which could be enhanced by 

using decolonization as a theoretical framework for the revision and creation of new 

dictionaries. In doing so, communities can initiate, support, and invigorate their own 

processes of decolonization.  

 

Methods: A New Directive for a Shipibo-Konibo Dictionary 

A proposal to revise the Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano bilingual dictionary with their 

updated alphabet, led to the possibility of revisioning and decolonizing the current text that 

was compiled by the Protestant missionary based Summer Institute of Linguistics–SIL and 

published in 1993. The resulting improvements to that original proposal led to the ongoing 

project to create a new multilingual and interactive Shipibo-Konibo encyclopedic dictionary 

with the prime directive to promote the practice of the living Shipibo-Konibo language (Non 

Jói-‘Our Language’), culture (Non Axebo-‘Our Customs’), and epistemologies (Noa Jan 

Koshiábo-‘That which makes us strong’). This practice has initiated a healing process that 

falls in line with their truths about health, healing, and overall well-being, which is apparent 

through their world view of the Jakón Néte [hɐ.'kũ 'nɘ̃.tɘ] -the ‘Life-Giving-Good World.’  

 

This view plays an integral role in this project as the prime directive of a decolonizing 

framework and filter. To do so, for every entry, it is consciously asked, “Does this fit into 

our knowledge of what is life-giving-good, is this true to life and our culture?” The aim of 

this decolonization process is to have each entry of their dictionary fall in line with this 

essential truth. Doing so then has the potential to positively influence the ongoing 

decolonization processes of the Shipibo-Konibo. This method of recognizing colonial 
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residues within the archaeo-linguistic record, and one’s own living lexicon has proven to be 

a powerful tool. So far, this current lexicography project has formed an integral part of their 

decolonization process as they explore and discover ways to maintain and revitalize their 

language and culture, and foster sovereignty for their families and land. These experiences 

have demonstrated how Indigenous linguistics and lexicography can promote and support 

events and processes of decolonization.  

 

Conclusion 

This thesis is written to be of service to Indigenous decolonization, everywhere. The research 

presented here looks specifically at the role of revising, regenerating, and decolonizing the 

Shipibo-Konibo dictionary as part of a decolonization process, and how this process could 

help mitigate and reverse the harmful effects of colonization. Using decolonization as a 

framework or filter has the potential to be useful to other language and educational tools and 

materials, and all other areas of our lives as well. The Shipibo-Konibo have initiated this 

process, and the methods and initial results are shared in detail so others may be able to apply 

it themselves.  

 

In the following sections, I aim to untangle and make connections between Indigenous and 

scientific discourses on the integral nature of language, culture, wellbeing and decolonization 

by examining literature and other sources from Indigenous and non-Indigenous perspectives, 

as well as auto-ethnographic observations from my own personal experiences of living and 

working with the Shipibo-Konibo. A case study of the Shipibo-Konibo and their nascent 

project to create a new encyclopedic dictionary helps to demonstrate how dictionaries and 

the art of making or renewing them can influence how one relates to their language and 
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culture, and in turn, help Indigenous people and nations with their own Indigenous 

decolonization processes on an individual, community, and national level. 

 

Objectives of Supporting Sections 

WESTIÓRA I: Bá! –Literature Review 

Several important questions⸺Where are we? How did we get here? Why decolonization and 

how can it be done, and how can it be applied to Indigenous languages and 

lexicography?⸺are answered through a review of literature concerning colonization, 

decolonization, and indigenization; and its historical and contemporary connections to 

language, linguistics, and lexicography. This is followed with examples of colonization 

found within the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary of 1993 and how they can be decolonized 

to bring then into balance with their original linguistic intentions. 

 

RABÉ II: Kóshi Jói –An Ethno-Linguistic Case Study 

An ethnolinguistic sketch of the Shipibo-Konibo in the central Peruvian Amazon is provided 

to fully introduce and contextualize this case study. It also further answers the question, “Why 

is language so important to the decolonization process and how can that be applied to a 

dictionary?” through a core Shipibo-Konibo concept of their worldview. This section further 

supports the project to revise and regenerate the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary with a 

complete revision that uses a decolonization framework.  

 

KIMISHA III: Non Jói –Methods, Results, and Discussion  

Methods are detailed for a simple decolonization exercise to recognize and correct the 

colonial residues within the archaeo-linguistic record that was used to initiate the 
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decolonization process of the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary. The preliminary results are 

then presented and discussed; including encouraging indirect results that support continued 

decolonization actions and processes for the Shipibo-Konibo language, their emerging 

nation, and others.  
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WESTÍORA I: Literature Review and Methods 

     Bá! 

     a) βɐː 

     b) INTJ 

     c) ‘What the…?’ 

Where we are and how we got here…   

Only by understanding how colonization works at subjugating our people can we 

begin to aggressively counteract its effect. When we can recognize it, we can 

work to actively disrupt the colonial system and take active steps toward our own 

decolonization. 

Waziyatawin & Michael Yellow Bird (2005: 7)  

 

The past, our stories local and global, the present, our communities, cultures, 

languages and social practices – all may be spaces of marginalization, but they 

have also become spaces of resistance and hope.     

Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999,2012:  KL 303)  

 

If you assume that there’s no hope, you guarantee that there will be no hope. If 

you assume that there is an instinct for freedom, there are opportunities to 

change things; there´s a chance that you may contribute to making a better 

world. That’s your choice. 

Noam Chomsky (1997) 
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…and it all starts to make sense… 

Nahko (2010) 

 

I. Introduction:  

There are obvious connections between colonialism and language, through its forms of 

genocide and ethnocide that either eliminated speakers or eliminated speaking environments. 

Language revitalization has received attention through the acknowledgement of its important 

connection to decolonization, as an act of resistance and divestment of colonial culture 

(Tuhiwai Smith (1999, 2012, 2018), Tuck and Yang (2012, 2018), Waziyatawin (2005), 

Yellow Bird (2005, 2012, 2013), and Charlo and Rivers (2013)). However, to my knowledge, 

literature that explicitly evaluates the role Indigenous lexicography, lexical representations 

of Indigenous languages, or how our lexical choices can aid, hinder, or do nothing for the 

process of decolonization is lacking.  

Figure 2: Martinez Dávila, Luis (2005). Shipibo Last Supper. Pucallpa, Peru. 
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The all-invasive and thoroughly calculated destructive nature of colonization logically makes 

the process of decolonization the reasonable and natural approach toward healing the ills and 

long-term effects of colonization processes. Although this may seem impossibly complex, 

sound responses to colonization may be aided by deepening one’s understanding, or 

recognition, of how it has affected us –both as victims and victimizers.  In doing so, one can 

begin to develop and incorporate tangible plans to mitigate and reverse the effects and heal 

the deep wounds. The full scope of this healing process goes beyond what can be presented 

to you here, but an accessible step in the process is demonstrated with the project to 

decolonize the Shipibo-Konibo dictionary that was compiled and written by SIL missionaries 

(Loriot et al. 1993).  

 

The legacy of colonization in the realm of linguistics and lexicography, while providing 

important historical data, has promoted damaging practices of eurocentrism and the 

destruction or denial of Indigenous epistemologies (Williams, C., Hvalkof, S., & Aaby, P. 

1982, Stoll 1983, Everett 2008). However, the action and processes of decolonization can 

reverse the harm and foster benefits throughout the individual and community by 

regenerating Indigenous patterns and energies, as proposed by Rivers (Charlo & Rivers 

2013). The regeneration of Indigenous languages can play a major role, which can be further 

supported by their dictionaries. To understand how an Indigenous language dictionary can 

address the challenges of colonization by supporting a conceptual model of decolonization 

as actions and processes (Waziyatawin & Yellow Bird 2012) one must first recognize and 

understand what colonization and decolonization are. Two words that, according to 

Waziyatawin and Yellow Bird, “should become a standard part of the vocabulary of all 

Indigenous Peoples, including the young people” (Idid: 3).  This also falls in line with 
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Smith’s assessment of the necessity to analyze imperialism and understand “the multiple 

layers of imperial and colonial practices” (Smith 1999,2012: KL 257-259). One has to know 

what they are looking at in order to respond appropriately. 

 

i. Colonial Colonization 

Colonization, as applied to human actions, is the activity of one group extending their 

territory for resources and living onto uninhabited and inhabited lands and removing 

(genocide or forced exodus) or assimilating (ethnic or cultural genocide) the inhabitants to 

exploit the resources of the area (often this included the people through forms of slavery). 

The two main forms include exploitation colonialism (removal of resources for the benefit 

of the colonial homeland) and settler colonialism (the creation of a new homeland) , and in 

many places these can be found overlapping with exploitation preceding the settler form 

(Galeano 1971; Hemming 2008; Tuck & Yang 2012; Dunbar-Ortiz 2014). For perspective, 

North America was dominated by settler colonization (Dunbar-Ortiz 2014), while to the 

south, especially in South America, exploitation colonialism was the preference (Galeano 

1971; Hemming 2008). This meant that while resources to the north were reinvested into the 

settler colonies and emerging nation state, the resources in the south were not invested into 

the land and instead were sent back to Spain, Portugal, and for a short time the Netherlands. 

This exploitation and resulting underdevelopment of South America and Central America is 

detailed in Eduardo Galeano’s aptly titled book Open Veins of Latin America (1971).11F

12  

 

 
12

 Another excellent book detailing exploitation colonialism in the Amazon is John Hemming’s Tree of Rivers 

(2008). 
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Tuck and Yang in their assessment of colonization claim that it “cannot be reduced to a 

global…nor historical answer” (2012: 21), rather it needs to be defined specifically 

according to the particularities of each colonizing group, the colonized group, and 

environment⸺natural and political⸺in which the colonization takes place. Colonization 

imposes and has imposed many things in differing ways and degrees, including “sexuality, 

legality, raciality, language, religion and property” (Ibid.). Therefore, in responding to 

colonization through decolonization one must consider all these particularities (Ibid.). Tuck 

and Yang’s assessment demonstrates the complexities and multiple layers of Imperialism and 

Colonialism as mentioned by Smith (1999, 2012). Reversing the harm done is immense, and 

decolonization is facing those challenges with viable ideas and actions.  

 

ii. Decolonizing Decolonization 

So, what is decolonization? The concept of decolonization is a common theme within the 

discourse of Indigenous and non-Indigenous ally academics and leaders, but its definition 

and understanding are not universal. Linda Tuhiwai Smith, who has demonstrated her 

authority on Indigenous Decolonization through her book Decolonizing Methodologies: 

Research and Indigenous Peoples, has pointed out that the representation of decolonization 

in literature has framed it as an extremely ‘messy’ process (1999, 2012: KL171). Elizabeth 

Cook-Lynn of the Lakota has even labeled decolonization as a fiction (Dunbar-Ortiz 2014: 

229 Quoting Jodi Byrd 2011), which demonstrates the challenge of making it a reality nearly 

60 years after it was first written about in detail.  

 

One of the earliest uses of the term comes from the Martinique psychiatrist and philosopher 

F. O. Fanon who describes decolonization as a “process [that] sets out to change the order 
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of the world [between] the colonist and the colonized[.] [It] never goes unnoticed [as it] is 

truly the creation of new men…through the very process of liberation” (Fanon 1961:2). 

Fanon’s book The Wretched of the Earth (1961), was inspired in part by A. Memmi’s The 

Colonizer and the Colonized (1957), which examines the minds of each group to understand 

the world of colonization that was being observed during the restructuring of colonial powers 

after the Second World War in the period that came to be known as Neocolonialism 12F

13.  

 

Fanon’s book includes a call for extremes, including violence, as the means to an end. That 

approach has received warranted and necessary criticism, but it should be contextualized with 

the era in which it was written and in no way detract from the importance of decolonization. 

Rather, it demonstrates the need for action with tangible and culturally appropriate solutions.  

Other criticisms are borne out of a race to innocence by descendants of settler colonialism 

(Dunbar-Ortiz 2014: 229-231) or what Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang call settler moves to 

innocence (2012), which are essentially actions to erase the history of colonization. 

Xenophobic elitism or “regressive neo-racism” has also been a rally cry for some opponents 

of decolonization, land repatriation, and sovereignty (Dunbar-Ortiz 2014:230). Further 

historic criticisms of decolonization have linked it to Marxism and the dissolving of the state, 

leading to a possible Red-Scare in academia and beyond. These sorts of destructive criticisms 

and the terranullism of no-fault history, which renders invalid and futile the “Indigenous 

rhetoric and programs for decolonization, nationhood, and sovereignty” (Dundbar-Ortiz 

2014: 231) present further challenges for Indigenous decolonization.  

 

 
13 Coined by Kwame Nkruma, the former president of Ghana (1960-66) 
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Such criticisms and moves to innocence are also voiced by the President of the Organizing 

Committee at the Universidad Intercultural de la Amazonia (UNIA) 13 F

14 in Yarinacocha, Peru. 

This university is located on the ancestral lands of the Shipibo-Konibo next to the 

Yarinacocha oxbow lake at the former compound of the SIL regional headquarters. In a 

personal meeting about waste management for the District of Yarinacocha the president 

expressed a negative view of both decolonization and indigenization. Their argument was 

based on the perceived negative outcomes of the national and regional Indigenous 

revitalization and empowerment movements in Bolivia and Mexico, respectively. In this 

context, these examples were used to illustrate the potential for violence and negative 

economical results, which were solely mentioned as counterarguments to Indigenous 

decolonization. The expressed perspective of the UNIA president was that Peru had found a 

harmonious response to colonization through “Interculturalidad”14F

15. However, the practice of 

interculturality has lacked true balance and is often used as a path toward assimilation; as is 

explored later in the Shipibo-Konibo case study. Interculturality, as promoted in Peru, is a 

move to innocence although it has the potential to support Indigenous decolonization 

processes if it can be brought into balance with Indigenous epistemologies.  

 

L. T. Smith acknowledges that decolonization is “long-term process involving the…divesting 

of colonial power” (Smith 1999, 2012: KL2144), which “needs a radical compassion that 

reaches out, that seeks collaboration, and that is open to possibilities that can only be 

imagined as other things fall into place” (Ibid. 2012: KL172). Waziyatawin and Michael 

 
14 Intercultural University of the Amazon (Yarinacocha, Peru) 

15 Personal communication 2019 
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Yellow Bird, the editors of For Indigenous Eyes Only: A Decolonization Handbook (2005) 

and the following volume For Indigenous Minds Only (2012) define both colonization and 

decolonization within an indigenous context that echoes L. T. Smith:  

COLONIZATION refers to both the formal and informal methods (behavioral, 

ideological, institutional, political, and economical) that maintain the 

subjugation and/or exploitation of Indigenous Peoples, lands, and resources. 

 

DECOLONIZATION is the meaningful and active resistance to the forces of 

colonialism that perpetuate the subjugation and/or exploitation of our minds, 

bodies, and lands. Decolonization is engaged for the ultimate purpose of 

overturning the colonial structure and realizing Indigenous liberation.  

Waziyatawin & Yellow Bird (2012:3) 

In contrast to those perspectives, Tuck and Yang (2012), present a more specific and tangible 

goal-oriented⸺albeit more extreme⸺definition of decolonization by stating that ultimately, 

within the Indigenous context of settler colonialism, decolonization is the “repatriation of 

Indigenous land and life” (Ibid.:21) and has no synonym. (Ibid.:3).  It is not “a Western 

doctrine of liberation [nor] a generic term for struggle against oppressive conditions and 

outcomes (Ibid.:21). Their opinion gives voice to the critique of decolonization being 

appropriated by settlers, but it potentially creates further challenges brought forth by claims 

of xenophobic elitism and isolationism that is explored later. Ultimately decolonization has 

the potential to provide an Indigenous framework for the healing of the colonial condition. 

Bit by bit things can begin falling into place with the divestment of the colonial project as 

Smith (1999) points out, leading to repatriation of Indigenous lands as Tuck and Yang (2012) 

demand, and ultimately Indigenous sovereignty as proposed by V. Deloria Jr. and R. Dunbar-
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Ortiz (2014). A meaningful and active resistance can be found in speaking one’s Indigenous 

language (Waziyatawin & Yellow Bird 2005), which can promote the active culture and 

begin changing how Indigenous peoples think about and interact within and beyond the 

colonized world.  

 

The initial movements for decolonization in the 1950’s and 1960’s described by Fanon and 

Memmi have helped to suggest actions for the Indigenous model through the successes and 

failures of the post-WWII models as decolonization movements adjusted to the eras of 

neocolonialism, neoimperialism, globalism/globalization, and the current prospects of a 

neoglobalism. The modern challenges of Indigenous decolonization now purposefully 

address and navigate those contexts and frameworks of the evolving -isms of colonization. 

Today, the heart of decolonization for colonized Indigenous groups and nations is moving 

towards a foundation of past and present Indigenous epistemologies that recognize and 

respect the interconnected nature of human life on our planet; including core ideals such as 

reciprocity, sharing, and balance (Waziyatawin & Yellow Bird 2005, 2012). 

 

iii. How Does One Decolonize? 

Descriptions of what can be termed Indigenous decolonization all share the theme of moving 

away from the colonial powers, forces, concepts, and frameworks toward Indigenous 

frameworks of politics, economics, land, culture, language, and spirituality. Depending on 

the individual or group, descriptions of Indigenous decolonization and suggested actions 

reach far and wide throughout the world, but they have a similar prime directive associated 

with sovereignty and self-determination. Yellow Bird created a Conceptual Model of 
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Decolonization that provides a useful differentiation of decolonization as an event and a 

process: 

As an event, decolonization concerns reaching a level of critical 

consciousness, an active understanding that you are (or have been) colonized 

and are thus responding to life circumstances in ways that are limited, 

destructive, and externally controlled. 

 

As a process, decolonization means engaging in the activities of creating, 

restoring, and birthing. It means creating and consciously using various 

strategies to liberate oneself, adapt to or survive oppressive conditions; it 

means restoring cultural practices, thinking, beliefs, and values that were 

taken away or abandoned but are still relevant and necessary to survival; and 

it means the birthing of new ideas, thinking, technologies, and lifestyles that 

contribute to the advancement and empowerment of Indigenous Peoples. 

(Waziyatawin & Yellow Bird 2012: 3) 

This differentiation is helpful to define goals, recognize objectives, and anticipate results of 

decolonization activities as part of a Decolonization Plan that could be developed by an 

individual, community, or nation.  

 

The process of decolonization has also been termed Indigenization, which Robert Odawi 

Porter from the Heron Clan of the Seneca Nation defines as: “the personal and collective 

process of decolonizing Indigenous life and restoring true self-determination based on 

traditional Indigenous values” (Porter 2005:108).  The concept and intention of 
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Indigenization is another helpful framework or method to initiate and support thoughts and 

actions towards Indigenous sovereignty.  

 

Furthermore, to examine the particularities of decolonization descriptions and desired 

outcomes of a decolonizing agenda one could map them out on a spectrum from strong to 

weak; representing complete rejection and removal of the colonial patterns and energies and 

regeneration of the Indigenous patterns and energies (strong), to selective removal or 

indigenization of aspects within the colonizing culture; and the regeneration and integration 

of selective aspects of the Indigenous 

culture (weak). This is visualized (Figure 

4) within a two-axis model that is similar 

to the Political Compass 15F

16 found online, 

which maps political ideologies. For the 

Decolonization Compass the level of 

economic dependence or autonomy is laid 

over the level of political dependence or 

autonomy. While purposefully oversimplified, this tool could be developed to include other 

important aspects of decolonization like Indigenous language use and other cultural practices 

of time, space, and meaning. Such a tool could also help individuals and communities to 

untangle the messiness of decolonization and begin organizing individual and community 

thoughts by reflecting upon where they want to go, and what that will specifically require of 

them.  

 
16 www.politicalcompass.org 

Figure 3: Decolonization Compass 
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To better understand decolonization and how it can be applied, Rivers, in his Decolonization 

Invitation, presents the analogy of colonization as an invasive plant species,  using the term 

invasive colonialism and further calling for their removal (Rivers 2013) like a weed. The 

roots of colonization run very deep and mirror an invasive plant species that is introduced 

into a new space and outcompetes the native vegetation for nutrients, water, and sunlight thus 

choking out their competition and leaving little to no remnants of the previous ecosystem 

behind. Insights into methods for decolonization can also be found by applying that analogy 

to a constant environmental challenge for deforested lands in the Amazon. 

 

The Shipibo-Konibo, whose territories have become degraded by excessive deforestation and 

environmentally inappropriate land management practices−especially around the urban 

center of Pucallpa−interact with a particularly nasty invasive grass species named 

cashaucsha (Imperata brasiliensis Trin.) that provides a fitting analogy of colonization and 

how one can decolonize. The initial colonization takes place after the forest or Indigenous 

culture has been felled or conquered. Next, the cashaucsha acts like the colonizing culture 

and dominant language as it is not only overly aggressive in its use of nutrients and water, 

but it is also allelopathic and emits phenolic toxins into the ground that further prohibits many 

native plant species from germinating and growing. Thus, environments for native species or 

Indigenous cultures and languages are ruined, only allowing the colonizing versions to 

survive.  

 

To remove the invasive species, or to decolonize it, is a challenging effort and physical 

removal is just part of the solution. It is common to see a deforested parcel of land colonized 

by cashaucsha that was cleared to the ground with a machete in the morning to have nearly 
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a centimeter of fresh growth by sunset. Even fields that were slashed and then burned only 

repel the cashaucsha’s growth for few days as even the fire will not kill the roots. To 

regenerate landscapes or decolonize, one must cut down the cashaucsha, plant a desired 

native species, then protect and nurture the seeds and seedlings by clearing the new growth 

of the cashaucsha weekly until the native species’ roots can take hold of the earth and begin 

to create a canopy that will take away the cashaucsha´s light source. One of the best native 

plants to accomplish this regeneration is xenán (Inga edulis Mart.), also known locally in 

Peru as guaba, and in Australia as the Ice Cream Bean. The xenán acts in many ways like an 

Indigenous language that can begin reclaiming language environments promoting cultural 

regeneration as well.  

 

The xenán is a special legume tree that can take nitrogen out of the atmosphere with the 

symbiotic help of mycorrhizae fungus and quickly take root in degraded and toxic soils of a 

man-made Amazonian grassland or purma. The nitrogen fixation with the mycorrhizae 

allows it to compete with the cashaucsha. However, the xenán must be protected across 

ontogeny from birth to infancy to adolescence as it can be snuffed out if the cashaucsha is 

allowed to grow back before the xenán can become fully established. Once the xenán has 

risen above the height of an adult cashaucsha it creates a canopy that then protects the tree 

and the forest floor from any further infestations, and it also begins clearing and fertilizing 

the land around it. Aside from pulling nitrogen out of the air for its own growth, it also creates 

stores of nitrogen underground on its roots. Thus, in addition to dropping its leaves to fertilize 

the soil, there are also stores of plant available nitrogen found underground, which can later 

feed the following successions of native plants and trees as the forest regenerates. The xenán 

supports native forest floor plants and baby trees that would otherwise have no chance to 
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germinate, grow, and flourish in the colonized environment of the cashaucsha.  Likewise, 

the regeneration of an Indigenous language can support the decolonization process, but it 

requires a comparable level of maintenance to help it reestablish its roots. Once doing so, it 

also supports the regeneration of other cultural practices and truths that would otherwise have 

had no chance to germinate, grow, and flourish in the colonized environment.  

 

However, there is a noteworthy limitation in part of this analogy. Human societies can be 

much more aggressive than plants in their ability to infest or infect an environment. 

Colonizing social processes act much like a an oncovirus, which is a type of virus that can 

cause or lead to cancer. For many viruses the infected host has the potential to create 

antibodies that can mitigate or destroy the infection, however, the onset of cancer can then 

be much more aggressive in disrupting the natural balance of the environment. The 

establishment and imminent death or loss of Indigenous culture due to the settler colonialism 

cancer must be mitigated or healed by addressing the core source of the infection. 

 

According to the traditional Shipibo-Konibo method for healing, combating symptoms are 

secondary to addressing the source of the illness or social ills and not just their removal from 

the host or culture, as proposed by Rivers (2013). The Shipibo-Konibo refer to this source of 

the illness as the íbo ‘owner’, which is considered the ‘spirit’ of the disease. Without 

addressing the íbo, complete healing cannot take place. The simple removal or concept of 

NIMBYꟷNot In My Back Yard will not solve it as there is no away in throw away. This 

ultimately means that within the Indigenous decolonization process nothing can be ignored 

or taken lightly. A similar amount of time and effort may be needed to heal the colonizing 

energies of the world in order to shift the course of Indigenous lives towards sovereignty. 
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Part of that change needs to come from the colonizers and others whom are complicit of the 

colonizing offenses. The íbo or controlling energy of colonization must be addressed to fully 

heal through decolonization. 

 

iv. “The problems of the minority are the problems of the majority…” 

“…while living persons are not responsible for what their ancestors did, they are 

responsible for the society they live in, which is a product of the past. Assuming 

this responsibility provides a means of survival and liberation.”  

Dunbar-Ortiz (2014:235) 

Colonization and decolonization are complex ideas and actions to describe and understand. 

It is likely to be unsettling as it requires one to begin to face how oneself is and has been 

affected by it in a variety of contexts including: multi-generationally and in the present. This 

may create different outcomes ranging from pride, anger, hate, indifference, sorrow, shame, 

guilt, depression, denial, and complacency from a colonizer’s perspective, to complacency, 

denial, depression, guilt, shame, sorrow, indifference, anger, hate, and motivation for the 

colonized. These are laid out as opposing spectrums as solutions may be born from the shared 

feelings of a conflicting, but common experience; both the colonizer and the colonized 

coexist in the same meta-environment, albeit often socially and geographically segregated, 

but there is much overlap in nearly all aspects of society. Simple examples of this 

interconnectedness or shared environments are found in service providers and their 

consumers, along with government programs and their beneficiaries.   

 

As a result of these shared environments and intrinsically connected experiences, that are 

also recognized by Smith (1999, 2012) and Dunbar-Ortiz (2015), everyone is exposed to 
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some aspect of the colonized condition and thus consciously or unconsciously everyone must 

navigate the competing emotions that I have detailed above. A key contributor to the 

perpetuation of colonization−for both sides−is the dangerous limbo of indifference or 

normalcy, and the resulting complacency, or even erasure (Dunbar-Ortiz 2014). This power 

of indifference and complacency is probably well known to the creators and perpetuators of 

colonization. The outsider ally sociolinguist Perry Gilmore, in her analysis of working in 

postcolonial Kenya for 15 months between 1975-76, unflinchingly admits to her own 

complacency at the time as a researcher of colonial western science, and points out that, she, 

along with everyone else at her research station were guilty of maintaining the colonial status 

quo (Gilmore 2016).  Indifference and complacency are a dangerous place for the mind to 

arrive. These psychological states may well be the driving agents for the Western model of 

entertainment and fun 16F

17 that can facilitate settlers and their descendants with their race or 

move to innocence, all the while coercing the colonized to be comfortably numb; two birds, 

one stone. 

 

In disrobing the term colonization, and its especially harmful effects on what are known today 

as Indigenous peoples and nations, it must not be ignored that while the specific results differ 

from group to group the colonizing agenda and condition is ultimately blind; it is harmful 

 
17 It is interesting to note here that the origins of ‘entertainment’ are to continue or maintain, and the origins of 

‘fun’ are to trick, cheat, fool or hoax, and in another key colonizing language, Spanish, ‘fun’ is diversión, which 

is quite literally a diversion; to focus one’s attention away from hardship, sadness, or the injustices of a society 

or colonized world. As of 9/7/17, on an American Airlines flight, their interflight touch screen service labels 

‘entertainment’ with a cup of popcorn that looks like a garbage can and the Spanish translation is ‘ocio’ or 

idleness, which is the root of the Peruvian Spanish adjective for laziness; ‘ocioso’… 
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and offensive to everyone, all races, all genders, all ages, all cultures, all classes, the 

colonized, and the colonizers. For people from the colonizing or dominant group of any given 

society it is encouraged to reflect, not only on one’s roles within the colonizing group, but 

also ways in which one’s ancestors have been colonized. This introspection may allow for 

common ground to be found and to inspire the birth of viable cooperative solutions. The 

ancient and deep-rooted nature of colonization can be seen through an analogy of the “other 

99%” movement, which was then branded so linguistically eloquent as “ANTIFA” perhaps 

to hide in plain sight colonization’s roots to fascism and intolerance to difference. This in 

mind, most of the world’s population, the other 99%, have in some way been bamboozled 

and oppressed through physical and psychological violence to fall in line with the 

homogenization of the numerous colonizing forces throughout the course of human 

existence. Colonization affects everybody. It is done so in disproportionately different ways, 

yet they all share a root energy that is ultimately bad and counterproductive to life. It is 

jakóma ‘not true to life’ in the purest sense of the Shipibo-Konibo term for ‘bad’. 

 

Expressing this universality of colonization on Earth is not, in any way, meant to dilute nor 

dismiss the disproportionately harmful effects of colonization on certain people, 

communities, and nations. It is not a settler move to innocence. Rather, it should be 

recognized that in some way all humans share the responsibility in reversing all the effects 

of harmful, and in many cases genocidal (demographically, culturally, linguistically, 

environmentally, etc.) colonial practices. This could be part of the collaboration mentioned 

by Smith (2012), who has also noted the ‘shared culture’ and the shared language and 

knowledge of the colonizer and the colonized (Ibid. KL 1114). In the essence of cause and 

effect, the results of colonization have birthed multiple cultures and languages to 
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accommodate, deal with, or suffer under it, as well as unique ways to talk about and 

conceptualize it according to the position of the individual or group; as a colonizer, a 

descendant of the colonizing society, or those who were colonized. Therefore, decolonizing 

actions must consider and respect the full scope of the problem, which has affected nearly 

everyone and everything on our planet. Such actions undoubtably require collaborations 

between various groups whose geographic and social boundaries have become blurred over 

time. A collaboration is needed in order to effect legitimate and lasting change.  

 

While I was working on an integrated waste management project for Shipibo-Konibo 

communities with the Peruvian NGO Alianza Arkana it became clear that the challenge with 

waste and pollution would not be solved by working solely with the Native Communities; 

the challenge is universal. To find a solution for the communities, it also requires finding a 

solution for the cities and small colonial settlements. Another universality issue come up 

while working towards social change is solving gender discrimination and all forms of 

gender-based violence. Initially, a community driven program was introduced to educate and 

empower young women. However, it quickly become evident that we also needed to work 

with young men to educate them and help break the cycle of the all too common projections 

of the abusive elements of the male psyche, known as toxic masculinity (Gross 1990). To 

find viable solutions, we had to address both sides of the problem in order to begin making a 

tangible change for the society as a whole. In the same way, it is likely decolonization will 

only find space to grow when the root causes of colonization are also addressed.  

 

This conception of the universality of responsibility is not universally accepted. Tuck and 

Yang (2012) state that “[s]ettler colonialism and its decolonization implicates and unsettles 
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everyone.” However, within their conclusion the authors state that “decolonization is not 

accountable to settlers, or settler futurity. Decolonization is accountable to Indigenous 

sovereignty and futurity” (Ibid.:34). The level of indifference found amongst perspectives on 

decolonization like this fall in line with the indifference of the colonizers. Colonization was 

an obligation forced upon the colonized. Whereas, decolonization works to break the 

colonizing structure and is viewed as incommensurable or without compromise (Ibid.:31). 

These strong versions of decolonization appear to be an eye for an eye stance that could 

potentially bend and break when put into practice. Therefore, there is a need to develop 

solutions that take everyone into consideration.  

 

Indigenous decolonization can be a collaboration. Repatriation of lands and Indigenous 

sovereignty does not require isolation. Just ask the uncontacted or voluntarily isolated 

peoples of Peru how isolation is working out for them. As of 2018, there are 17 officially 

recognized isolated nations with six of these in the process of initial contact with the Peruvian 

government (Ministerio de Cultura 2018a, b). A total of 2,871,464.39 hectares have already 

been legally protected, and another 2,543,525.23 are in the process.  Meanwhile there is an 

unknown number of isolated nations whom have not been identified. There are 43 recognized 

laws, decrees, and presidential resolutions to essentially protect these isolated nations (Ibid.). 

However, even with all of this formal recognition and protection, their lands are subject to 

the invasions of loggers and miners⸺illegal and legal. Therefore, even though they are 

ostensibly uncolonized, isolation does not prevent them from being impacted by ongoing 

extraction colonialism. The conditions of modern colonization through neoglobalization 

demonstrates that no stone will be left unturned. Therefore, it is not possible to decolonize 
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Indigenous peoples and nations without involving colonizers in the dismantling of the 

structure that continue to colonize and appropriate Indigenous lands.   

The wise words of a Shipibo-Konibo great-grandmother Jakon Rate best describe the risk 

associated with responding to offensive energies, such as those of colonization.  

“When someone speaks or acts toward you in an offensive way, you must not 

respond or react to it with the same offensive energy. Doing so will be harmful. 

By responding offensively to someone else, you will be offensive to yourself.” 17F

18 

According to her, the life-giving-good energies in this world require that all or our thoughts 

and actions come from a place of love and respect for life. By drawing on offensive and 

destructive energies one gives them place and purpose to not only effect those who are the 

receivers of the offence, but also ourselves. Her opinion, which comes from a Shipibo-

Konibo world view that is discussed in Part II, is to remain centered in love and to take the 

high road. Doing so, can also help to decolonize the colonizers as well.  

 

To do the right thing and respond to colonization from a place of love is a huge test for 

individuals and communities. Indigenous historian Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz feels that 

decolonization or life after empire is a process that “will require extensive education 

programs and the full support and active participation of the descendants of settlers, enslaved 

Africans, and [other colonized and immigrant populations]” to realize a future of Indigenous 

sovereignty. (2014: 236-237). Her position focuses on a collaboration of colonized and 

marginalized peoples, and the descendants of settlers. Dunbar-Ortiz identification of 

education as the key factor to making decolonization a reality is also important. To 

 
18 Personal communication. Original quote: Min kaibobo minki jói tenekeni jato kopiamawe. Jara ochai iki, 

akin mia quemiai. Min jato kopiai, mia ocha kai mia. 
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understand how she arrived at education as the vehicle for decolonization let us now look at 

how education became a key method for colonization. 

 

v. Colonizing Through Education 

Initially, education was not the preferred method of colonization. The role of the United 

States of America as an invasive settler colonizer shifted from simple genocide to cultural 

genocide once killing the savages began to receive negative religious and then political 

criticism. It was then an economic solution that determined the best plan of action of the 

settler colonizers. In the case of the United States of America, this was to “kill the Indian in 

him and save the man.” By doing so they could recruit able bodies for the industrial needs 

of the time. That now infamous quote by Lieutenant Richard Henry Pratt, founder and 

superintendent of the even more infamous Carlisle Indian School, led to the horribly evil 

slogan Kill the Indian, Save the Man. The Lieutenant, a proud practitioner of cultural 

genocide, preceded that by attempting to demonstrate his innovative humanitarian and 

economic view by saying, “A great general has said that the only good Indian is a dead one 18F

19. 

In a sense, I agree with the sentiment, but only in this: that all the Indian there is in the race 

should be dead.” This of course meant Indigenous cultures, and Indigenous languages were 

the new enemies of the state that needed to be pulled out, root and stem, and replaced with 

the Anglo-Saxon European culture and the English language. 

 

To better facilitate the loss of language, children were pulled from their homes by force and 

 
19 Another interesting note, the Propagandhi song quoted in the poem Identity from the Author’s Note is titled, 

“The Only Good Fascist Is a Very Dead Fascist.” 
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relocated far away, or sometimes just blocks from their communities, in military-style 

boarding schools such as the Carlisle Indian School where they were strictly forbidden to use 

their languages and had restricted to no interaction with their families and communities 

(Haller 2002; Hoerig 2002). In other areas where geographic and economic limitations made 

boarding schools impractical, missionaries and their community schoolteachers lobbied 

community parents to speak only English with their children at home (Okakok 1989:409; 

Dementi-Leonard & Gilmore 1999:42). Dementi-Leonard and Gilmore (Ibid.)  also point out 

that “[i]n Alaska the high cost of rural education is often seen by the dominant culture view 

as unnecessary ‘special treatment’ for Alaska natives who wish to remain in rural 

communities and have their children educated in their home community. Rural schools, since 

their inception in the 1970s, have frequently been the target, therefore, of negative 

evaluations and heavy criticism… the alternative to rural schools was childless villages and 

students who had to trade their families and culture for an education” (Ibid:45-46, my 

emphasis). This assessment of colonization being sustained through education is found 

throughout the world on all colonizing fronts and rings true into the present for Shipibo-

Konibo adolescents who migrate to the city, often with their parents who come to work and 

help pay university or institute fees. This creates adolescent-less and young adult-less 

villages. 

 

In Peru, the Shipibo-Konibo and other ethnic minorities are making similar choices in search 

of higher education and economic opportunity. However, there is a notable difference 

between Peru and the United States of America. Dementi-Leonard & Gilmore’s examples in 

Alaska demonstrate parallels with the challenging environments of rural Amazonia, but it 

appears that Peru had neither the economic resources nor organizational capacity to steal a 
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generation of children and put them into boarding schools at the levels of the USA or 

Australia. However, missionary families were able to formally or informally adopt small 

amounts of Indigenous children who were then raised for varying periods of time with a 

White Christian family. The economic and environmental challenges faced by the Peruvian 

government for the “reduction” and assimilation of Amazonian Indigenous groups were 

eventually overcome partially by the advent of transitional bilingual schools. Those schools, 

as well as many rural Indigenous schools in Alaska (Ibid.), were created with the end goal of 

not literate and functioning bilinguals, but rather dominant language monolinguals who could 

then travel to population centers to study higher levels of education in the dominant language 

or⸺most commonly⸺enter the workforce, aka modern industrial slavery, of the colony (see 

RABÉ II: vii. Formalization of the Intercultural Bilingual Education-EIB Program, pg. 106).  

 

Today many individuals, families, and communities seek salvation from social ills through 

contemporary education⸺as described by Vine Deloria Jr. (1992: KL3638)⸺only to end up 

deeper entrenched in the poverty and other social ills of modern colonization. This idea of 

promoting or maintaining one’s own entrapment in the colonial system is a form of 

hegemony that parallels the hole in Hot Water Music’s Blackjaw that one is digging as the 

walls cave in on top of themselves. Similarly, Robert Nesta “Bob” Marley mentions this 

theme in his song Small Axe; a slave vs. slave master poem⸺“Whosoever diggith a pit, shall 

fall in it.” This can be attributed to the colonization’s sustainability plan through education. 

The power of education and education systems for assimilation are unparalleled. To 

paraphrase Dementi-Leonard & Gilmore (1999) who quoted Barnhardt from 1995; education 

is the best tool to assimilate others into the colonizing society. In 1879 Carlisle Indian School 

was created for that end. Later, Adolf Hitler created his Hitler Youth programs to indoctrinate 
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children into his worldview. Currently, most State Governments have a centralized 

Department or Ministry for Education that mandate local education systems that control the 

very notion of intellect and intelligence. It was and is the institutionalization of expansionism 

and colonization “in academic disciplines, schools, curricula, universities and power”, as 

described by L. T. Smith (1999, 2012: KL 144). These ideologies and foundations are at the 

very core of colonization while their prime directive is to keep the colony intact. 

 

Under the ubiquitous and ambiguous banner of hegemonic globalization, the colonizers set 

out to erase the collective memory of millions, their cultures, their languages, including the 

unique knowledge and wisdom of their distinct environments. Indigenous cultural 

knowledges and wisdoms are now proving indispensable and of dire need as humanity 

struggles to find balance with the finite resources of the Earth after centuries of colonialism. 

Thankfully, such traditional ecological knowledge can still be found in the archaeo-linguistic 

record of many minoritized and endangered Indigenous languages like Shipibo-Konibo; even 

after centuries of harmful Eurocentric practices. 

 

II. Evidence: Decolonizing Dictionaries and Languages 

As stated before, what drew the focus of this research to decolonization was the rooted nature 

of the topic. In the same way that traditional Shipibo-Konibo healing seeks to identify the 

íbo or source of an illness for treatment, decolonization can be viewed as a remedy to the 

root cause of the modern Indigenous condition of decimated cultures, communities, health 

and wellbeing; colonization. The revisioning work for the new Shipibo-Konibo dictionary is 

to correct the errors documented by the previous lexicographers (Loriot et al. 1993) and give 
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it a definitive and absolute Shipibo-Konibo voice. This method for doing so is undoubtedly 

a process of decolonization.  

 

i. Decolonizing Through Language 

Saving Indigenous languages will require extraordinary amounts of hard work, 

but the results will contribute invaluably to Indigenous decolonization.  

   Waziyatawin & Yellow Bird (2005:5) 

How does an individual or group begin responding to the deeply rooted and powerful force 

of colonization? For many, including Waziyatawin and Michael Yellow Bird (2005, 2012), 

Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999, 2012), Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang (2012), Ngũgĩ wa 

Thiong’o (1986), and F. O. Fanon (1963) one of the key actions for decolonization is the 

decolonization of the mind. This idea has popped up time and time again throughout history, 

popular media, and entertainment under the Free your Mind banner19 F

20. An example is 

expressed with the lyrics of the musical group Rage Against the Machine equating 

colonization to having a “Bullet in the Head”. Musical movements implore and encourage 

people through song or oral tradition to Wake Up20F

21, Risk It21F

22, and emancipate yourself from 

mental slavery22 F

23, while reminding us that we are so provided for 23F

24; and above all, stay 

 
20 Tuck and Yang warn against how this idea can be used as a settler move to innocence and disrupt any true 

form of decolonization (2012:19), but it feels important to note that simply the existence and repetition of the 

idea can be beneficial to decolonization. 

21 Rage Against the Machine “Wake Up” 

22 Nakho and Medicine for the People “Risk It” 

23 Bob Marley “Redemption Song” 

24 Nakho and Medicine for the People “Mitakuye Oyasin” 
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humble24F

25 because From Little Things Big Things Grow 25F

26. Indigenous languages and their 

oral and musical traditions are powerful tools to promote Indigenous decolonization events 

and to support the ensuing processes. They hold a key role in approaching such a monumental 

task by providing a bridge, a medium, and form; and singing appears to be a great way to 

exercise that power. Sing, or as the Shipibo-Konibo say, béwawe!  

 

 
25 Ibid. “Wash It Away” 

26 Paul Kelly “From Little Things Big Things Grow” 

Figure 4: Music Meme from Facebook Post 
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The power of song, specifically the sound or energetic tones of the voice in combination with 

thoughtful intention, or the agency of sonic substance, as proposed by the ethnomusicologist 

Brabec de Mori (2015), play a central role in traditional healing for the Shipibo-Konibo.  

While sound is traditionally noted as a form of energy that moves in space, Brabec de Mori 

points out that this implies its ability to move in air, and more so in liquid and solid substances 

like the blood, tissues, and bones of the body. Within the view of Shipibo-Konibo healers, 

the sounds of their healing songs leave a permanent impression upon the patient that transmits 

the agency of the song’s intention, often in the form of a specific plant medicine (Ibid.). The 

power transmitted by song like those of the Shipibo-Konibo tradition that blend sound and 

intention to foster agency are undeniable to those who have experienced them. Brabec de 

Mori describes this reactive phenomenon in a patient who became paena ‘dizzy or nauseous’ 

from the song of the healer (Ibid:27). I have personally witnessed how this sonic energy can 

interact with a patient who has ingested no other substances; yet when they are sung to their 

body reacts physically by swaying, shaking, and shivering, also provoking vocal outbursts of 

crying, shouting, and screaming. I have also observed this in the case of a Shipibo-Konibo 

man who uses the power of Christian prayer to expel satin from possessed individuals.  As 

a healing art, the sonic waves shift energies of the patient that last beyond the energetic ripple 

effect of the song. It is said to cause a realignment of one’s corporal energy or even expel 

invasive energies, which can last beyond the measurable sonic quality of the song, what 

Brabec de Mori calls a sonicoid, which is a form of inaudible not-exactly-sonic energy 

(Ibid.:33). His analysis also implies that Indigenous thoughts also have this “sonic quality” 

that is not understood, nor measurable in the western scientific world, which are therefore 

dismissed as imagination (Ibid.:31). He proposes that this energy can manifest within thought 
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through a manner that can be felt by humans in a way that resembles hearing (Ibid.:37), 

perhaps like intuition or having a feeling about something.   

  

The power of intention became a best-selling topic at the turn of the century with the work 

of Masaru Emoto and the English publishing of his book The Hidden Messages in Water 

(2004), which proposed that human consciousness⸺or emotional energies or 

vibrations⸺can affect the molecular structure of water. His research has been criticized by 

the academic and literary community, but it was recently referenced by Smith, Tuck and 

Yang (2018:2) who described a presentation by Winona LaDuke in 2017 that discussed the 

power of human prayer on drops of water. Finding a way to measure the sonic quality of the 

sonicoid, as proposed by Brabec de Mori (2015), may provide a way to scientifically prove 

an observable power of language and thought. Additional studies have also looked at the 

affect intention has on the germination of seeds and growth of plants (Loehr, F. 1959, Haid 

& Huprikar 2001; Shiah, et al. 2017). Shiah et al. propose to have  found an identifier marker 

of intention found in plants (2017).  

 

Investigations into the power of intention on plants could lead to methods for observing and 

measuring the effect of intention and language on animals and humans. While these 

phenomena have not been proven without a doubt in the Western scientific world its validity 

feels tangible from the prevalence of positive thinking enthusiasts and the notion of prayer; 

‘You are in our thoughts’ or ‘I’ll be thinking about you’, and the commonly used moment of 

silence. With the possibility that thoughts, words, and languages can have a sense of agency, 

it is plausible that Indigenous languages can energetically and spiritually reconnect one to 

the culture from which it came.  
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The power language specifically the positive physical health effects of Indigenous language 

use through language revitalization and maintenance programs has also recently begun to be 

recognized (Whalen, Moss & Baldwin 2016). However, the authors recognize that speaking 

an Indigenous language "may not be solely responsible for improved health status; rather, 

community validation of the indigenous knowledge system, community-driven tribal 

education, comprehending indigenous medicine, and youth empowerment through language 

and culture identity formation all play significant roles" (Ibid.:4). Regardless, the language 

and its connection to Indigenous culture and spiritualty is the intention that holds together 

the collective effort. Their call to continuously record heath data has the potential to further 

validate their claims, and possibly inspire new research into better identifying and describing 

the healing powers of language. 

 

Such powers inherent in language can be integral to creating and supporting well-being and 

decolonization efforts, however they are concepts that have received little attention within 

Indigenous Decolonization literature. The Indigenous scholars Waziyatawin (2005), April 

Charlo, Khelsilem Rivers (Charlo & Rivers, 2013), and Daryl Baldwin (Whalen, Moss & 

Baldwin 2016) are the leading voices in making this connection. Charlo mentions that 

Indigenous languages have the power to reinforce their worldviews and concepts as the 

“essence [of Indigenous worldviews and concepts are] embedded into the language” (Ibid.). 

Rivers later supported that idea by stating that it feels like he has thousands of his ancestors 

supporting him when he speaks his Skwomesh language. He also mentions the power of 

positive reinforcement and how changing words or concepts can lead to different physical 

reactions in the body, which can then lead to different behavior, feelings, and ideas that fall 

in line with the Indigenous concepts that come from his language (Ibid.; Rivers 2013). 
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A language’s ability to affect our mood, mindset, personalities, self-reflection, and 

externalized actions is not new. The theory was even the central theme of a 2016 US 

American Hollywood film, which featured a linguist in a lead role with a Sapir-Whorf 

Hypothesis twist. Linguistic Relativity, also known as the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis, proposes 

that language can determine (strong version) or influence (weak version) thought. The strong 

version has been criticized in the limited scope of western academic and scientific thought 

and is all but rejected, although there are inter-disciplinary and cross-cultural arguments for 

the weak version. Committed outsider allies of Indigenous and minoritized language 

revitalization like B. Meek (2012), D. Everett (2008:220), J. Hill (1999), and J. Fishman 

(1982) all express support for the connection of language to culture and thought. Other 

scholars, particularly from the fields of psycholinguistics (Perlovsky 2009, Mazuka & 

Friedman 2000) and bilingualism (Cook & Bassetti 2010, Athanasolpoulos 2009, Phillips & 

Boroditsky 2003, Pavlenko 1999) have provided research to support these connections 

between a language’s influence on emotions (Perlovsky 2009), language influences on how 

one perceives objects and responsibility (Mazuka & Friedman 2000), also how different 

language use among bilinguals can influence the speakers attitudes and resulting actions to 

social situations; something I have experienced personally through my own use of second 

languages. Even the controversial academic Jordan Peterson provides support for Linguistic 

Relativity from a vlog where in addressing current intellectual challenges he has been 

working through he stated, “You reduce the infinite world of facts to the finite world of values 

by viewing the world of facts through what’s essentially a dominance hierarchy of value that 

exists both out in the social world and neurologically at the same time” (Peterson 

2018:11:26). Individual lexicons or internal dictionaries on the neurological level may act 
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as filters for which one uses to view (internalized-language) and describe (externalized-

language) or even react to the world around them.  

 

Everett’s contentious book (2008) presents and defends the weak version of Linguistic 

Relativity with a playful shot at linguists who deny the theory while practicing it with the 

use of gender-neutral pronouns in an academic argument. He demonstrates that “the Pirahãs 

language forces them to think differently about the world” (Ibid.:217), but that Linguistic 

Relativity does not fully explain what is going on with the Pirahã in relation to their cognition, 

grammar, and culture. More research is required to get to the bottom of this phenomenon as 

something appears to escape the cognitive realm of Western science. Traditional Shipibo-

Konibo epistemological thought also supports a revisioned weak version of Linguistic 

Relativity.  The power of positive, life-giving-good thought is at the core of traditional 

healing practices and overall wellbeing. Additionally, they also identify the influence of 

language and thought in relation to harm and sickness (Caruso 2005), which is found across 

cultures with the concept of evil spells and enchantments. In contrast, healing and 

maintaining wellbeing through the traditional use of song, (Caruso 2005; Bustos 2006; 

Brabec de Mori & Mori Silvano de Brabec 2009; Brabec de Mori 2013) points out that the 

spoken language, and even silent language, as proposed by Brabec de Mori (2013), of 

linguistic and cognitive intention could go beyond merely influencing our thoughts, to 

actually changing our bodies at the molecular level.  

 

There is a strong argument for the weak version of Linguistic Relativity that warrants 

“research questions for investigating how languages cause us to think differently about the 

world” (Everett 2008:219), but research into this topic may have stagnated as it lacks 
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something that may come from Indigenizing the field of linguistics.  Meanwhile, if we accept 

the idea that language can influence our thoughts and actions, even ever so slightly⸺by the 

choice of a word or even the power of morphemes to vary meaning and impact ideologies as 

seen through cultural perceptions of dialects between social classes⸺the power of a 

dictionary becomes evident. The way that the nearly complete record of a language is 

represented can help perpetuate ideas like a colonizing agenda through harmful 

representations of the language and culture. In contrast, it rational to propose that a dictionary 

could also help liberate oneself from colonization through reconnecting to the essence of the 

culture with culturally appropriate linguistic representations.  

 

Many Indigenous and outsider ally scholars have recognized the powerful importance of 

Indigenous languages to Indigenous cultures, but few (namely Tuhiwai Smith (1999, 2012, 

2018), Tuck and Yang (2012, 2018), Waziyatawin (2005), Yellow Bird (2005, 2012, 2013), 

and Charlo and Rivers (2013)) have explored its connection to Indigenous decolonization. 

As for Indigenous language dictionaries, many have written about linguistic and social 

aspects of making them (Corris et al. 2000; Frawley, Hill & Munro eds. 2002; Kroskrity 

2002, 2015; Mosel 2004, 2011; Ogilvie 2011; Cablitz 2011, 2012; Meléndez 2012; Fleck, 

Uaqui & Jiménez 2012; Chung & Diaz Rechebei 2014; Vallejos 2014; Ivanishcheva 2016a, 

b), the roles they have and can fulfil (Corris et al. 2000; Warner, Butler & Luna-Costillas 

2006; Cablitz 2011, 2012; Chung & Diaz Rechebei 2014; Kroskrity 2015; Ivanishcheva 

2016a, b), the importance of community involvement and focus on the users (Warner, Butler 

& Luna-Costillas 2006; Vallejos 2014; Ivanishcheva 2016b), the priorities for (Cablitz 2011, 

2012; Ivanishcheva 2016a, b) and against (Mosel 2004, 2011) encyclopedic cultural 

information, revision processes (Chung & Diaz Rechebei 2014), and the need to shift views 
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of lexicography due to the harmful linguistic practices of the past (Corris et al. 2000; 

Kroskrity 2015). However, it is apparent that a gap exists in the literature about the potential 

roles of an Indigenous language dictionary for Indigenous decolonization events and 

processes. This is surprising given the level of prestige and power a dictionary holds with 

regard to the documentation of an entire language and the embedded culture, but then again 

as history demonstrates, most dictionaries were made to aid missionaries and colonial 

government officials in their colonist agendas. 

 

Kroskrity has also made the observation of lexicography’s colonial roots when he stated that 

“[f]or endangered language community members, as well as for those working 

collaboratively with them, it is important to remember that dictionaries have been historically 

associated with both colonial and missionary activity, and that the hegemonic influence of 

nation-states can produce a comparable level of outside cultural influence which may or may 

not be desired by community members who are concerned with both honoring and 

developing indigenous alternatives” (2015: 141).  Regardless of the historic and harsh 

realities, an Indigenous language dictionary has become a nearly indispensable tool for 

Indigenous language and cultural maintenance, revitalization, and regeneration processes; it 

is time to make them better. 

 

The work to revise the Shipibo-Konibo dictionary is the development of an Indigenous 

alternative, as mentioned by Kroskrity (Ibid.), to aid a powerful form of resistance to 

colonization through Indigenous language revitalization and regeneration (Waziyatawin & 

Yellow Bird 2005:3). As Corris et al. point out, the dictionary is “but one tool in the task” 

(2000: 8), but it can be powerful tool that can spread its influence throughout the language 
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community. The process of an Indigenous language dictionary’s revision and it resulting 

regeneration have to potential to help one recover and reconnect to their cultural knowledge 

and their collective memories. The influential power of language, as research into Linguistic 

Relativity and beyond, such as the proposed theories of Brabec de Mori (2015), demonstrate 

how language could play a significant role toward Indigenous decolonization and 

sovereignty. Revising the Shipibo-Konibo dictionary has initiated a process that is using the 

agency of Indigenous language as a vehicle for correcting and healing the harmful influences 

of a colonial past. This may not be the traditional “task of preserving the language” for 

endangered language dictionaries pointed out by Corris et al. (2000: 1), but it most certainly 

is one of the tasks for a new Shipibo-Konibo dictionary. To better understand why an 

Indigenous language dictionary may need revising through a decolonizing framework, it can 

be helpful to explore the colonial past through linguistics and lexicography. 

 

ii. Indigenous Linguistics and Lexicography 

The relationship between damaging and beneficial linguistic and lexicographic practices can 

be understood and contextualized through the history of scientific studies. Human Subjects 

Research in the study of linguistics, other social or soft sciences and the hard sciences have 

taken a similar path that began with Indigenous or ‘Other’ people as objects of study for the 

sake and benefit of the researcher and the colonizer’s society. This was the era of ‘On’, where 

research was ‘on’ the group for the benefit of the colonizers. Next was the era of ‘For’ where 

the research was then required to provide benefits for the research subjects as well. This era 

formally began with the creation of the Institutional Review Board-IRB in 1974 for human 

subjects research; where participation in research should be voluntary and the benefits should 
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outweigh any foreseeable risks. Academic research has moved into an era of ‘With’ by 

outsider academics researching with the members of the study group.  

 

Credit is due to Linda Tuhiwai Smith and her publication of Decolonizing Methodologies in 

1999 for inspiring and guiding many Indigenous or Tribal IRBs, which function above the 

standard academic IRBs. Furthermore, Smith’s seminal book went beyond calling for 

research to be done with community members by initiating the ‘by’ era, which calls for 

research to be done by the community from start to finish for the benefit of their own 

community and/or other Indigenous communities. Initially this process for Indigenous self-

determination and ethical research lagged behind the civil rights movements (Deloria Jr. 

1992; Smith 1999, 2012; Tuck 2013), but academia⸺specifically current and new students 

along with non-complacent faculty⸺now has the potential to participate and collaborate with 

communities in a way that can remedy the empty promises from the same old colonization 

okey-doke of neoglobalism for a decolonized future led by Indigenous scholars. 

 

Currently, one of the key resources for Indigenous languages and linguistics is a Language 

Vitality Assessment, of which Ethnologue of SIL and their Expanded Graded 

Intergenerational Scale–EGIDS, the Endangered Languages Catalogue project–ELCat of 

the University of Hawai'i at Mānoa and the University of Eastern Michigan and their 

Language Endangerment Index–LEI, and UNESCO’s Language Vitality Index are the most 

recognized. All of those assessments incorporate Joshua Fishman’s Graded 

Intergenerational Scale–GIDS from 1992, which was the first such scale to address language 

shift and loss. These assessments have since progressed to help language communities 

identify the strengths and weaknesses of their languages. The information can then be used 
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to facilitate the planning of language activities, be it documentation, maintenance, or 

regeneration. These assessments are also how Western academic Linguistics has chosen to 

categorize, quantify, and prioritize the need for documentation of all the languages of the 

world.  

 

It also worth pointing out that the level of influence Language Vitality Assessments have on 

the allocation of the limited foundation and government funding for Indigenous language 

activities. Many of the most well-funded granting bodies for Indigenous linguistics projects 

prioritize documentation projects over revitalization and maintenance work, such as 

establishing or supporting Indigenous language learning programs and schools. This again 

demonstrates what Waziyatawin mentioned of the dominant society’s value of the written 

word over the spoken word (2005:125). With so many languages in decline there needs to be 

a shift in this perception of the written traditions over the oral. Where is Socrates when you 

need him? 

 

So far, an unknown amount of human languages has been lost to multiple factors, with many 

falling under the widespread effects of colonization. Currently 2,583 of the 7111 known 

spoken languages are threatened or worse (Eberhard et al. 2019); including Shipibo-Konibo. 

Meanwhile the Endangered Languages Catalogue project claims that over 3000 languages 

are endangered and that 494 known languages are now classified as dormant or extinct and 

another 141 are “uncertain but precarious” (ELCat n.d.). In contrast, SIL’s Ethnologue, 

chooses to take a less alarmist position in relation to endangered languages by preferring to 

focus on levels of language development and only identifies 312 as dormant. 
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The differences in these uses of language are interesting because the more positive and 

optimistic perspective of Ethnologue is admirable and echoes Indigenous voices who choose 

not to speak of their languages with salvation and preservation narratives, but rather terms 

of empowerment and vitality. This also falls in line with the Shipibo-Konibo concept of the 

Jakón Néte and maintaining one’s thoughts and actions centered in the positive life-giving 

energy of the world. It is not surprising that SIL would take this position, which could easily 

and justifiably be termed and discredited as a race to innocence (Dunbar-Ortiz 2014) or a 

settler move to innocence (Tuck & Yang 2012) as a way to distance themselves from their 

heavily criticized evangelical field methods (Williams, C., Hvalkof, S., & Aaby, P. 1982, 

Stoll 1983, Everett 2008). However, doing so should not discredit or obscure the need to 

remain focused with a positive life-giving outlook for Indigenous languages and lives.  

 

For many Indigenous people, communities and nations, the level of language loss has made 

the linguistic and lexicographical data collected by outsiders irreplaceable, but the recorded 

data warrants a watchful eye.  Most language communities had little or no control over 

documentation of their own languages, which led to differing levels of colonization of their 

documented languages. This documentation has also affected living languages as they are 

spoken today through Eurocentric ideologies and colonial residues that continue to 

manipulate, obscure, and erase Indigenous culture from the language. Recognizing and 

understanding the relationship between colonization and decolonization with Indigenous 

languages is an important process for the language communities. To help facilitate this, 

Waziyatawin and Yellow Bird’s  call for comprehension of colonization and decolonization 

for all Indigenous peoples should also become a standard part of the vocabulary of all 
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linguists, anthropologists, and any other Indigenous or non-indigenous professionals working 

with Indigenous peoples.  

 

Indeed, for too long outsiders have had control of Indigenous linguistics and lexicography, 

and its impacts through a history of colonial agendas can be seen within Indigenous 

languages and cultures. Kroskrity’s assessment that “there is considerable evidence to 

suggest that dictionaries and other language resources have been designed by colonizers, 

missionaries, and agents of nation-state supported assimilation campaigns in ways designed 

more to control and subvert than to enhance indigenous resources” (Kroskrity 2015:141) and 

Waziyatawin’s (2005:113) assessment of the invading European settler’s practical interest 

with Indigenous languages “to facilitate the conversion of Indigenous Peoples to 

Christianity” both fall in line with the Shipibo-Konibo experience. The intention for outsiders 

to document and learn the Shipibo-Konibo language was to translate the bible to make more 

religious conversions, and speed along the linguistic and cultural assimilation process. The 

Peruvian government explicitly validated that by promoting transitional bi-lingual education 

programs (Chirif 1977; MINEDU 1989) in a long collaboration with the Summer Institute of 

Linguistics-SIL whose influences and presences continue to promote colonial intentions.  

 

iii. What that Meant to Indigenous Language Lexicography 

The colonizing mark on the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary and the Shipibo-Konibo 

language can be seen by the many biblical neologisms like ‘God’ and ‘Prostitute’. Spanish 

loan word entries, censored word selection, misrepresented semantics, and Eurocentrism all 

help to promote and perpetuate colonization. The first example given of the Shipibo-Konibo 

noun meráya ‘the wisest and most experienced member of the community, clan, or nation’, 
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presented in the Introduction, clearly demonstrates the latter two forms of linguistic 

colonization by misrepresenting the meaning as a ‘witch or sorcerer’ to create a narrative for 

the replacement of their traditional cultural elements and beliefs with the Christian religion 

and culture.  

 

Another example of assimilative colonist linguistic practices can be seen in the entry for the 

kóri ‘an adornment put in a perforation of the lower lip’  that may have been made of wood 

in the past, possibly after contact with Inka was made as a thin and often intricately carved 

plate of gold. Its name is borrowed from the Quechua term for  gold⸺kori. These adornments 

were also made of silver, copper, stainless steel or aluminum from old cooking pots: 

 

 

Figure 5: Entry from Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Loriot et al. 1993:152). 

 

kóri n. korín : an adornment put in a perforation of the 

lower lip <Nato aínbora kóri sáwekashamai. This 

woman does not want to wear a lip piercing in the lower 

lip.> 
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The illustrative sentence is called into question as it states: “This woman does not want to 

wear a lip piercing”, which is clearly a negative affirmation of a cultural practice that was 

previously linked to absolute beauty. A more appropriate example might be:  

-Nato aínbora kóriya kikin soishama ike.  

-The woman with the kóri was so stunning. 

Such an example would promote the continued practice of their culture rather than reject it 

through a negative description that could influence others to not want to wear a lip piercing. 

This is an embedded form of ethnocentrism and coerced assimilation. 

 

Another example that clearly demonstrates misrepresented semantics is with the entry for 

cháikoni whose misrepresentation is further reinforced in the entry for inín or fragrant: 

Figure 6: (Ibid:157). 

cháikoni n. cháikonin [from shipibo chái in-law + kóni 

eel] : species of wild spirit <Noa cháikonin yótoaronki 

jími kínani noa máwatai. They say that when the wild 

spirit cháikoni bewitches us, we can die vomiting 

blood.> 

_______________________________________ 
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Figure 7: (Ibid.:198). 

inín adj. íniman : fragrant <Cháikoni jónibaon 

tárironki inín ike. They say that the cushmas (clothes) 

of the wild demons cháikoni are fragrant.> 

 

Again, there are multiple errors to report that link together to form a colonized view of the 

term cháikoni. First the etymology equates -koni with the noun koni or ‘eel’, which could 

help support the idea that the cháikoni is of a demonic nature, as further demonstrated in the 

second entry that defines cháikoni as a wild demon. This analysis does not take into 

consideration a more positive and logical view from the Shipibo-Konibo themselves. Perhaps 

-koni is not an eel but the use of two adjectival suffixes; -kon and -ni. The suffix -kon implies 

‘true’, while -ni implies the indication of mythological antiquity. Rather than breaking 

cháikoni down to ‘in-law eel’ it could be represented as a ‘true in-law’ also ‘true ancestor’ 

or simply as an ancestor. If the word used to talk about your ancestors within your oral 

tradition is demonized what kind of effect will that have?  

 

Some Shipibo-Konibo associate the cháikoni as malevolent spirits, many people fear them, 

and possibly even more don’t know much at all about them or simply don’t acknowledge 

them. However, there are some elders and younger generations who may have listened to 

their elders whom hold the cháikoni in a place of reverence, as they would an ancestor. Most 

of this later association equate the cháikoni with the meráya, who also was the victim of 
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colonizing linguists, as described in the introduction. It is logical to see a correlation with 

wanting to demonize the cháikoni as well, but is it not also logical to believe that the term 

cháikoni is indeed a reference to their ancestors? A more culturally appropriate entry for 

cháikoni may look like this: 

cháikoni n. cháikonin [from shipibo chái in-law + kon 

true + ni indication of mythological antiquity] : the 

spirit of a true ancestor; often associated with their 

mythologies <Jatíribi manxán jónibaonra noa yoiai 

rakéti cháikoni jóniboki, ikáxbi non onánke ja ikí 

non yósibaon kóshi káya noa akinkasaibo. Some 

foreigners say that we should fear the cháikoni, but we 

know that they are the spirits of our ancestors and are 

here to help.> 

 

In making this radical adjustment, I ask, “how could this effect the Shipibo-Konibo people 

and their relationship to their stories; their oral tradition? What kind of an impact could this 

have on the way they view themselves and how they view the world? How could this help 

them as they work to decolonize and cultivate a national identity with which they can create 

a base for sovereignty, self-determination, self-governance, and cultural regeneration? 

 

Currently, the Shipibo-Konibo are taking control of their own lexicography and decolonizing 

it in efforts to heal the damage inflicted on their language, culture, and people. This is also 

being done to avoid misinterpretations and celebrate the original beauty of these words and 

their associated actions, objects, and intentions. Ranin Koshi, Pakan Meni, and the Non Jói 
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Kóshi Ákaibo have created a decolonization process that is designed to recognize and clean 

out the colonial residues from the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary (Loriot et al.1993) that 

were left behind by the previous lexicographers. This process (See KIMISHA III: II. 

Methods, pg. 134) is guided by their own Shipibo-Konibo epistemologies and the inspiration 

of the Hawaiian Lexicon Committee and Alutiq New Words Council, whose own review 

processes for the addition of official new words (Kimura & April 2009) provide model 

examples to ensure a thorough review that can increase cultural acceptance with the language 

community. Through Indigenizing lexicography and their nation’s dictionary, they are giving 

it a Non Jói26F

27 or Joikon 27F

28 (the self-determined names for Shipibo-Konibo language) voice 

and directive, while promoting decolonization events and processes along the way.  

 

III. Conclusion: 

History has shown us that the war to end all wars was a farce, as violence has always led to 

more violence. Many have tried and many have failed. Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Noam 

Chomsky, and anyone else may be criticized for their messages of hope, but the power of 

language demonstrates just how real it can be. My late colleague and friend Dr. Paul Roberts 

said it best, “…what should I direct my attention towards? This question has its significance 

because I can now see with a clarity that has escaped me before, and on many levels of my 

being, not just the intellectual level, that whatever I direct my attention to is important and 

has the capacity to create good, bad or even hardly anything in the world” (2017). Indeed, 

one must be mindful in all that they do. This is the choice that Chomsky refers to in 1997.  

 
27 ‘Our Language’ 

28 ‘The True Language’ 
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Getting to the roots of colonization is essential to fully address and heal the damage inflicted. 

Unpacking and untangling of the essences of colonization is difficult and unsettling. The 

actions and processes of Indigenous decolonization can be equally as difficult and unsettling, 

but it is possible. Hopefully the results of Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo´s work with their language 

will help to show one type of possibility. However, before getting into the methods and 

results of the dictionary decolonization process, the next section presents the Shipibo-Konibo 

through an ethno-linguistic sketch to better understand the people, environment, and 

language that inspired this research and innovative decolonization process. 
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RABÉ II: An Ethno-Linguistic Case Study 

  Kóshi Jói 

  a) kuʃi     hoi 

  b) strong/sovereign  voice/word/message/language 

  c) ‘Powerful Breath, Voice, Word, or Message’ 

  The Power of Language—For, and Against, Life  

    

Linguistics apart from anthropology and field research is like chemistry apart 

from chemicals and the laboratory. 

Daniel L. Everett (2008: 260) 

 

For the better part of 16 years I have been living, working, and learning with Shipibo-Konibo 

partners, friends, and family. Leaning about their culture has also meant learning their 

language. In 2005 I first acquired a new, and I was told, the last copy of the Shipibo-Konibo 

dictionary from the inactive printing press of the Summer Institute of Linguistics in 

Figure 8: Shipibo-Konibo Weavers (best 2012). 
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Yarinacocha, Peru. At that point I began to have a more complete picture of their culture; 

modern and historical. Learning about their culture was then forever connected to learning 

about their language.  

 

I. The Shipibo-Konibo: A Cultural and Linguistic Introduction 

The inspiration and motivation for this research is a riparian riverine nation of 34,152 (INEI-

Peru 2018) ethno-linguistically linked citizens in 153 Comunidades Nativas (Ibid.), which is 

the official state title for villages and land of Peru’s First Peoples. The 2017 National Census 

was the first to specifically ask about perceptions of self-identity, and while 34,152 responded 

that Shipibo-Konibo was their first language only 25,222 self-identified as ethnically 

Shipibo-Konibo (Ibid.). Each community has between 150 and 1500 members, and average 

around 240. In Peru there are 54 officially recognized languages (47 Indigenous or Original), 

of which Shipibo-Konibo represents the 6th most spoken. The Shipibo-Konibo Nation 

represents the 3rd largest Indigenous group in the Amazonian regions of Peru and the 5th 

largest of all Indigenous groups in Peru, according to the first language learned data (Ibid.). 

The Shipibo-Konibo Nation provide an unfortunately outstanding opportunity to demonstrate 

this dictionary decolonization activity as their language is at a crucial stage of endangerment 

(see iv. Language Vitality Assessments, pg. 90) and they are applying the results to renew 

their dictionary. Currently, most Shipibo-Konibo adults and children are speakers, yet many 

of those children are learning a Shipibo-Spanish hybrid that is increasingly spoken by most 

children and adults under the age of 50. This hybrid, which could soon be considered a pidgin 

language, has caused a rapid decline in the diversity of words used by the current generation 

as language environments decline and their culture shifts away from traditional subsistence 

activities and lifestyle. The factors contributing to the loss of their language are very real, 
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while the innate power and absolute beauty of their language, culture, and people is equally 

as real. The following is an ethno-linguistic sketch as one might find in the traditional field 

of linguistics, however it is framed and grounded in the life-giving power of Indigenous 

sovereignty to contribute to their own processes of decolonization.  

 

i. Location and Political Organization 

 

The majority of the Shipibo-Konibo communities are distributed across two Peruvian 

Departments (Ucayali and Loreto), within four Provinces (Atalaya, Coronel Portillo, Padre 

Abad, Ucayali), and multiple Districts. There are a few dispersed communities to the south, 

in the Department Madre de Dios, who were part of the diaspora of many Indigenous 

Amazonians during the rubber boom at the turn of the 20th century. According to the map 

Figure 9: Map of Shipibo-Konibo Territories, Source: http://bdpi.cultura.gob.pe/mapa/412 
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above, there is also a seemingly forgotten community to the north along the Rio Potro that 

may have had similar origins.  Nearly all communities are located within the same geo-

political region between 6S-10S and 74W-75W. Pucallpa, the departmental capitol of 

Ucayali, is located between 821’S-826’S and acts as the epicenter of Shipibo-Konibo 

politics. 

 

Each community holds their own level of political autonomy, with colonially influenced 

positions of authority that are linked to the Peruvian government at the District, Provincial, 

and National levels. There is a Jefe who oversees all matters and represents the community 

in the highest levels of internal and external government, a Delegado Vecinal (linked to the 

District Municipality), Teniente Gobernador (Justice System), and the Juez de Paz (National 

Police Force). Federations linked to the Asociación Interétnica de Desarrollo de la Selva 

Peruana–AIDESEP (Inter-ethnic Peruvian Jungle Development Association) through 

regional offices (the office for Ucayali–ORAU includes 13 Federations of 15 different 

Pueblos Indígenas–Indigenous Groups) provide a level of unification for all Indigenous 

nations in the Peruvian Amazon. 

 

However, AIDESEP’s regional structure has received criticism for its political boundaries 

that separate Shipibo-Konibo communities. In response to this, the organization COSHIKOX 

(Consejo Shipibo-Konibo-Xetebo) was formally created in 2010, with the aim to unify the 

Shipibo-Konibo-Xetebo Nation and promote their self-governance and self-determination. 

COSHIKOX came into existence under much criticism of the existing Federations, and 

communities who over the years have learned to be weary of centralized government and 
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colonially structured organizations, including all NGO’s, that claim to be their allies. While 

COSHICOX continues to face conflicts and criticism, many self-inflicted from the first years 

of their existence, their purpose and goals are based in Indigenous sovereignty and 

decolonization. Their purpose and prime directive have the potential to effect positive 

changes for the Shipibo-Konibo and Xetebo, and other Indigenous nations in Peru and 

beyond. In January of 2017 they publicly declared their intention for the self-determination 

and self-governance of their Nation (SERVINDI 2017); following the lead of the Wampis 

Statute that declared the Indigenous Wampis as a self-governing nation in 2015. COSHIKOX 

began drafting the articles of a Shipibo-Konibo-Xetebo Constitution in June of 2019. The 

future depends in many ways on the hearts of its leaders and members so that one day they 

can be recognized, internally and externally, as Citizens of their own Nation. 

 

ii. Ethnolinguistic Data and History

ISO 639-3 Code:  SHP 

Family:  Pano; Mainline Branch 

Group:  Nawa 

Subgroup:   Chama 

Dialects:   Shipibo  

Konibo 

Xetebo (Loriot 1993) 

Piskibo (Ibid., MINEDU 2013) 

Kapanawa (Fleck 2013)
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Table 1: Other historical spellings for the Shipibo-Konibo peoples and language, 

their dialects, and synonymous names include: 

SHIPIBO (1993-Modern):  

Chepaeo (1638 bis 1683) Xitipo (1768) Chepeo (1905) 

Chepeo (1653: J.) Chipibo (1789) Cipibo (1905) 

Chipaco (????) Xípiba (1800) Schipibo (1905) 

Chepeo (1660) Supebo (1801) Shepegua (1905) 

Shipeo (????) Shipebo (1801) Ssipibo (????) 

Chipeo (1665: F.) Sépibo (1801) Xipibo (????) 

Sipibo (1686: F.) Sepivo (1833) Zipivo (????) 

Chepeao (1768) Cepibo (1833) 
Calliseca and Caliseca or 

Kaliseka (1651, 1657) 

Chipeao (1768) Cepeo (1905) Chama (1914) 

Zipibo (1768) Cepibo (1905) Payanso (1990) 

KONIBO (2007-Modern):  

Cuniba (1661) Conibo (1846-2007) Conigua (1905) 

Cunio (1661) Connibo (1861) Calliseca (1780) 

Cunivo (1684: J., 1686: F.) Kunibo (1904) Manoa (1836, 1910) 

Curiveo (1684) Univo (1904) Chama (????) 

Cunibo (1685: F., 1687: J.) Conebo (1905) Pariache (1974) 

XETEBO (2007-Modern): 

Xitipo (1638 bis 1683) Iltipo (1904) Cetevo (1905) 

Cheteo (1654: J.) Schitebo (1904) Shetegua (1905) 

Xitipo=Schitipo (1669: J.) Schitipo (1904)  S̈hetebo (1993-2007) 

Gitipo (1669) Setevo (1904) Shetebo (1993-2007) 

Jitibo (1670: J.) Setibo (1904) Pelados (1665: J.) 

Setebo (1755: F.) Settebo (1904) Amico (1760: F.) 

Séteba (1800: F.) Sitibo (1904) Manoa (1791) 

Chetibo (1861) Sitivo (1904) Manoita (1791) 

Hibito (1904) Ssetebo (1904) Pano (????) 

PISKIBO (2007-Modern): 

Pisquibo Pisquino Piskino 

KAPANAWA (2007-Modern): 

Capanagua (1654: J.) Capanahua (1790) Source: (Steinen 1904; Fleck 

2013) Capinahua (1686: J.) Cápanáua (1800) 
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In recent history Shipibo, Konibo, and Xetebo, even Piskibo, were and continue to be 

considered the dialects (Ethnologue 2019), but the recent work of David Fleck (2013) defines 

Xetebo and Piskibo of Piskino as obsolescent dialects of the Pano language, while placing 

the geographically distant Kapanawa alongside Shipibo and Konibo as the dialects of the 

language Shipibo-Konibo. Fleck proposes that the proto-Shipibo-Konibo language 

originated from the region of the Kapanawa along the Tapiche River and spread west and 

then south, up the Ucayali river and some of its effluents like the Pisqui River during the 

1600s; possibly after European diseases wiped out the previous populations found on the 

Ucayali (Ibid.). Fleck’s paper Panoan Languages and Linguistics includes a nearly 

exhaustive examination of the historic references to Shipibo-Konibo and other Panoan 

languages and dialects. 

 

Little is or can even be known about proto-Pano, but the largely discredited and ignored 

English journalist and pseudohistoric writer Harold T. Wilkins proposes that Pano may have 

evolved from the original language of Atlantis (1946). I mention this to not further a potential 

false truth, rather it is important to point out that the Panoan languages like Shipibo-Konibo 

warrant prestige and consideration to what they may be able to teach the world about the 

overall human experience; along with every other language that continues to hold ancient 

knowledge in their words, morphemes, and etymology. Indigenous languages truly are "one 

of the great treasures of humanity" (Zepeda & Hill 1992).  

 

iii. Indigenous Language Status in Peru 

“Aboriginal languages” were officially recognized by the Peruvian Constitution of 1993 in 

Article 48°.-Official Languages, which states: “The official languages are Castellano and, in 
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the zones where they are predominant, also are Quechua, Aymara, and the other aboriginal 

languages, according to the law.”28F

29 Shipibo-Konibo was then explicitly recognized by the 

Peruvian government with the National Law of Languages in 200629F

30, but that law never made 

it past the proposal phase as it was criticized for its lack of prior consultation, and limited 

scope. The resulting consultations led to the officially recognized Law N° 29735 of 2011, 

titled: Law that regulates the use, preservation, development, recuperation, fomentation and 

diffusion of the native languages of Peru 30F

31 (El Peruano 2011). Law N° 29735 was later 

published in the Shipibo-Konibo language in 2014. 

 

This law is comparable in scope to the United States of America’s Esther Martinez Native 

American Languages Preservation Act of 2006, an amendment to the Native American 

Programs Act of 1974, which provides similar protections and recognitions for the native 

languages of the USA. However, the Peruvian law uses much broader language in describing 

fundable documentation, maintenance, and revitalization actions, essentially making all 

viable options possible. The only limitation of this law is justifiably found in the preferential 

treatment of languages classified as “in erosion or danger of extinction” 31F

32 by the National 

 
29 Original text: “Son idiomas oficiales el castellano y, en las zonas donde predominen, también lo son el 

quechua, el aimara y las demás lenguas aborígenes, según la ley.” 

30 “Ley Nacional de Lenguas”: Retrieved May 1, 2017, from http://red.pucp.edu.pe/ridei/files/2011/08/LEY-

NACIONAL-DE-LENGUAS.pdf 

31 Original text: “Ley que regula el uso, preservación, desarrollo, recuperación, fomento y difusión de las 

lenguas originarias del Perú.” 

32 Original text: “en erosión y peligro de extinción” 
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Registry of Native Languages 32F

33, which are guaranteed under article 14. This law is a major 

piece of policy that could support the Shipibo-Konibo’s efforts to make their language thrive.  

 

Most recently in July of 2016, the former President Ollanta Humala 33F

34 made a Supreme 

Decree for the regulations of Law N° 29735 that put together a multisectoral commission to 

create a National Policy for Original Languages, Oral Tradition and Interculturality 34F

35 and 

define a multisector plan for its implementation. One year later the now resigned ex-president 

Pedro Pablo Kuczynski made a new supreme decree announcing the results of the 

commission, which serves as “the principle document for strategic orientation for mid- and 

long-term matters of indigenous or original languages” (El Peruano 2017). 

 

In 2007, additional legislation by the Ministry of Education with the norma-regulation RD 

0337-2007-ED officially recognized the process to update the Shipibo-Konibo alphabet. It 

was then amended in 2011, at which point all new educational materials would be subject to 

adhere to new orthography; see vi. Writing Systems, pg. 102.  

 

The outlook for Shipibo-Konibo and the other 47 officially recognized Indigenous languages 

in Peru spoken by more than 4.5 million people looks very good in respect to the rule of law 

and the courts that provides an established legal base for the process of legitimation and 

institutionalization (Sánchez et al. 2018 citing Ministerio de Educación de Perú, 2017; 

 
33 Registro Nacional de Lenguas Originarias 

34 Humala and his wife are now in prison for receiving illicit funds. 

35 “Política Nacional de Lenguas Originarias, Tradición Oral e Interculturalidad” 
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Panizo Jansana, 2017). However, receiving monetary support for language revitalization 

work from the government is nearly unheard of in the country. Funding programs like 

Documenting Endangered Languages, born from the partnership of the National Science 

Foundation and the National Endowment for the Humanities of the United States of America 

simply do not exist in Peru and there is very little in state or local funds set aside for such 

projects. Therefore, while Indigenous languages are recognized, protected, and promoted on 

paper, legitimate financial support and creative sustainable community-based solutions are 

needed to make these laws relevant. 

 

iv. Language Vitality Assessments 

The vitality or existence of a language is based off its speakers and the strength and relevance 

of the language for those speakers. The foremost factor to assess the vitality of a language is 

its ability to pass or transmit itself to the next generation of speakers. This is what Joshua 

Fishman terms intergenerational continuity and maintenance when he developed the Graded 

Intergenerational Disruption Scale–GIDS (1991).  Since 1991, language assessment tools 

have been promoted and developed by linguists (Krauss 1999, 2007; UNESCO 2003; Ruiz 

2007; Lewis & Simons 2010, 2015; Dwyer 2011; Lee & Van Way 2016), and the most 

commonly applied scales have been used to make assessments of Shipibo-Konibo with 

differing amounts of certainty. The following is a list of the GIDS, UNESCO 9-Factors, 

Expanded GIDSꟷEGIDS, and Language Endangerment IndexꟷLEI assessment models with 

the assessment of Shipibo-Konibo according to the developers of the tool. For most models 

Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo’s assessments completed in June of 2019 are also included. 
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Fishman’s GIDS (1991) 

Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo assessment: 

“7” –  6: “The language is used orally by all generations and being learned by children as 

their first language” / 7: “The child-bearing generation know the language well enough to 

use it with their elders but is not transmitting it to their children” (Fishman 1991). Today 

there are growing numbers of new parents who are not transmitting or fully transmitting the 

language to their children. What is being observed is that many of the children, especially in 

urban settings, are becoming passively fluent (Sánchez et al. 2018). If this remains, the next 

generation of children will grow up in households where little to no exposure to the language 

will take place. 

 

UNESCO’s 9-Factors (2003) 

UNESCO assessment35F

36: 

Definitely Endangered, 16,085 speakers; outdated and incomplete data. 

 

Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo assessment:  

Definitely Endangered, 34,152 potential speakers (INEI 2018) 36F

37. 

 
36 UNESCO Atlas of the World's Languages in Danger. (n.d.). Retrieved April 4, 2017, from 

http://www.unesco.org/languages-atlas/index.php?hl=en&page=atlasmap&cc2=PE 

37 Number registered of individuals who recognize Shipibo-Konibo as the language with which they learned to 

speak. “Idioma o lengua con el que aprendió hablar.” 
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While UNESCO’s assessment does not detail individual factor grades 37F

38, Non Jói Kóshi 

Ákaibo has included theirs; including arrows to indicated improving (↑) and worsening (↓) 

trends. 

Factor 1. Factor 1: Intergenerational Language Transmission (3.5)↓ 

Factor 2. Absolute Number of Speakers (34,152)↓ 

Factor 3. Proportion of Speakers within the Total Population (4)↓ 

Factor 4. Trends in Existing Language Domains (3.5)↓ 

Factor 5. Response to New Domains and Media (2)↓ 

Factor 6. Materials for Language Education and Literacy (2.25)↑ 

Factor 7. Governmental and Institutional Language Attitudes and Policies, Including 

Official Status and Use (3.5)↑ 

Factor 8. Community Members’ Attitudes toward Their Own Language (3)↕ 

Factor 9. Amount and Quality of Documentation (2.5)↑ 

 

The average of the Major Evaluative Factors of Language Vitality is calculated by the 8 

scaled factors; 24.75/8 = (3.09), which falls in line with the assessment of Definitely 

Endangered. However, UNESCO discourages simple addition and each factor should be used 

as a guide for future language activities. In A. M. Dwyer’s review of the UNESCO model 

(2011) she states that “the UNESCO group recommends that language assessors consider 

weighting the factors. (If languages are being compared, the factors of all languages in a 

given survey should have the same weighting in order to be comparable.) For example, many 

language assessors would agree that Factors 1 (intergenerational transmission), 3 

 
38 5: Safe, 4: Unsafe, 3: Definitely Endangered, 2: Severely Endangered, 1: Critically Endangered, 0: Extinct 
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(proportion of speakers within the total population), & 4 (language domains) are critically 

important, and may want to assign them a greater weight than language attitudes and 

documentation (Factors 7, 8, and 9)” (Ibid.:8).  

 

For Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo’s assessment they have given all factors equal weight but added 

future outlooks as: trending up (↑) or trending down (↓). Most of the factors are trending 

downwards, but there are symbolic gains in Factor 7, which help support new gains in 

documentation and education materials (Factors 6 and 9). Community attitudes (Factor 8) 

can go both ways (↕) as can be seen in the urban community of Cantagallo in Lima, Peru 

(Sánchez et al. 2018). However, it has been noted by members of Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo that 

language attitudes shift significantly in a positive direction once a discussion of the language 

has been initiated. A potential reason for this may come from the challenging economic and 

subsistence conditions found amongst most Shipibo-Konibo, who simply do not have the 

time and energy to reflect upon their language like most other people in the modernized 

world. This also demonstrates the power and need for raising awareness of the language, its 

threats, and its potential to promote well-being. 

 

Lewis & Simons’ Extended GIDS–EGIDS (2010) 

Ethnologue assessment:  

Overall development verses endangerment: “5” –Developing. “The language is in 

vigorous use, with literature in a standardized form being used by some though this is 

not yet widespread or sustainable” (Lewis & Simons 2010); from outdated sources.  
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Official Recognition: Recognized language. “There is a law that names this language 

and recognizes its right to be used and developed for some purposes” (Lewis, Simons, 

& Fannig 2015). 

 

Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo assessment:  

“6b” –Threatened– “The language is used for face-to-face communication within all 

generations, but it is losing users” (Ibid.). Our assessment matches the description 

created by Dwyer (2011). “The language is used orally by all generations but only 

some of the childbearing generation are transmitting it to their children” (Ibid.). 

 

Catalogue of Endangered Languages⸺ELCat´s  

Language Endangerment Index⸺LEI (2016)  

ELCat assessment 38F

39: 

Vulnerable, 20% Certainty, scale grades not detailed, 20% certainly means that they 

only take one factor into account, and it appears to be the absolute number of speakers. 

 

Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo assessment: 

Threatened, 100% Certainty; detailed below. 

• Scale of intergenerational transmission (IT): 0.5 39F

40 

 
39  Shipibo. (n.d.). Retrieved April 4, 2017, from http://www.endangeredlanguages.com/lang/2738 

40 0-Safe: “All members of the community, including children, speak the language.” 1-Vulnerable: “Most adults 

and some children speakers.” 
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• Scale of absolute number of speakers (ANS): 1 40F

41 

• Scale of speaker number trends (SNT): 1.5 41F

42 

• Scale of domains of use (DOU): 2 42F

43 

Level of Endangerment Calculation: 

(IT: 0.5 x 2 = 1) + (ANS: 1) + (SNT: 1.5) + (DOU: 2 = 5.5) 

(Total: 5.5/25 = 0.22) x 100 = 22% Threatened: 100% certain, based on evidence 

available. 

 

LEI developers Lee and Van Way (2016) criticize the UNESCO framework for not defining 

the number of speakers when assessing the absolute number of speakers, however the LEI 

uses vague language to assess intergenerational transmission and the scale of speaker trend 

numbers. “All” children are speakers and “Some” children are speakers determines a “Safe” 

or “Vulnerable” rating, leading us to select vulnerable because most children are speakers, 

but not all. Then, what is the difference between “majority” and “most”, 51% and 75%, 85% 

or 95%? Also, the difference between “numbers are gradually decreasing” (my emphasis) 

and “numbers may be decreasing, but very slowly” is again too ambiguous for academic 

 
41 1-Vulnerable: “10,000-99,999 speakers.” 

42 2-Threatened: “A majority of community members speak the language. Speaker numbers are gradually 

decreasing.” 

1-Vulnerable: “Most members of the community speak the language. Speaker numbers may be decreasing, but 

very slowly.” 

43 2-Threatened: “Used in some nonofficial domains along with other languages, and remains the primary 

language of use in the home for many community members.” 
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standards and should be better defined to represent the seriousness of language loss and 

usefulness of a proper language vitality assessment. 

 

Peruvian Ministry of Education’s unknown assessment (2013) 

Ministerio de Educación-MINEDU, ‘Ministry of Education’ & Dirección General de 

Educación Intercultural Bilingüe y Rural-DIGEIBIR, ‘General Direction of Intercultural 

Bilingual and Rural Education’ assessment: 

Vital – “Are spoken by all generations of the language community, whose 

intergenerational transmission is interrupted. Furthermore, the languages in this 

state are spoken in the majority of language environments” 43F

44 (MINEDU-DIGEIBIR 

2013, 52). “Shipibo could be found to be endangered in urban zones like Yarinacocha 

and Pucallpa” 44F

45 (Ibid.:55, my emphasis).  

 

This assessment appears to be based off of Lewis & Simons’ EGIDS with a focus on the level 

of disruption of intergenerational transmission and language environments. A positive upshot 

of this report is that the MINEDU and the DIGEIBIR state that “again it is evident the need 

for a census” (Ibid.:64) 45F

46. This is clearly evidenced in the census data for Shipibo-Konibo, 

which in one table titled, Total population in the Indigenous communities according to the 

 
44 Original text: “Lenguas vitales…Son habladas por todas las generaciones de una comunidad lingüística, cuya 

transmisión intergeneracional es interrumpida. Además, las lenguas en este estado son habladas en la mayoría 

de ámbitos comunicativos” 

45 Original text: “El shipibo se encontraría en peligro en las zonas urbanas como Yarinacocha y Pucallpa”  

46 Original text: “[n]uevamente se pone en evidencia la necesidad de un censo” 
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nation 46F

47, states the total population of the Shipibo-Konibo, according to the census of 2007 

to be 22,517. In the following table titled, Grouping of languages by department and total of 

speakers per department 47F

48, says that the “Total Speakers” of Shipibo-Konibo only in the 

Department of Ucayali is 45,551 (Ibid.:69).  

 

A new national census took place in 2017 and for the first time included a question about 

ethnic self-identification (INEI 2018), however the results of total speakers, according to 

those who identified Shipibo-Konibo as the language they first learned to speak was 34,152, 

and those who self-identify as ethnically Shipibo-Konibo was 25,222 (Ibid.). However, the 

latter figure was according to the national census, and not according to the nation itself. 

While the total number of speakers shows a decrease of 11,399 people, the total population 

of Shipibo-Konibo increased 2,705. The current census of 2017 demonstrates a difference of 

8,930 who claim to have learned Shipibo-Konibo as their first language but did not self-

identify as Shipibo-Konibo. There are a number of potential reasons this difference exists, 

and it leads one to ask, which census figure will the Peruvian government or the Shipibo-

Konibo nation itself use as their official ethnic population; again, evidencing the need for a 

clearer census. 

 

Tool for Intergenerational Transmission Assessment (TITA) 

Most recently, the University of Hawai’i has been working on a new tool to make a more 

scientific and quantitative assessment of intergenerational transmission (Kamil n.d.). 

 
47 Original text: “Población total en las comunidades indígenas según el pueblo” 

48 Original text: “Agrupamiento de lenguas por departamento y cantidad total de hablantes por departamento” 
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Coincidentally enough, the acronym of their tool, TITA, is the Shipibo-Konibo term from 

‘mother’. TITA uses six instruments to make a more accurate assessment of how likely a 

child will learn their minoritized language, which allows for more precise estimates on future 

intergenerational transmission. Of the six instruments, only two are needed to provide a 

“useful measure”, but the more that are implemented, to more robust the data. They include: 

(1) Household Adult Language Profile (HALP), (2) Child Language Profile (CLP), (3) 

Adapted Communicative Development Inventory (CDI), (4) Picture Selection Vocabulary 

Comprehension Task, (5) Picture Description Task, and (6) Direct assessment of a signature 

property of the target language. I have been in contact with the TITA project director, yet 

after receiving promising correspondence, communication stalled over a year ago.48F

49 Such a 

tool could be helpful whenever it is ready, or whenever anyone else decides to make one for 

their own language community. As of now, the Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo assessment of 

intergenerational transmission is subjective and variable, as Kamil (n.d.) warns. 

 

In summary, the Shipibo-Konibo language has been labeled “Definitely Endangered” by 

UNESCO, using limited data from a 1993 census. The language is spoken by approximately 

34,152 members in 153 communities49F

50 in the Peruvian Departments of Ucayali, Loreto, 

Madre de Dios, and Huánuco; even in Lima, where the Shipibo-Konibo have created an urban 

 
49 A simple word document that was sent to me by the project director, Dr. Kamil at the University of Hawai’i, 

states that they are open to sharing TITA with language communities that are interested in piloting it. If you are 

interested, you can contact Dr. Kamil directly at kamil at hawaii dot edu. 

50 From the 2017 National Census, only 135 declared to have their land titled, of which only 118 community 

titles are officially registered in the Public Registry, 3 are not, 6 are in the process, and 8 are undeclared. 
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community called Cantagallo. The department of Ucayali, and its main river by the same 

name, is the ancestral home of the Shipibo-Konibo. Most children grow up speaking Shipibo-

Konibo in the home, and if they attend a bilingual community school 50F

51, they are taught with 

their mother tongue through preschool (3-5 years old) and in a transitional context through 

primary school (6-11 years old) but shifting language trends are threatening the vitality of 

the language.  

 

Twenty years ago, many Shipibo-Konibo would avoid speaking their language in public in 

larger cities like Pucallpa to avoid discrimination. Shipibo-Konibo radio programs have 

helped shatter some language barriers and stigmas, along with cumbia orchestras that sing in 

their mother language, which have given the language a strong platform to be shared and 

heard. Though nowadays the stigma associated with their language has lessened, many 

people still continue to fear the racism and discrimination associated with their Indigenous 

origins. Some parents⸺perhaps those who remember the harm that speaking their language 

brought them as children or young adults⸺are choosing to raise their children as Spanish 

monolinguals. This and other important, yet currently unidentified or undocumented, factors 

seem to be pushing the language on a downward endangerment trend. This warrants further 

investigation. 

 

If Shipibo-Konibo is losing speakers, as Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo suspects, then it would only 

reach level 6b–Threatened on Lewis and Simons’ (2010, 2015) EGIDS, putting it at a very 

critical point of language attrition. Using Fishman’s original Graded Intergenerational 

 
51 Only 113 communities declared to have official Intercultural Bilingual Education school programs. 
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Disruption Scale-GIDS, Shipibo-Konibo only reaches stage 7 because the institutional 

reinforcement of Stage 6 is not fully realized, as it seems to be caught in a push-pull with the 

Peruvian government and modernization. There have been advancements into higher stages 

of the scale with education (Stage 4), and local governmental services and local media (Stage 

2) (Fishman 1991), but they too are encountering challenges for full realization. 

 

All of these official assessments (Ethnologue, UNESCO, ELCat, and MINEDU) are based 

primarily off of outdated and incomplete census data from 2007 looking only at the total 

population. UNESCO’s model (2003) is definitely the most thorough and provides the best 

feedback for the vitality of a language. Such an assessment also allows one to update the 

scales for GIDS, EGIDS, LEI, and others, but more importantly it can give reliable direction 

to language maintenance and revitalization plans. Our goal is to better classify and update 

the language status within all possible environments of use and examine language ideologies 

that could support or provide challenges and may require Language Ideological Clarification 

(LIC) as proposed by Dauenhauer & Dauenhauer (1998) and Kroskrity (2015). 

 

Due to the constant evolving nature of language endangerment, language and ideological 

assessments require periodic updating. The uncertainty and outdatedness of previous 

assessments point out the need for a better understanding of Shipibo-Konibo’s endangerment 

risks. The Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo team was born out of the need to organize a community-

based language assessment and revitalization team of linguists, educators, cultural 

knowledge holders, and authorities to understand the drivers and extent of language shift, 

and promote viable and appropriate activities to raise the status of the language and reclaim 

lost language environments. Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo is using the UNESCO model as a 
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template while taking into consideration the constructive observations of others like ELCat 

(Lee & Van Way 2016). Parameters for periodic language assessment updates need to be 

defined to monitor the status into the future, however, their current assessment is providing 

critically necessary information for on-going and future documentation, maintenance, and 

regeneration efforts. Now is the time to address this as current trends demonstrate attrition 

and could cause the language to become dormant in as little as two generations; and even 

faster within homes and communities located in urban centers. 

 

v. Language Documentation, Maintenance, and Revitalization History 

The earliest descriptions of the Shipibo-Konibo language date back to 1638-1683 (Steinen 

1904), 1654 (Fleck 2013:27) and 1685-1689 (Ortiz 1974:840) from manuscripts written by 

Jesuit and then Franciscan missionaries that included word lists and short grammar sketches. 

These were later edited by Karl von den Steinen to create the Diccionario Sipibo. Castellan-

Deutsch-Sipibo. Apuntes de gramática. Sipibo-Castellano. in 1904. Further linguistic 

documentation then took place by explores, like Günter Tessmann (1928-1930) of Germany, 

who produced additional word lists and a detailed grammar, in addition to detailed 

ethnographic data (Fleck 2013). Later in 1942, the Peruvian government and their Ministry 

of Education began collaborating with the Summer Institute of Linguistics-SIL and Erwin 

Lauriault of the United States of America, which began printing a series of primary school 

grammar books in 1953 (Ibid.; Loriot et al. 1993). This collaboration produced a large 

number of linguistic materials, including a detailed grammar lesson book for missionaries to 

learn Shipibo-Konibo (Faust 1973, 1990), a detailed grammar sketch (MINEDU 1977, 1986, 

1989), and the dictionary of 1993. 
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vi. Writing Systems 

The official writing system was originally developed around 1953 by the Peruvian Ministry 

of Education who worked with the Misión Suiza en el Perú, and protestant 

missionaries/linguists Erwin Lauriault and Jaime Loriot, and later Lucille Eakin, from SIL, 

and Shipibo, Konibo, and Xetebo speaking colleagues with the goal of creating a Shipibo-

Konibo edition of The Bible and educational materials for bilingual Shipibo-Konibo schools 

(Day 1993). The New Testament of The Bible was the first major text ever published using 

the Shipibo-Konibo writing system in 1983, through the collaboration of the Swiss Mission 

in Peru and SIL who produced the translation. This was first published by Bible League 

International 51F

52 with only The New Testament (Misión Suiza 1983) and then was revised with 

the current Shipibo-Konibo orthography of 2011, including major sections of The Old 

Testament that were also added (Wycliffe 2012). Ten years after The Bible’s first publication, 

the official Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano, with 5200 entries and 55-page grammar sketch 

(Fleck 2013), was the 31st publication of the Summer Institute of Linguistics.  SIL linguist 

Dwight Day took on the role as editor for the last ten years of the dictionary’s completion 

(Loriot, Lauriault & Day 1993). 

 

These were preceded with the publication of Norma Faust’s grammar book, Lessons for 

Learning the Language Shipibo-Konibo52F

53, which was provisionally published in 1973. In 

1977 the Ministry of Education published the Methodological Guide for Shipibo-Konibo 

 
52 “Liga Bíblica Mundial del Hogar” in Spanish 

53 “Lecciones para el Aprendizaje del Idioma Shipibo-Conibo” 
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Language53F

54 in collaboration with the SIL, with later editions in 1986 and 1989. Then, in 1990, 

the SIL officially published Faust’s grammar lesson book as the first SIL publication in Peru 

with the support of the Peruvian Ministry of Education. During the three-year period between 

this publication and the dictionary, SIL published numerous primary school primer grammar 

books to be used in community EIB schools. 

 

Shipibo-Konibo’s Latin-based orthography has gone through many changes over the 

centuries, based on the languages of those who were trying to describe the different phonemes 

according to their own languages, like German and Spanish. The work of SIL with the 

Ministry of Education began standardizing the orthography for official publications, which 

was unofficially recognized with the publication of the SIL Dictionary in 1993. The alphabet 

then included 4 vowels and 17 consonants 54F

55, but was criticized by the Shipibo-Konibo nation 

and others for the unnecessary and potentially confusing use of the letter u for constructing 

the phoneme /k/ and /w/, and the complications that arise for typing s̈h to represent /ʂ/.  

Between 1999 and 2007 it was coordinated to revise the official Shipibo-Konibo alphabet 

and its current version with 4 vowels and 15 consonants.55F

56 Jan Wishatibo–The Marks of the 

Tongue, was officially recognized by all of the major Shipibo-Konibo federations, the 

Peruvian Ministry of Education, and the National Library of Peru in March of 2011, four 

years after its Directive Resolution 56F

57 of 2007 (MINEDU & UNICEF 2011). 

 
54

 “Guía Metodológica de Lenguaje Shipibo-Conibo” 

55
 [a, e, i, o] [b, c, ch, h, hu, j, m, n, p, q, r, s, sh, s̈h, t, ts, y] 

56
 [a, e, i, o] [b, ch, j, k, m, n, p, r, s, sh, x, t, ts, w, y] 

57
 “Resolución Directoral” 
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This has created a need for revising older texts to keep them relevant and accessible for future 

generations of children receiving bilingual instruction in community schools. The Bible was 

then revised with sections of the Old Testament added, using the new orthography (Wycliffe 

Inc. 2012). Much of the work revising SIL texts with the new orthography had been done 

through the Shipibo-Konibo NGO Indigenous Association for Integral 

Development 57F

58⸺AIDI, whose linguists later created their own NGO, Indigenous Peruvian 

Amazonian Roots Association 58F

59⸺ARIAP. They are the main supporters and collaborators for 

the new Shipibo-Konibo dictionary and continue to create pedagogical materials for Shipibo-

Konibo and other ethno-linguistic nations for use in state-run community schools under the 

Intercultural Bilingual Education-EIB59F

60 program. 

 

vii. Formalization of the Intercultural Bilingual Education-EIB Program 

Bilingual education has been recognized as a right of all ethno-linguistic Indigenous groups 

in Peru since 2002, but has been in practice since the 1970’s. Here is should be noted that the 

original intention of the EIB model was not to produce bilingual speakers. Rather, the goal 

was to better assimilate the children into the homogenized Peruvian culture and make them 

primary speakers of Spanish. These were transitional bilingual schools, similar to schools in 

Alaska with the end goal of not literate and functioning bilinguals, but rather dominant 

language monolinguals (Dementi-Leonard & Gilmore 1999). The ultimate goal was for “the 

native populations to incorporate themselves into the national culture”, and the Peruvian 

 
58

 “Asociación Indígena para el Desarrollo Integral” 

59
 “Asociación Raíces Indígenas Amazónicas Peruanas” 

60
 “Educación Intercultural Bilingüe-EIB”  
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state identified that to do so, it “is very important that they learn castellano” (MINEDU 

1989, my translation).  

 

The first mention of any school within Shipibo-Konibo territory was a letter from the Mission 

of Callaria in 1833 that mentions a Kinderjagden for both Sipibo and Cunibo children 

(Steinen 1904:30). However, initial monolingual Spanish schools in the Peruvian Amazon 

did not fare very well. It was a challenge to achieve relevance in rural communities, so they 

began training bilingual teachers and creating bilingual curriculums with hopes of increasing 

interest and successful outcomes (Chirif 1977; MINEDU 1989). It was successful, but when 

local and the Peruvian state government began to lose interest in supporting the EIB school 

model and the additional cost, it was meet by an organized resistance that was made possible 

by the EIB model itself from it very own students. The natural progression of its original 

transitory intention was to eventually become obsolete and end, but the now educated 

Shipibo-Konibo citizens have continuously risen up against budget cuts and the expunging 

of their language at the pre and primary school levels. This led community members of 

Indigenous nations all across Pero to defend the EIB model and demand that it become a right 

of all Indigenous groups in 2002 during the presidency of Peru’s first Andean Indigenous 

president Alejandro Toledo 60F

61.  

 

 

 

 
61 Currently awaiting jail time too, if he ever returns to Peru, but that didn’t stop him from being arrested in the 

USA for Public Intoxication... 
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viii. Current Language Efforts 

The challenge of relevance for Western education within rural Indigenous contexts continues, 

and much of that blame is placed on the ineffectiveness and inadequacies of the teachers, 

small budgets, and limited support from the Ministry of Education. A growing collective of 

parents, community members, and outsiders are exploring solutions to improve the education 

system through a form of EIB based in the production of real intercultural, bilingual, and 

biliterate students; not assimilated and homogenized Peruvian Spanish monolinguals. Steps 

must be taken to channel the discontent of the parents, communities, and nation to produce 

proactive solutions, yet currently not enough action has taken place to initiate any viable 

shifts in the colonizing education model. 

 

• Writing and Reading 

Meanwhile, state-run schools use the Shipibo-Konibo writing system to teach children to 

read and write their mother language, but its use has not made significant advancements in 

literacy as the written language does not hold much relevance or prestige within the 

contemporary life of the Shipibo nation itself. Furthermore, due to the poor level and 

inconsistency of instruction, lack of writing materials, and family support of school activities, 

many people are not adequately literate in any language. Therefore, the default language and 

writing system is Spanish, as it is the most functional for survival in the rapidly growing 

dependence upon the homogenized Peruvian society and economy.  
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Recently in the current school year of 2019–March thru December, the regional office for 

the Ministry of Education in Ucayali 61F

62 initiated a pilot program to reinforce Shipibo-Konibo 

grammar and writing at the secondary level. Seven secondary schools were selected to 

participate, and their Communications teachers have been asked to include 10 minutes of 

instruction in Shipibo-Konibo per hour-long class. Each student receives two hours of 

Communication class per week⸺thus 20 minutes in Shipibo-Konibo. Literacy rates in 

Shipibo-Konibo have historically been very poor and a recent regional exam of Shipibo-

Konibo language comprehension for all official EIB Shipibo-Konibo teachers revealed that 

an estimated 70% did not pass the reading and writing portions of the test. Once the results 

of this test are published, Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo hope that the Shipibo-Konibo nation together 

with the Ministry of Education can create a plan and execute it to improve literacy and 

increase the relevance and applicability of the written word. Doing so can help raise the level 

prestige for the Shipibo-Konibo language in new environments that are heavily dominated 

by the Spanish language.  

 

• Grammar Books and Other School Texts 

The Peruvian Ministry of Education currently is validating a new series of primary school 

texts organized by grades 1-6 with individual subject areas of Communication, Mathematics, 

and Science and Technology (MINEDU 2017). Meanwhile a basic, but comprehensive, 

pedagogical Shipibo-Konibo grammar book called Non Joi Kano Wishá has also been 

produced back in 2013, but it has yet to be officially validated. ARIAP has completed 

 
62 “Dirección Regional de Educación-Ucayali (DREU)” 
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grammar books for 5-year-olds in the final year of preschool (Peruvian Educación Inicial) 

(Mori Cairuna & Lopez Sinuiri 2019) and 1st grade of primary school (Pacaya Romaina, 

Cruz Laulate & Cruz Laulate 2019) and began piloting them independently in 2017 and 2018 

at four bilingual community primary schools and two private preschools. These texts are 

unique in that they incorporate the traditional Shipibo-Konibo concepts for time, the seasons 

of the year, and other cultural elements, but they also have yet to receive any official 

recognition or status by the Ministry of Education. They are currently also in the final stages 

of revision for a 2nd grade textbook. Aside from ARIAP's new texts, there are also an 

unknown number of independently published texts written by Shipibo-Konibo citizens 

including specialized word lists, stories, and even a book of poetry through collaborations 

with smaller local and international NGOs, and outsider allies.  

 

• Academic Articles and Collaborations 

The book Koshi Shinanya Ainbo: El Testimonio de Una Mujer Shipiba by Agustina Valera 

Rojas and Pilar Valenzuela Bismarck (2004), was and continues to be a major 

accomplishment to apply the written Shipibo-Konibo word beyond simple grammar books 

with overly simplified traditional stories. Dr. Valenzuela has also published a basic 

pedagogical grammar book for bilingual teachers (2013) and is also a key linguist working 

on the Non Joi Kano Wishá basic grammar textbook (forthcoming) whom has applied her 

extensive grammatical knowledge to create a potentially outstanding resource for Shipibo-

Konibo teachers and their students. She has also written many academic articles about the 

Shipibo-Konibo language, including her master’s thesis, Basic Verb Types and Argument 

Structure in Shipibo-Conibo (1997), and Ph.D. dissertation, Transitivity in Shipibo-Konibo 
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Grammar (2003). Additional linguistics articles and books focusing on prosody (Wetzels & 

Meira 2011), phonetics (Valenzuela, Márquez & Maddieson 2001, Rocha Martínez 2009, 

Elías-Ulloa 2010), morphology (Valenzuela 2000, Christino 2007, Amarante & Vieira 2008, 

Baker 2014), syntax (Valenzuela 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000a, 2000b, 2002a, 2002b, 2003a, 

2003b, 2005b, 2006, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, Sánchez, Camacho & Elías-Ulloa 2010), and 

language taxonomy (Fleck 2013) have contributed significantly to describing the language, 

though more so for academic audiences as most of these manuscripts can only be found in 

English. 

 

The recent article, Linguistic attitudes toward Shipibo in Cantagallo: Reshaping indigenous 

language and identity in an urban setting (Sánchez et al. 2018) by a team of linguists from 

Rutgers University, the Australian National University, and Pontifica Universidad del Perú, 

was translated to Spanish and then Shipibo-Konibo. It is wonderful to see this take place, and 

it could be beneficial to have more of these academic studies translated, perhaps in vocal 

recordings to follow the oral tradition of the language. This is important because the 

information they contain is helpful to raise the linguistic awareness of the language and 

current endangerment risks. Such translations help to decolonize research methodologies as 

the previous studies may then become readily available for a new generation of Shipibo-

Konibo academics to conduct their own research with a fuller awareness and understanding 

of what outsiders have observed and described. 

 

• In Government and Public Spaces 
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Other Shipibo-Konibo language materials developed by the Peruvian government include 

translations of the constitution and select laws, including Law N° 29735. Select promotional 

materials from the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Heath, amongst others, are also 

produced and printed in the Shipibo-Konibo language. Symbolic usage of Shipibo-Konibo 

text can also be seen on community signs, signs within the Universidad Intercultural de la 

Amazonia, local government/public health/public education signs and announcements, and 

websites for Shipibo-Konibo eco-tourism lodges and healing centers.  

 

• Radio 

There also exist multiple Shipibo-Konibo language radio programs that are broadcast 

throughout the region and provide the main source of up to the minute news for many 

communities. One of the current programs, Axenón Ikánwe⸺We Learn Together, was started 

in October of 2017 by members of ARIAP. This program, whose focus is language and 

cultural maintenance, was born out of the new dictionary project and is discussed in detail in 

the results of the third and final section. Additionally, there are multiple local cumbia groups 

that are composed of Shipibo-Konibo members and include mono- and bi-lingual songs. 

 

• Television, Film, and the Internet 

So far, the language has not reached the television, but is making moves in that direction. 

COSHIKOX created an online radio and video program in 2018 that was recently inactive as 

they searched for a stable location for the studio and a permanent crew who can staff it. The 

Shipibo-Konibo would like to be able to create and sustain a regionally televised program 

like the Warlpiri Media Association in central Australia (Hale 2013), but funding and 
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broadcasting logistics are proving to be a major hurdle. Minoritized language revitalization 

and regeneration have proven to benefit from use within modern television programs like 

Hinterland, which promotes the use of the Welsh in Wales (Marussen, P. 2017). Given the 

amount of time Shipibo-Konibo invest sitting in front of television screens, a Shipibo-Konibo 

centered program with the production quality of Hinterland could make a significant impact 

on language ideologies and prestige. 

 

The current President of COSHIKOX is an accomplished documentary film maker and has 

made multiple films over the years, and recently had an acting role in the film Icaros (2017). 

The most prominent Hollywood production that showcases the language, yet out of cultural 

context, is called Renegade (2004) and was directed by Jan Kounen. He has also produced a 

spectacular and powerful short film, all in Shipibo-Konibo, titled The Story of Panshin Beka 

(2006), through a partnership with the Red Cross of France. Quality productions like these, 

especially if one could produce a daily or weekly serial, could help raise the status of the 

language and possibly recover a portion of the traditional story telling that was lost when 

TVs became the evening standard.  

 

YouTube has also emerged as a possible solution to the hurdles of limited production and 

distribution funding and is a viable tool for sharing the language through video and 

animation. There you can find The Story of Panshin Beka, and many other independent 

videos. Animations produced through the work of Warmayllu, JOIAMAZONIA, and other 

NGOs have also helped provide new and creative language resources.  

 

• Social Media 
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Facebook has become a major platform for the Shipibo-Konibo to socialize and share news 

in bilingual posts, which is helping overcome some of the challenges for literacy. 

Shipinoticias, run by Juan Agustin is a noteworthy FB page that often has Shipibo-Konibo 

and Spanish posts. This social media platform has actually provided the most meaningful 

environment to practice the written language. Nearly all posts and corresponding comments 

include Spanish entries, but the level of Shipibo-Konibo usage is promising as it has added 

prestige to its use and has given it renewed relevance. Initially, I began saving posts with 

Shipibo-Konibo text, but over the past four years its occurrences have exploded and has 

become a norm for many Shipibo-Konibo users. Following and analyzing linguistic trends 

on social media would be an excellent project for the next generation of Shipibo-Konibo 

linguists. 

 

In retrospect there are many materials and efforts being made to maintain the Shipibo-Konibo 

language, but they are not all readily available to the community, nor are they universally or 

adequately designed for language maintenance and regeneration. So, how are all these actions 

holding up to the challenges of modernity and public schooling?  

 

ix. Room for Success and Likelihood for the Future 

The current reality of EIB is that pre-kinder (ages 3, 4, and 5) and primary schools (grades 1-

6) in officially recognized communities are obligated to offer EIB in their schools, but many 

times these schools are staffed with non-Shipibo-Konibo speaking teachers. Efforts have 

been made to increase visibility and viability of the Shipibo-Konibo language out in public 

and within state institutions, especially through actions promoted by UNICEF-Peru, but they 

have not coincided with tangible improvements in the EIB program. There have been years 
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of research and work that have resulted in a lot of educational materials available in the 

Shipibo-Konibo language, but these materials can often be found locked away and unused in 

the school director’s office. 

 

EIB’s prestige has remained high and is a buzz word/field for big international NGO’s like 

UNICEF, and that has kept the theme in the public consciousness in Peru. Many Indigenous 

politicians are able to speak on the issue, though at drastically varying levels of competency, 

but it is definitely on their radar. For many it is their keystone issue and they have created 

alliances with different NGOs to work on educational projects that seek to improve and 

reorganize the physical and theoretical structure of community schools. There do exist, 

however, some politicians who continue to voice support for the dominant culture’s 

continued assimilation and homogenization.  

 

While certain efforts and ideologies have kept the language relevant, and by many standards 

vibrant, there are warning signs of the language trending toward obsolescence as the Spanish 

language seeps further and more prominently into day-to-day life, community meetings, and 

the home. A major contributor of the expansion of Spanish in the home has been the addictive 

nature of the television. Shipibo-Konibo is a prime example of what Leanne Hinton (2013) 

considers a language of concern, where it is “still spoken by all age groups, but with a visible 

decline in the domains in which the language is used for communication” (Ibid.:4). Language 

shift is happening under very modern contexts and it will take well organized and well-

intentioned actions to mitigate and reverse the shift. There are materials and resources, and 

the task is not “superhuman” as Hinton (Ibid.) suggests. Rather the task is suprahuman and 

appears to require a paradigm shift, perhaps one that can be found in the process of 
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decolonization, that can reestablish and regenerate the cultural essence of language and its 

role in describing and defining the world in which the Shipibo-Konibo interact. It is through 

traditional epistemologies that individuals and communities can begin to restructure their 

lives within a more balanced relationship with their environment and in turn revive the 

vanishing language environments that were once full of stories and song. Regardless of all 

the challenges, there remains a very positive potential to test and implement tangible 

solutions to improve EIB schools and in turn promote language maintenance and 

revitalization. 

 

x. Colonization and Challenges to Well-Being and Health 

For nearly four centuries, and even more so in the past four decades, the essences of Shipibo-

Konibo communities and their leaders have been assaulted, violated, and destroyed to usher 

in a Eurocentric hegemonic cultural paradigm. However, it is unique that the Shipibo-Konibo 

were able to resist colonialism for so long, and then, in some ways, they were able to manage 

and mitigate it due to many factors. The challenging environment of the Amazon, history of 

trade as major river navigators, and their strongly unified communal self-sufficiency were all 

conditions that made their pacification so challenging for Christian missionaries and 

government agents. It has given them a distinction as the largest Indigenous nation in Peru 

that has maintained their position on the upper Amazonian river system of the Ucayali and 

many of its major tributaries in the region. Where they originally came from may always 

remain a mystery, but they continue to speak their language and practice many aspects of 

their daily culture in the same region where their ancestors first came in contact with hairy, 

stinky, white extractive and settler colonists. 
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For centuries, it seems that the salvation and civilization pitched by the newcomers fell on 

deaf ears. Perhaps the only thing that kept the first rounds of missionaries and soldiers alive 

long enough to learn anything was their blades, pots, and beads; sharp and shiny things. 

According to the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary mirrors were a major factor in “taming 

our ancestors” (Loriot et al. 1993: 205). Once they ran out, they were run off, and it didn’t 

end so well for some of the settlers. One can only imagine that at some point someone tried 

to tell a Shipibo or a Konibo what to do⸺or worse⸺force them and paid for it with their 

life. For a person who has only ever had their family or stomach give orders, being told what 

to do by outsiders was probably not well received. This perceived vocational challenge has 

been a common occurrence over the years, leading the colonizers to consider the Shipibo-

Konibo as lazy and poor employees and students (Bergman 1980, Chirif 1977, Ortiz 1974).  

 

Sending one’s children to school was not a primary concern for parents 30-40 years ago, nor 

was finding gainful employment and becoming part of the monetary economy (Bawan Metsá 

2016, personal communication). Children learned with their family members within 

multigenerational interactive environments, while the adults were able to provide more than 

enough for their families and themselves, only working 24-30 hours a week (Bergman 1980, 

209), without having to work for someone else or take a job outside of the community to 

make money.  

 

The Shipibo-Konibo culture was born into and matured within a resource-rich, yet 

challenging and dangerous environment that⸺if the balance of life is maintained⸺could 

provide a thriving existence with an excellent diet (Ibid.:204). Hard work, honesty, and 

sharing were universal core values within each community, but this began shifting towards 
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individualism, convenience, and carelessness due to the increasing influences from the big 

city and globalization (Bawan Metsá 2016). Bergman, who stayed with Bawan Metsá during 

a portion of his studies, made this prediction in 1974: 

“The subsistence system of the Shipibo, despite sustained contact with the 

national economy, requires only intermittent exchanges with it. About $5.00 per 

family per year in the form of commerce with the national economy is necessary 

to sustain the operation. This is very little and indicates the strongly self-

sustaining integrity still retained. The government of Peru is trying to further 

involve the Shipibo in the national economy. If they succeed, and they 

undoubtedly will, the Shipibo will be added to the millions now among the 

poverty stricken of the third world.” 

 

Today nearly all of the Shipibo-Konibo communities are in some state of transition to 

becoming dependent upon the monetary economy and the consumption of consumer goods. 

A few communities that are nearest to the city have made this full transition. Migrant labor 

acts as a vacuum for the current adult generation who often leave their children behind to be 

raised by the grandparents while they go to work on the river, in the ports, or in the increasing 

Figure 10: "Todo es plata ahora." (Pekon Jabe, circa 2006) 
"Everything has a monetary cost now." 
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palm oil plantations. Mothers and grandmothers also migrate to the city and other areas to 

sell their crafts. Many then bring their older children to attend better equipped and staffed 

schools in the city, which in turn creates a greater dependency upon the monetary economy 

to support their family while separating them further from their traditional culture and values. 

 

There is a growing hope however through the increase in cultural tourism, mainly through 

the Ayahuasca Tourism Boom, which has led to a cultural renaissance in a quite a few 

communities where practitioners of traditional Shipibo-Konibo medicine have gained 

prestige and notoriety within national and international communities. Whether genuine or 

unconsciously, these individual movements and actions towards cultural regeneration and 

maintenance through tourism are overall widely welcomed, often for the monetary benefits 

and anticipated development the tourism may bring to the community. This boom is actually 

causing a lot of people to pay attention, inside and outside of the communities, but frequently 

for the risks this type of activity can invoke.  

 

Ayahuasca and the tourism associated with it all over the world are very much a Pandora’s 

box, and is the topic of many masters and Ph.D. students who venture to the Amazon. In 

keeping my response brief, I believe it can be extremely beneficial for the Shipibo-Konibo 

and other Amazonian nations, but it can do more harm than good when it is out of balance 

with its roots. When in balance it can be a vehicle to help communities reconnect to their 

ancestors, Indigenous concepts, and worldviews; while promoting decolonization events and 

processes for themselves and the settler descendants who explore this realm. The challenge 

is finding and maintaining a balance, and it very viable and worth achieving. 
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Ultimately, the revitalization and regeneration of community and communities⸺the 

spiritual, social (including culture, language, knowledge, and wisdom) and physical 

infrastructures⸺are essential to achieving true and lasting well-being. Bergman’s final 

prediction pointed out that the subsistence system of the Shipibo was based on three 

components: agricultural land, fishing grounds, and hunting grounds. The increased 

immigration of outsiders from the Peruvian highlands and coasts into the flood plains of the 

Ucayali river system would “force the Shipibo to learn to get their protein by more spatially 

efficient methods. This plus cash cropping will destroy much that is distinctive about Shipibo 

culture” (Bergman 1974). Bergman’s predictions have come true and the results took away 

subsistence environments, which in turn took away language environments. In that, it is quite 

clear why Indigenous leaders like Eve Tuck are specifically calling for the repatriation of 

their ancestral lands (2012). However, it is not clear, or even feasible for many, to 

comprehend a removal and relocation of settler descendants. What is needed is an integrated 

approach that can bring together the collective wisdom of everybody⸺Indigenous and 

outsider⸺to begin regenerating a new Indigenous reality that can put into practice a new 

Indigenized culture to overcome the failing project of colonization; especially to mitigate the 

potentially catastrophic risks to life in the event of a colonial economic and societal collapse. 

The editors of For Indigenous Minds Only had this mind while putting together their second 

decolonization handbook (Waziyatawin & Yellow Bird 2012). The multilayered process of 

decolonization feels like it can birth solutions, and they can and must begin with the 

individual and ripple out to their family. It will take one step at a time, and one of those steps 

or processes can be found in reconnecting to ancestral worldviews through the languages that 

first described it. Next I share an example from the Shipibo-Konibo. 
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II. A Powerful Way of Viewing, Living, and Speaking in the Our World 

The best way to comprehend the power of language for the Shipibo-Konibo, and its 

interconnection with thought and wellbeing, is to understand one of their commonly 

recognized cosmovisions, worldviews or epistemological philosophy of life. I take no credit 

for the core ideas and wish to represent them in the most honorable and respectful way to 

help others fully understand their intention. Worldviews, in and of themselves, are powerful 

tools of all human societies. They are the stories that guide us; a moral compass, a reminder, 

a beacon, a trail-marker. They help orient our lives in time and space; let you know where 

you have been, where you are, and where you can go. 

 

The use of the terms cosmovision, worldview, and the overly academic epistemology have a 

way of othering, discrediting, or invalidating the truths they represent. It appears to be done 

to position dominant colonial worldviews as the one true way of seeing the world; be it any 

of the world’s most dominant societies and religions. In other words, such other worldviews 

could be described as their system of faith and worship in a superhuman controlling power; 

religion.  

 

Indigenous stories have been systematically erased from world with the continued 

advancement of other people’s stories that became a replacement as the new truth, and then 

eventually as the truth. Part of the decolonization process can be found in reconnecting to the 

stories and the views of one’s own ancestors, but it may also mean creating new stories to 

recognize the distant and immediate past and the continuously advancing present that can 
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guide us toward a healthier now. That is a process of regeneration. Oral traditions are carried 

on with connections to place and living language. Forced displacement, be it geographically 

(exodus) or even environmentally (ecocide) and economically (axiological assimilation), 

create conditions where sometimes the only way to remember is through the archeo-liguisitic 

record of the language. Regardless, new stories can be born out of the absence of all 

connections. Each individual and community ultimately needs to make the best of what they 

have, in any given situation. 

 

The Shipibo-Konibo have their stories and philosophies, which even over 30 years ago were 

described as the “ruins” and “pitiful remnants” (Roe 1982:126) of their origins. This has been 

the case from my experiences over the past 16 years, however the Shipibo-Konibo oral 

tradition has not completely vanished. It is apparent that some of the stories recorded by 

academics and travelers may have colonial ties to Christianity (Ibid.) and it is clear that all 

their traditional stories are losing space and time to colonization. Story time is traditionally 

in the evening, but it has had a difficult time competing with first the radio, and now 

television, internet, and the influx of the terribly termed Smart Phones. Regardless, even with 

all of these powerfully distracting influences, traditional stories can still be heard from some 

of the oldest generations and a small group of younger generations that have been willing to 

listen. These stories warrant more prestige beyond the platform of ancient times past with 

little to no relevance in the modern world. Rather, these stories must continue to share their 

wisdom and power, even regenerate into new stories, with every individual and every family 

of their nation. In asking one elder what, in their opinion, is the most important story of their 

ancestors, I felt like a happy fool when they replied that all their stories are important. I am 

grateful and humbled, as an outsider, to be able to share at least one of these 
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stories/philosophies in detail as further justification to the power of language for Indigenous 

decolonization.  

 

III. The Four Worlds or Dimensions 

In general, we could say that the afterlife was not of overwhelming concern to 

people of the tribal religions.     

(Deloria Jr. 1992: KL 3459-3460) 

 

Decolonizing studies…argue for renderings of time and place that exceed 

coloniality and conquest.         

 (Tuck & Yang 2018: xiii) 

 

So, we don’t therefore know that this idea of continual progression, lineal 

progression, is the only one. It is possible that when it comes to the realm of 

consciousness, ancient people knew something that we are struggling to 

understand. 

(R. Brand 2018: 38:17) 

The Shipibo-Konibo concept of the Four Worlds is not something that I have ever heard told 

in the format of a traditional story narrative, rather it has been told as a descriptive discourse 

by Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo member and professor Pakan Meni, and some of the teachers in 

the EIB schools whom share the concept with their elementary students. It can also be found 

described in the Adventist publication El Ojo Verde ‘The Green Eye’ (AIDESEP-

FORMABIAP 2004), which has then been cited in Peruvian government and other 

publications (MINSA 2012; UNICEF 2012). However, this worldview has become locally 
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known as Profesor Eli’s Cosmovision as it is not universally known by all Shipibo-Konibo 

nor accepted as the definitive Shipibo-Konibo worldview. Regardless of its officiality, The 

Four Worlds narrative is worth sharing for its acceptance by some of the Shipibo-Konibo 

Nation and because of its universal message.  

 

The cosmovision of the Four Worlds can be interpreted more as an essential understanding 

of our place and time on earth with a philosophy for living, rather than the creation, death, 

and afterlife stories and descriptions that can be found in other Shipibo-Konibo myths that 

have been detailed by Peter Roe (1982). Roe’s analysis of Shipibo cosmology appears to fall 

in line with Deloria Jr’s (1992) assessment of colonial intrigue in death and the afterlife 62 F

63. 

Deloria Jr. felt that “[n]o highly articulated or developed theories of the afterlife were ever 

necessary”, noting that none of the Indigenous descriptions he came across “projected a life 

radically different than that experienced on Earth” (Deloria Jr. 1992: KL 3462-3463). From 

Deloria Jr’s perspective, within many Indigenous views there are seemingly no or limited 

salvation narratives, leading people to strive for balance and love in the present world. That 

is a dangerous concept in the view of colonization narratives that coerce subjugation through 

conditional hopes for a better afterlife. Perhaps this is why I personally have been drawn to 

the Four Worlds view. First off, it is centered in the present and a has very tangible 

application to daily life. Additionally, regardless of its origin, it transcends the Shipibo-

 
63However, Roe’s analysis of the Shipibo-Konibo traditional Áni Xéati ‘Big Drink’ celebration that included 

the clitoridectomy of adolescent women is the most thorough I have ever come across and worth mentioning 

for anyone interested in the dynamics of gender in society or just want to read some eyewitness accounts. See 

Roe 1982: 93-112. 
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Konibo with a universal message of love that can be seen across the world in religion, science, 

and the arts. 

To begin one must understand the 

Shipibo-Konibo term néte (Figure 11), 

which is translated as, 1: day, 2: world, 

3: country, 4: life: environment (Loriot 

et al.1993). The word néte also 

represents a dimension, realm, or the 

universe. It beautifully represents both 

the time and space of existence. The 

concept of néte goes far beyond the 

four defined by Loriot et al., as nearly 

every known object including more abstract ideas like gender and age have a corresponding 

néte.  

 

i. Jéne Néte → ['hɘ.̃nɘ ̃'nɘ.̃tɘ]  ‘The Water World’: 

 

The Jéne Néte is the base or foundation of a layered rendering, or the core or center of a 

concentric circular interpretation; according to how one prefers to represent it as a 2D model. 

It represents the source of life from water (Figure 12), which is congruent with a creation 

Figure 12: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Ibid.:222) 

Figure 11: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Loriot et al. 1993:287) 
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myth I have been told of a time prior to land, or perhaps a great flood.  Out of the water came 

the land, the flora and the fauna, and the water continues to provide for and sustain all the 

life on the planet. Water is Life.  

 

The physical barriers of this world are found at the rivers, lakes, and springs of the landscape; 

and the space of Jéne Néte is under water. It includes all life found in the water, but also 

beings of an energetic and spiritual nature, which differentiates it from other environments 

or nétebo. The rónin ‘anaconda’ is said to be the ruler or mother of this domain and is linked 

to other recorded genesis myths of the Shipibo-Konibo (Roe 1982, UNICEF 2012). The 

Shipibo-Konibo culture developed on the banks of what is called the Ucayali River, and their 

language distinguishes south (réboki ‘upriver’) and north (chipónki ‘downriver’) according 

to the direction of the river; east and west are associated with the rising (bári píkotai63F

64 ‘east’) 

and setting (bári kai or bári jikiai 64F

65 ‘west’) sun. Water and its domains have been a significant 

source of experiential information that has helped shape their culture, language, and view of 

the world.  

 

ii. Non Néte → [nũn 'nɘ.̃tɘ]  ‘Our World’:  

 
64 “Sun comes out” 

65 “Sun goes" or “Sun enters” 

Figure 13: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Loriot et al. 1993:294) 
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Non Néte is the next level and is the physical time and space in which all humans and life on 

the planetary biosphere inhabit. This world is ‘ours’ (Figure 13) in the sense that humans are 

part of it rather than the possessive sense of the word. Through Non Néte’s connection to the 

Jéne Néte, it is ‘Our World’ that provides all that humans and other life forms need to nourish 

and protect themselves including the rivers, lakes, and springs; land, rock, sand, soil, and 

clay; forests and fields, trees, plants and vines; fish, birds, animals, reptiles, and insects; air, 

wind, and clouds; moon, sun, and stars. Non Néte is the environment for everyone’s living 

reality and includes all forms of matter as well as energy and spirit. However, the spirits of 

Non Néte are differentiated from those of the Jéne Néte (MINSA 2012; UNICEF 2012). 

 

The following two worlds also have their own specific energies and spirits; however, their 

dimensions are metaphysical or energetic in nature. Their energies influence and shape the 

condition or manifestation of our world through our thoughts, intentions, actions, and 

reflections. They are a non-gendered yin and yang duality of good and evil, heaven and hell, 

that moves all around and permeates everything within our time and space. 

 

iii. Panshín Néte → [pɐ̃.'ʃĩ 'nɘ.̃tɘ] ‘Yellowish World’ or  

Ócha Néte → ['u.t͡ʃɐ 'nɘ.̃tɘ]  ‘Offensive or Sinful World’:  

Figure 14: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Ibid.:312) 

Figure 15: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Ibid.:298) 
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The Panshín ‘Yellow’ (Figure 14) or Ócha ‘Offensive’ (Figure 15) world represents evil and 

temptation; offensive and bad thoughts and actions; darkness and cold. Within it exist 

malevolent energies, spirits, ghosts, and demons; and the intention of offense, harm, and 

destruction. It is the time and space for all that is contrary to life and bad; be it sickness, 

disease or trauma; anxiety, depression, and fear; indifference, idleness, laziness, and thievery; 

lies, ill will, mischief, infliction, and hatred.  

 

The title of ‘yellow’ may be in reference 

to the unique quality of light at dusk and 

dawn that mark the transitions or portals 

of day and night; light and dark, warm 

and cold, life and death, good and bad. A 

similar concept is found in the Shipibo-Konibo term for ‘rainbow’ (Figure 16). Yoshínkoshki 

is composed of the roots yoshín ‘spirit’, and koshki ‘laid across’. The term describes the 

condition to help one recognize the portal of a storm, its darkness, cold winds, and its 

propensity to bring sickness and death. It is common knowledge amongst the Shipibo-Konibo 

to avoid getting caught in a storm without shelter, especially when it rains in combination 

with direct sunlight, and especially for the most vulnerable members of society like children 

and the elderly. The example sentence from Figure 16, ‘They say that if we point at the 

rainbow it can be harmful to us.’, promotes a belief that is said to come from the mestizo 

culture. These portals of day and night, calm weather and a storm manifest in the physical 

world of sight and act as vivid reminders of the harmful powers on earth that have the 

potential to offend, overwhelm, consume, and destroy life. 

Figure 16: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Ibid.:431) 
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iv. Jakón Néte → [hɐ.'kũ 'nɘ.̃tɘ]   ‘Life-Giving-Good World’:  

 

On the other side of the energetic spectrum is the Jakón Néte. This world could be glossed 

as ‘heaven’, but one does not need to die to go there or experience it. The Jakón Néte is 

represented as the light of the world, love, joy, beauty, and truth. It is the life-giving nature 

of sacred source energy, manifest in health, wellbeing, abundance, and a thriving existence.  

The term jakón ‘good’ (Figure 17) beautifully describes the intention it represents within its 

own construction of two powerful life-giving sounds or morphemes: ja- /ja/ ‘to exist or live’ 

and -kon /kũ/ ‘true’. In contrast, ‘bad’ is constructed by using jakón with the addition of the 

suffix -ma /mɐ/ that makes the clause negative; thus, jakóma is ‘not true to existence or life’. 

Through the influence of the [true to existence] or [life-giving] ‘good’ environment, the 

qualities of goodness, caring, sharing, reciprocity, healing and strength are manifest, 

nurtured, and sustained. However, connecting with this energy and maintaining that 

connection is easier said than done. Freewill or even the perceived or real influences of 

predetermination provide an opportunity for everyone to be self-aware and consciously 

choose at every moment how one is to think, act, and react. Continuously maintaining one’s 

own connection with the Jakón Néte and having all of one’s thoughts, actions, and reactions 

come from a place of love can be tricky due to the influential and attractive nature of energies, 

especially when it comes to reacting. Humans, as with all life, need to find a balance. 

Figure 17: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Ibid.:209) 
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IV. Balance: Ponté shinánwe! ‘Get your head straight!’ 

“Do not think negatively. Doing so will harm you and others. Center your 

thoughts and maintain focus on the life-giving good. ” 

Jakon Rate 

The Panshín or Ócha Néte and the 

Jakón Néte are akin to the duality of 

good and evil, heaven and hell, and 

the Two Wolves tale of questionable 

origin 65F

66. However, within an analysis 

of the Four Worlds, these two 

competing energies of good and evil 

are external rather than Graham’s 

internal warfare (1988:92). 

According to this Shipibo-Konibo 

view, everyone’s wellbeing is 

 
66 Modern discourses⸺even songs⸺share the story of the Two Wolves within Indigenous contexts (Nahko 

2016). Truth is stranger than fiction, and it has been pointed out that the Billy Graham of all people is the origin 

of this story when he wrote an analogy of the deceitful Indigenous use of two dogs to express the inner warfare 

of a Christian who is born again that was part of his sermon to conceptualize the management of temptation to 

sin (Graham 1978, 1988). It appears that Graham may have made it up and took advantage to promote the 

negative Indigenous stereotype of deceitfulness and lying. It may also have been borrowed and colonized for 

his evangelical objectives. What is clear now however, is that some Indigenous peoples have repatriated or 

Figure 18: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Ibid.:331) 

Figure 19: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Ibid.:388) 

Figure 20: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Ibid.:184) 
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dependent upon our ability to choose the life-giving essence of love over the harmful essence 

of offense. They are competing energies that can make us weak or strong; sad or joyous; sick 

or healthy; die or thrive. This is expressed through the power of thought, and the phrase, 

Ponté shinánwe. ‘Think straight/correctly’ (Figures 18-20). To maintain straight or centered, 

thus correct thoughts, is a key factor to sustaining personal health and wellbeing for the 

Shipibo-Konibo, but it is not without its challenges. 

 

Life on Non Néte is a constant test with constant challenges that require constant decisions 

with the potential for struggle between the Panshín Néte and the Jakón Néte. This is 

expressed through our thoughts: jakón shinánya ‘good thoughts and intentions’ and jakóma 

shinánya ‘bad thoughts and intentions’ (Figure 21). The energies of each influential world 

are all around and permeate all living beings. Therefore, one must make a conscious decision 

as to their effect on their thoughts and actions. The Panshín Néte’s core energies are closely 

related to our most primal feelings linked to survival; anger and fear, fight or flight. 

Coincidentally, the descriptions of the Four Worlds order the Panshín Néte before the Jakón 

Néte (MINSA 2012; UNICEF 2012), as they are presented above.  In that, it appears logical 

that the influential world closest to our living reality is the one with connections to our most 

 
Indigenized it to for their own noble objectives of living well. This is noteworthy as it points out another 

example of the universality of love.  

Figure 21: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Ibid.:388) 
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primal feelings and emotions. Often times bad thoughts or intentions of fear and anger can 

be the first to come into one’s minds; including selfishness and indifference. However, one 

must recognize these harmful intentions for what they are and navigate past or filter through 

them to the Jakón Néte and jakón shinánya. The phrase, “Think before you speak [act or 

react]” has much relevance to this Shipibo-Konibo worldview. While the Panshin Néte may 

be more easily accessible or a stronger influence, the Shipibo-Konibo can navigate the time 

and space of Non Néte with the recognized and nurtured assistance of an energetic connection 

known as the káno ‘frame’ (Figure 22).  

While the concept of the káno is not fully defined in the SIL dictionary (Loriot et al. 1993), 

one can see its semantic connections to the space of a frame, body, or shell; or even the frame 

of an archer’s bow. What is missing in the definition is the application of the káno as an 

Figure 22: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano (Ibid.:135-136) 
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extension of the physical and visible space into the energetic and invisible space. This is one 

of those significant words that does not have a direct translation into other languages. 66F

67 

 

When centered or balanced through discipline and practice, the káno creates the ‘frame’ for 

a direct channel to the Jakón Néte and can sharpen one’s ability to manage emotions and 

keep intentions good, true to existence, and life-giving (Figure 23). Again, this is easier said 

than done, but the words one uses and how they relate to them play a significant role. This is 

why it is important to have a clear understanding of the original energy and intention behind 

the words one uses to describe their world and their emotions. Words have powers through 

 
67 Positive attitudes toward the Shipibo-Konibo language as expressed by the Shipibo-Konibo noted that there 

exist words “that cannot be translated into Spanish” (Sánchez et al. 2018:472). The káno, in an energetic, 

spiritual, or even religious sense, is one of those words.  

Figure 23: An artist’s rendering of the káno connection. 
Shipibo Meditation (Shane Beresford 2011) 
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sound and intention that have the ability to influence one’s perceptions and ideologies to 

interact with the world. Research has also preliminarily demonstrated language’s influence 

on the growth of plants and the structure of water in ways that may also influence the lives, 

actions, and wellbeing of all life on Earth, including humankind. The Shipibo-Konibo 

understanding of the nature of energies’ capacities for harm and life, and how one can 

consciously connect to such energies through thought, breath, and the spoken word is another 

demonstration of the power of language, and further answers why and how a culturally 

appropriate dictionary can support the process of decolonization to Indigenous sovereignty. 

 

V. Conclusion: The Power of Language for Indigenous Decolonization 

Language shares a deep connection to the culture for which it describes and makes tangible. 

Culture is language, and language is culture. Ideas, concepts, and wisdom found in the 

archaeo-linguistic record of the language can therefore support cultural revitalization and 

regeneration. In doing so, language has the capacity to create decolonization events by raising 

consciousness and the active understanding of the influences of colonization. Additionally, 

the language has the power to support every potential process to create liberation, adaption, 

and survival strategies; restore relevant and necessary cultural practices, beliefs, and values; 

while also birthing new ways to realize true Indigenous sovereignty on this planet 

(Waziyatawin & Yellow Bird 2012). A dictionary, as the recorded and authoritative 

document for any given language, can play a powerful role to help, harm, or do nothing at 

all for the language community. In the essence of the Jakón Néte, the Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo 

are choosing to help make a Shipibo-Konibo dictionary that is helpful to Shipibo-Konibo 

lives and culture and has already produced results beyond the realm of lexicography, as is 

discussed in the following  and final section.  
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KIMISHA III: Methods, Results, and Discussion for a Decolonized Reality 

  Non Jói 

  a) nõ    hoi 

  b) our  voice/word/message/language 

  c) ‘Our Breath, Voice, Word or Message’ 

   

I. Introduction 

Colonialism and colonization have been far reaching and have affected all aspects of 

Indigenous life, including those of the Shipibo-Konibo. In this final section I will detail the 

methods or a simple decolonization exercise to recognize and later correct the colonial 

residues within the archaeo-linguistic record that was used to initiate the decolonization 

process of the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary. This process was created by the Non Jói 

Kóshi Ákaibo language regeneration team and uses their own Indigenous epistemologies 

together with inspiration from the Hawaiian Lexicon Committee and Alutiq New Words 

Council (Kimura & April 2009) to complete a thorough review. Preliminary results are 

Figure 24: Cashibococha, Ucayali, Peru (Flying J 2016) 
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detailed and discussed and demonstrate how this process has shown the presence of colonial 

residues that are proof of a colonizing agenda. Suggestions for the next steps in this 

decolonization exercise and the continued decolonizing of the Shipibo-Konibo language are 

also discussed. Additionally, two powerfully inspiring indirect actions that grew out of the 

dictionary decolonization process are shared and discussed.  One of them has been reaching 

far beyond the limits of a written linguistic resource. 

 

II. Methods: A Moral Lexical Analysis 

The decolonization filter or exercise used by the Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo for the SIL Shipibo-

Castellano dictionary (Loriot et al.1993) demonstrates how Indigenous peoples can 

Indigenize lexicography. The sensitive roles of written dictionaries make them crucial tools 

for language maintenance and revitalization; as they can perpetuate or reverse a colonialist 

agenda. Making and revising Indigenous language dictionaries to reflect the truth of the 

cultures they document and describe can help decolonize languages, decolonize minds, 

decolonize cultures, and ultimately decolonize lives. Such a decolonizing and Indigenizing 

framework can be useful elsewhere for existing linguistic resources and any other educational 

or cultural material. Indigenized linguistic and educational resources can assist each language 

community in their own decolonization processes and encourage others to so the same.  

 

The first step to revising a dictionary is knowing the materials that exist to work with, which 

can be a tedious process. To do so, all of it needs to be read and analyzed. Big tasks are 

always best to split up into manageable chunks and dictionaries are usually already quite 

helpful in being subdivided: A, B, C, etc. Working in a team adds a second layer of 

manageability. It also helps to have the dictionary in an electronic text format, but most 
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linguistic resources for many Indigenous languages are old and can only be found in scanned 

or hardcopy print or handwritten notes. The next step then becomes typing it all out to 

facilitate the reviewing and filtering process.  

 

To begin the new Shipibo-Konibo dictionary, the Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo team had a poorly 

scanned PDF of the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary (Loriot et al. 1993) along with one 

original volume and a printed copy from the PDF. The digital PDF version made it 

challenging to find terms and simply browse, and impossible to edit in the original format, 

but it was at least helpful with the data entry into Google Sheets; as everyone could easily 

download their own copy to use. It was attempted to acquire an editable digital text version 

from SIL, at their office in Lima, Peru, but even they did not have a copy. There is also the 

Diccionario sipibo: Castellano-deutsch-sipibo. Apuntes de gramática: Sipibo-castellano. 

That dictionary, which was one of the biggest resources for Loriot et al., was published back 

in 1904 by Karl von den Steinen from Franciscan word lists and small grammars collected 

from the 1707-1903. Steinen’s dictionary provides a historical resource to cross reference 

entries from the SIL version. 

 

Before settling on using Google Sheets for the initial data entry, all of the available lexical 

software options were researched the but none were ideal. One of the most promising 

programs was LEXUS, developed by the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in 

Nijmegen, The Netherlands (Ringersma & Kemps-Snijders 2007). However, upon contacting 

them directly to inquire about using their “flexible web-based lexicon tool” the unfortunate 

fate of the program came to light. Current trends had shifted to mobile applications and their 

institute stopped investing in the programming support of LEXUS as the end of 2014; so they 
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plan to keep running LEXUS on their server and the initial language projects it has supported, 

“as long as it doesn’t break” because they are not able to commit resources to fixing it 67F

68. 

Therefore, they do not allow new language dictionaries to be created within the application, 

but they are willing to share the original code for anyone who wants to revive it 68F

69.  

 

An opportunity later came up to have the linguist Carolina Rodríguez Alzza from the 

Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú come and teach us how to use SIL’s Toolbox (the 

seemingly simplest platform that can then be imported into a variety of dictionary making 

software). While our team began loading entries into Toolbox, it quickly became apparent 

that even Toolbox was too complicated for quick and simple data entry. Just installing the 

aging software on our computers was a challenge, due to some versions of Windows that do 

not allow the installation of third-party applications 69F

70. Our attention then turned to Microsoft 

Excel, a data organizing program that is taught throughout Peru, of which most of the team 

already had basic operating knowledge and skills.  

 

 
68 Personal email communication (16/03/2017). 

69 Our volunteer programmer, coincidentally also from The Neatherlands, took a look at the LEXUS code and 

suggested we start from scratch as the process of working through another developer’s code can actually take 

longer than just starting over. 

70 Toolbox is not compatible with Macintosh OS and the current generation of cheap laptops –the ones most 

would have access to– that do not allow the use of unknown third-party and unregistered applications. Microsoft 

does this for our protection of course, but that doesn’t leave many options for Indigenous communities that 

want to make their own dictionaries, especially outside of the United States of America. 
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To work as a team, ultimately it was decided to use Google Sheets, the free online application 

that is similar to Excel, allowing for easy importing and exporting between programs without 

any major formatting issues. Google Sheets also allows multiple people to work on the same 

sheet at the same time from different locations with updates loading in real time. It can be 

challenging without an internet connection, but an easy solution if found by downloading the 

spreadsheet and working with it offline through a copy of Excel. Nearly every computer in 

Peru has a copy of Excel, albeit usually pirated 70F

71 with the accompanying issues of sporadic 

application crashes, but it is still very useful. The work done offline was then imported, or 

simply copy and pasted⸺without issues⸺into the master spreadsheet. 

 

i. Using Google Sheets  

Work began by creating a task sheet and then a template sheet for each letter. The task sheet 

(Figure 25) allowed the letters to be divided up between individuals and quantify the number 

of pages for each. This also allowed for estimations on how long it would take, and how 

many people would need to be recruited to finish in a timely manner. The letter template 

(Figure 26) was designed using all the entry categories from the SIL Shipibo-Castellano 

dictionary and placed them horizontally in the first row. Each column then related to a 

specific portion of the entry; head word, grammatical category, etymology, Spanish 

translation, etc. Each row then represented the entirety of each lexical entry. 

 
71 Thanks Bill, your contribution to Indigenous lexicography is deeply appreciated! Google too! 
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Figure 25: Google Sheets dictionary task sheet. 
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Figure 26: Google Sheets dictionary template. 
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Within the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary there are 347 pages of entries to type and 10 

people were recruited to help with the monotonous, yet intellectually stimulating data entry. 

Fortunately, Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo had support from the Peruvian NGOs Alianza Arkana 

and ARIAP, both in available human resources and a small amount of financial resources to 

compensate the work. The financial compensation equated to roughly $1500.00, which 

translated to $4.35 per typed page or an average of $170.00 per person. Each page took about 

an hour to type out, so that meant an hourly wage of $4.35 in a country were minimum wage 

is roughly $1.77 per hour. Their estimate was made with the goal of finishing the work in 

one month and it would require 347 hours or 7.5 weeks of full-time work. For everyone on 

the team the work was an additional part-time job so in reality it took three months for a team 

of 10 to type out all 6070 71F

72 entries and subentries of the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary. 

 

Each member was given instructions to type each entry out exactly as it was written in the 

dictionary with the exception of updating the orthography72F

73. This meant substituting every 

occurrence in Shipibo-Konibo of the letters: (c, qu), hu, s̈h, with k, w, and x, respectively. 

They were also asked to mark the entry if they found it to be questionable, and briefly 

describe the observation. Although it proved challenging for everyone to follow the 

instructions completely, the resulting spreadsheet was a major accomplishment and allowed 

the review for colonial residues to begin.  

 

 

 
72 Initially there were 6070 entries, which later lowered to 5845 as duplicate entries from subentries were 

consolidated. 
73 The update to the current Shipibo-Konibo orthography is detailed in RABE II, vi Writing Systems. 
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ii. Parameters of the Decolonizing Lexical Analysis 

To begin the lexical analysis, the criteria of what to look for within each entry was explicitly 

defined. To be thorough and ensure a collective effort, Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo came together 

to brainstorm ideas and then put them all together as the tentative guide. This served more as 

guiding compass rather than a strict format that may hinder ones perceptibility by imposing 

a rigid framework. 

 

First, the origin of each lexical entry was looked at to determine if it is definitively Shipibo-

Konibo or if it is a loan word or hybrid that uses the Shipibo-Konibo phonetic system to 

pronounce a loan word from another language; like rítira for the Spanish term letra ‘letter’. 

Colonial neologisms were also identified that use Shipibo-Konibo terms to describe an 

introduced object, action, or concept like néte, which initially was used to describe the time 

period of a ‘day’ and the space of a ‘world’ or ‘environment’ and is now used for ‘country’. 

Due to the groups previous knowledge of potential colonial influences the process was 

initiated by looking specifically for: 

1) Loan words from Spanish, Portuguese, Quechua, and other languagesꟷEnglish too! 

2) Entry specific to foreign objects and concepts from the translation of The Bible. 

3) Other non-Shipibo-Konibo sources that may be linked to colonization. 

All other elements of the entry were then examined, including: the etymology, the notes on 

the grammatical use, definitions, translations to Spanish, illustrative sentences, and 

synonyms. 

 

Here, the Shipibo-Konibo moral code for good and bad was used as the guiding directive for 

determining the colonized condition of the entry. As introduced before, moral decisions for 
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the Shipibo-Konibo can be guided by the etymology and semantics of their words for ‘good’ 

and ‘bad’ through their very own morphemes. 

 

 a) jakón     jakóma 

b) /hɐ-kun/ → [ʔɐ.'kũ]   /hɐ-ku-ma/ → [ʔɐ.'kũ.mɐ] 

c) existence,life-true   existence,life-true-NEG  

 d) True to life    Not true to life 

 e) ‘good’ or ‘positive’   ‘bad’ or ‘negative’ 

 

For each entry the following questions were asked: 

1) Is the etymology correct; if not, could the mistake be attributed to colonization? 

2) Is the translation or definition correct; if not, is it omitting or adding something? 

3) Is the definition life-giving good for the Shipibo-Konibo, or is it lifelessly bad? 

4) Is the definition rooted in the culture or is it from an outside or colonized perspective? 

5) Are the illustrative sentences life-giving good for the Shipibo-Konibo, or are they 

lifelessly bad? 

6) Are the illustrative sentences rooted in the culture or are they from an outside or 

colonized perspective? 

7) Are the synonyms correct; if not, could the mistake be attributed to colonization? 

 

The reviewing process (see ANNEX 1) was inspired by the Hawaiian Lexicon Committee 

and Alutiq New Words Council, whose multistaged review processes for the addition of 

official new words feel appropriately thorough (Kimura & April 2009).  The first of four 
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filters began with a small team, including Ranin Koshi, his brother Kesten Kopi (Henry 

Suarez Maynas), ARIAP’s Spanish monolingual administrator Arnel Erezo Cordova, and 

myself looking over every lexical entry. The group also had to make sure each entry was 

typed out correctly while simultaneously completing the first filtering sweep to identify and 

mark any possible colonial residues. Each questionable entry was then categorized and put 

together in a list and report that will be used for the in-depth lexical analysis by professional 

peers, our families, and finally a public review conducted on the radio.  

 

This first review was thorough, but with the intention of being quick. However, indifference 

is counter intuitive to morality; therefore, it was difficult to read through the entire written 

record of a language and not spend time discussing the reasons for the entry being 

questionable. Some entries were so absurd that the group spent many minutes laughing or in 

shock while attempting to make sense of what seemed senseless. This process can trigger 

anything, including traumatic memories (Waziyatawin 2004; Nicholas 2009) as the very 

nature of reviewing a dictionary implies that one must think about every word, which implies 

everything.  

 

During this first review the group was overly critical to make sure no entries that might 

warrant correction in the following reviews would be missed. It was primarily a way to filter 

out the most obvious entries that were not questionable to be more efficient with time when 

following reviewing teams go over the lists with Shipibo-Konibo elders. After confirming 

the parameters and spending two hours reviewing, the group had only made it through 60 

terms, indicating it would take us 200 hours or nearly 5 weeks of full-time labor. This 
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research presents the results from 3051 of the total 5845 entries, in which 1154 entries have 

been selected for further analysis and possible correction.  

 

Upon completing the first list, it will then be shared with all the members of Non Jói Kóshi 

Ákaibo, and all of the members of ARIAP and Alianza Arkana for a second review from 

multiple sources.  Each organization will hold a workshop to go through the list using the 

parameters listed above. Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo will then consolidate the lists. Once there is 

group consensus, the complete list will then be reviewed by each separate family of the team 

with the condition that it include at least one elder. In coordinating the third review with 

family members, it also desired to include an equal balance of male and female elders as well 

as speakers of the two main dialects of Shipibo and Konibo. All of these lists will then be 

consolidated for the final public review. That list will then be presented over the course of 

multiple evenings on the Axenón Ikánwe radio program with hope of receiving feedback 

through callers and comments on their Facebook page, which broadcasts each show live.  

 

The final results will then go through a similarly collaborated and reviewed process of 

decolonization to bring the definitions and their supporting illustrative sentences in balance 

with the Shipibo-Konibo culture. The resulting and thoroughly reviewed corrections will 

finally be updated in the Google Sheets data set and made publicly available for viewing in 

a searchable dictionary format online. 
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III. Preliminary Results 

 

As of July 30th, 2019, the Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo team has identified 5845 lexical entries 

within the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary.73F

74 This research reports on 3051, or 52%, of the 

whole dictionary (Table 2). Of those 3051 reviewed entries, 1154, or 38%, have been 

identified to demonstrate colonial influences through our initial filtering review (Figure 27; 

Table 3). 

 
 

 
74 This number will decrease as the numerous entries and subentries with duplicate reference entries are 

consolidated from the second half of the dictionary, including near variations of hybrid spellings of Spanish 

loan words with multiple Shipibo-Konibo phonetic spellings. The formatting for the SIL dictionary presents the 

lexical data with the subentries, which are often found out of alphabetical order, but in some cases are right next 

to the basic reference entry. 

1897; 62%

1154; 38%

Entries with Colonial Residues from Sample 'A'-'M' 
(Pages 85-275): 3051 Entries

Other Entries Observed Entries that Demonstrate Colonial Influence

Table 2: Diccionario Shipibo-Castellano Sample Size 

Approx. Total of Entries (Pages 85-432) 5845 % of Total 

Sample 'A' - 'M' (Pages 85-275) 3051 52.20% 

Figure 27: Entries with Colonial Residues Chart 
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Within those 1154 questionable lexical entries 1268 colonial residues where found in the 

head entries, translations and definitions, the etymology, and the illustrative sentences as 116 

entries had a combination of colonized lexical sources. The head entries' primary connection 

to colonization is through Spanish loan words (92.3% of all loan words) and neologisms 

(31.18% of all head entries), while the illustrative sentences are the primary source of 

colonial residues, with 54.18% (Figure 28; Table 4). 

 

Table 3: Entries with Colonial Residues Total  
% of the 

Sample 

Total Observed Entries that Demonstrate One or More 

Colonial Influences from the Sample 'A'-'M' 
1154 37.82% 

Table 4: Where Colonial Residues Are Found 
Total 

1268 

% of the 

Sample 

Head Entry 523 40.64% 

Translation/Definition 60 4.78% 

Etymology 5 0.40% 

Illustrative Sentences 680 54.18% 

40.64%

4.78%
0.40%

54.18%

1268 Colonial Residue Sources from 1154 Lexical 
Entries

Head Entry Translation/Definition Etymology Illustrative Sentences
Figure 28: Where Colonial Residues Are Found Within the Lexical Entries 
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In the follow chart (Figure 29) all of the colonial residues were categorized into a 

corresponding area of cultural influence. The largest category, 38.49%, represents language 

shift through loan words and neologisms. The other nine categories represent how illustrative 

sentences were and are used to promote the colonizing culture. These colonizing methods 

include: explicitly promoting colonization through cultural shifts and 'taming of savages'; 

promotion of the colonial government; colonial economics, including labor and the market; 

demonstration of negative aspects of social conduct found in the colonizing society; 

promotion of colonial religion and religious practices while demonizing and discrediting the 

Indigenous model; promotion of colonial healthcare while demonizing and discrediting the 

Indigenous model; promotion of the colonial education system; and finally the promotion of 

fútbol 'soccer' as the colonial form of recreation (Table 5).  

38.49%

3.02%
4.75%16.53%

14.42%

3.70%

3.32%

5.06%

6.11%
2.72% 1.89%

1325 ways to colonize Half of an indígenous 
language dictionary

Loan Words and Neologisms

Promoting Cultural Shifts and
'Taming'
Promoting the Colonizing
Government
Economic Activities

Negative Social Conduct

Dying and Deaths

Healthcare

Christian Religion, Church, and
The Bible
Demonize Indigenous Religion
and/or Epistemologies
EIB: Bilingual Intercultural
Education
Sport: Fútbol (Soccer)

Figure 29: How Colonial Residues Have Colonized the Language and Culture 
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Table 5: How Colonial Residues Have Colonized 

the Language and Culture 

Total 

1325 % of the Sample 

Loan Words and Neologisms 510 38.49% 

Castellano 324 63.53% 

Quechua 26 5.10% 

Other Language (Kokama) 1 0.20% 

Neologisms 159 31.18% 

Promoting Cultural Shifts and 'Taming' 40 3.02% 

Change Customs 17 42.50% 

Stop Traditional Customs 19 47.50% 

Colonization 4 10.00% 

Promoting the Colonizing Government 63 4.75% 

Colonial Authorities and Patriotism 26 41.27% 

Police 12 19.05% 

Army 25 39.68% 

Economic Activities 219 16.53% 

Colonial Economy 94 42.92% 

Work and Bosses 54 24.66% 

Colonial Farming 71 32.42% 

Negative Social Conduct 191 14.42% 

Thievery and Thieves 44 23.04% 

Getting Drunk and Drunks 26 13.61% 

Extreme Violence 15 7.85% 

Killing and Killers 15 7.85% 

Negative View of Children 27 14.14% 

Physical Abuse of Children 25 13.09% 

Negative View of Women 34 17.80% 

Abuse of Women 5 2.62% 

Dying and Deaths 49 3.70% 

Healthcare 44 3.32% 

Discouraging Indigenous Healthcare 7 15.91% 

Promoting Colonial Healthcare 37 84.09% 

Christian Religion, Church, and The Bible 67 5.06% 

Demonize Indigenous Religion and/or 

Epistemologies 81 6.11% 

Witchcraft & Witches (from Humans) 27 33.33% 

Curses & Demons (from Flora & Fauna) 54 66.67% 

EIB: Bilingual Intercultural Education 36 2.72% 

Sport: Fútbol (Soccer) 25 1.89% 
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IV. Discussion 

i. Illustrative Colonization 

The use of illustrative sentences plays a significant role in defining a term for a bilingual 

dictionary like the SIL Shipibo-Castellano dictionary. These sentences allow outsiders to 

contextualize the foreign language and begin to make sense of it. Therefore, it is no shock 

that the SIL took advantage of their lexical responsibilities to promote their own prime 

directive of evangelizing Indigenous peoples (Everett 2008:263) through their selection and 

creation of illustrative sentences. Two of those examples felt like they may have been part of 

a missionary’s or recent converts discourse of “giving your testimony” that attempts to 

motivate unbelievers to accept their beliefs (Ibid.:264). In one sentence it claims that “in 

Caco (Shipibo-Konibo community) a blind man converted to be an Evangelist”74F

75 (Loriot et 

al. 1993:109, my translation) to demonstrate the use of the word ‘blind’, while the illustrative 

sentence of the possible neologism for ‘hell’ states that “it is said that a woman in a coma 

saw hell”75F

76(Ibid.:165). From the data collected it is clear that illustrative sentences were most 

accessible form of transmitting a colonizing agenda, as evidenced in the example of the kóri 

or lip piercing detailed previously in the introduction of this manuscript. 

 

It is also interesting to look at the entries that openly promote the colonizing religion while 

illustrative sentences that mention Indigenous religious or epistemologies are used to 

demonize and discredit them. Most of the entries that have incorrect definitions fall into this 

category, like the words meráya and cháikoni, that were also discussed previously. Other 

 
75 Original text: “En Caco un ciego se convirtió al Evangelio.” 

76 Original text: “Cuentan qué una mujer en estado de coma vio el infierno.” 
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words linked to traditional healers and wise persons, people of traditional influence and 

power within the traditional culture have received similar treatment, including tools (tobacco, 

a special phlegm produced by the healer, medicinal plant remedies) and practices (therapeutic 

fasting, smoking, extracting illness through sucking on a patient, signing) used by them for 

healing. 

 

It is reasonable to conclude that early missionaries had to look for elements of their 

colonizing influence that already existed within the Indigenous culture. Upon making any 

comparable influences, they would have then had to shift the potential converts ideologies so 

they may fall in line with the colonizing script. Part of this work entailed identifying the 

traditional spiritual leader, their practices, and then go about turning their own community 

against them one convert at a time. Divide and conquer. According to one illustrative 

sentence for another neologism, ‘mirror’, such objects were particularly helpful in making 

converts. 

 

Another issue that was pointed out by the Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo team was what seemed to 

be a disproportionate number of illustrative sentences focused on death. Through half of the 

dictionary 64 such sentences of death and dying were identified, roughly one instance every 

three pages. In contrast, only 15 instances of birth and birthing are found in the entire 

dictionary. This may be coincidental, but it can also be explained as the product of a religion 

that has been observed to have a disproportionate focus on death and the afterlife (Deloria Jr. 

1992). The preliminary results match and validate Kroskrity’s assertion that linguistic 

resources, especially dictionaries are “designed more to control and subvert than to enhance 
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indigenous resources” (2015:141) and confirm that Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo is on the right path 

towards improving the Shipibo-Konibo dictionary. 

 

Regardless of the reasons the SIL and previous missionary lexicographers had for portraying 

the Shipibo-Konibo language, the dictionary holds a massive amount of archaeo-linguistic 

data that is helpful to promote decolonization events; where an active understanding that one 

has been colonized can be made, along with how it took place. Additionally, there are fewer, 

yet still many, records of their precolonized past and epistemologies that can be excavated 

through explanatory semantic representation by examining the roots and etymology of even 

common words like jakón ´good’. These words, concepts, and messages can then be applied 

to current decolonization processes. While this decolonizing exercise is designed to identify 

negative representations of the language, its speakers, and their culture; the objective it to 

correct them, therefore it is important to not lose sight while diving into the negativity left 

behind by previous lexicographers. This is all part of seeing the problem to resolve it; 

understanding the mess to clean it; knowing the illness to cure it.  

 

ii. Next Steps: Illustrative Decolonization 

The following is a list with brief descriptions of how Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo will be moving 

this project forward to completion. 

 

• Completing the Decolonization Filter 

The initial results from the decolonization filter and the identification of colonial residues 

has been inspiring and motivational. Next, they will be finishing the review with the Non Jói 
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Kóshi Ákaibo team, and then proceed through the peer, family, and public reviews that are 

detailed in ANNEX 1.  

 

• Decolonization of the Identified Colonial Residues 

Once the colonial residue list is complete list, Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo will begin the process 

of decolonizing every entry and instance of colonization. This process follows an identical 

review process, where Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo will complete the initial revisions and then 

present them for a peer, family, and public review. The final results will then replace the 

colonial residues in our online Google Sheets database, which will then update the data set 

for the online dictionary that is currently in production.  

 

• Creation and Official Launch of the E-Dictionary 

The original inspiration for this project was to revise the dictionary and then make it more 

accessible for the Shipibo-Konibo Nation. To achieve that goal the Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo 

team has purchased the domain name nonjoi.org. The goal is to create an online dictionary 

that meets a wide range of needs for the language community. These include:  

✓ A collaborative editing platform, using a wiki model to continuously improve and 

add to the language data set. 

✓ Definitions and encyclopedic information written in Shipibo-Konibo. 

✓ Translations to multiple languages. 

✓ Audio recordings for pronunciation of every Shipibo-Konibo term. 

✓ Other complimenting multimedia material including photos, drawings, videos, 

and additional audio recordings of definitions and stories to promote and support 

the use of the living language. 
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✓ A dictionary creation tool, similar to the unfortunately inactive LEXUS model 

(Ringersma & Kemps-Snijders 2007)., so anyone anywhere can make a 

downloadable PDF copy of the dictionary according to the desires of the user. For 

example, one could make a dictionary of verbs, suffixes, plants and animals, etc.; 

multilingual or monolingual in Shipibo-Konibo. 

This project is ongoing, and an initial version of the site us tentatively planned to be launched 

with Shipibo-Konibo to Spanish and Spanish to Shipibo-Konibo searching capability by 

September 2019. Fellow outsider ally Daniel Attevelt is creating the bare bones searching 

platform and setting up the initial website design. Next steps with for the website include 

training Kesten Kopi of Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo and other interested Shipibo-Konibo youth in 

Word Press design. Therefore, the language team can take full responsibility for maintaining 

and updating the site, aside from the more complex data retrieval for the actual dictionary 

that will require a formally trained computer programmer to modify or update. 

 

iii. Secondary Effects of this Process 

Aside from the dictionary and website, there have been multiple secondary results through 

the initiation of this decolonization process. Two of them are noteworthy, as they demonstrate 

the interconnected nature of decolonization processes and are easily replicable for other 

Indigenous language communities.  

 

• NON ÁXEBO Poetry Book Series 

Inspired by their cosmovision, the NON ÁXEBO (Our Customs) poetry book series is a 

collaboration between ARIAP, Arkana Alianza, and the USA-based artist Mike Saijo who 

visited us in early 2018. Poems, songs, and short writings were solicitated to be compiled 
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into an independently published book, with translations in Spanish and English. The poetry 

provided an opportunity for adults and youth to creatively practice the written and spoken 

word, as some entries were submitted live on the radio. The writing also provided the Non 

Jói Kóshi Ákaibo linguistics team with modern examples of the written language in practice 

and demonstrated the need for better formal instruction from the EIB model.  

 

Collaborative artist, Mike Saijo states that “The Purpose of the book is to preserve, 

strengthen, and celebrate the language and wisdom of Shipibo-Konibo ancestors, wisdom 

keepers, and youth. It will be translated to Spanish and English to raise awareness of their 

worldview –past and present– and provide historical and cultural context and insight for the 

growing traditional medicine community throughout the world; giving the Shipibo-Konibo 

and Outsider Allies alike a powerful resource for cultural understanding and practice.” Siajo 

also included these writings in an art installation June 1-10, 2018 in Redondo Beach, CA., 

USA, that also included original portraits of Shipibo-Konibo children and families with 

examples of traditional textiles and ceramic art. This initiative is providing a way to make 

the writing more relevant while also promoting aspects of their culture that have had few 

platforms to demonstrate and celebrate itself. 

 

The first book of the series, JÉNE NÉTE: World of Water, was completed and self-published 

in late 2018 with 36 original poems inspired by the first of four worlds that were written by 

Shipibo-Konibo authors, along with drawings and photos by Saijo from his time visiting us. 

Subsequent poetry collections are to follow yearly with the other three worlds of the Shipibo-

Konibo cosmovision. Ranin Koshi, of ARIAP and Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo, is currently 

translating the submissions for NON NÉTE: Our World, which is to be published later this 
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year. Writing projects like this are a wonderful way to lift the profile of the Shipibo-Konibo 

language within the language community and the outside world. Beginning with short pieces 

like poems has also provided an opportunity for people to make their submissions through 

the living language on the Axenón Ikánwe radio program. 

 

• Axenón Ikánwe ‘We Learn Together’ 

Axenón Ikánwe was born from the chance opportunity of a prime timeslot opening up on the 

most listened to radio station for news in the Shipibo-Konibo language; 100.1 La 

Primerísima. For years now, there have been a series of 4 different hour-long programs that 

begin at 5pm and run till 9pm, Monday through Friday, collectively known as Non Jói 'Our 

Language'. Ranin Koshi arrived at one of our early Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo meetings⸺shortly 

after I had returned to Peru in 2017 upon completing my course work⸺excited to share that 

he had been called by the radio station director who informed him that the 8-9pm timeslot 

would be available mid-November if he wanted it. FM Radio programs continue to be the 

most accessible and preferred choice for local news in all Shipibo-Konibo communities. The 

decision to rent the timeslot was nearly automatic and Ranin Koshi, who has years of radio 

experience, already had a plan. On November 13th, Ranin Koshi, along with fellow Non Jói 

Kóshi Ákaibo colleagues, Janis Percy Cruz Maldonado (Inin Yoi) and his wife Ketty 

Gonzalez de Cruz (Metsá Jisbe), went live and Axenón Ikánwe was born. 

 

The objective of the radio program is to promote the living language through practice, and 

they began their broadcast with the challenge to not speak any Spanish loan words, or at least 

keep them to a minimum. The first month of programing, especially the first week, is an 

outstanding live account of those three decolonizing their own lexicons from Spanish 
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influence. It is also worth noting that all three were raised with distinct dialects spoken in 

their homes, and each individual represents a different dialect (Shipibo, Konibo, and Piskibo) 

in their personal lexicons. All of their guests are also encouraged to use less Spanish words, 

and the friendly and relaxed atmosphere of the program makes this venture into linguistic 

purism actually work. Initially they held contests for callers to give a two-minute discourse 

without using a loanword, which worked very well due to the open and educational 

environment they create every night. Inin Yoi and Metsá Jisbe are both trained EIB teachers, 

while Ranin Koshi has years of working as an educator in the context of educational 

workshops, and their skills for creating a welcoming leaning environment contribute 

immensely to the success of the program. 

 

Each radio program covers a range of topics that focus on the language, traditional and 

modern culture, including social issues such as violence against youth and women in Shipibo-

Konibo communities and drug-alcohol abuse as a result of minimal access to economic and 

educational opportunities. The program is committed to also encouraging youth to continue 

studying and practicing the Shipibo-Konibo language to connect to cultural traditions and 

knowledge. Axenón Ikánwe has also been archiving every radio program and will upload 

them into the nonjoi.org webpage to keep an ongoing documentation of the living language, 

which also include calls from more remote Shipibo-Konibo communities in the Ucayali 

region. With this content and information, the Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo team hope to work with 

future linguistics students from the nascent Indigenous language linguistics program with the 

UNIA.  Whenever that program emerges there will be hours of quality data to analyze 

Shipibo-Konibo language traits and conduct numerous linguistics studies if anyone is 

interested. 
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Many programs include special guests to provide an angle that focuses on the realities of 

being in communities that are distant from the city. They also focus on bringing in youth 

voices to encourage youth to speak Shipibo-Konibo in public and highly visible spaces.  The 

have also invited Shipibo-Konibo musicians to come and perform in their language. Axenón 

Ikánwe is a variety show that has wide appeal. The program is at the end of the Non Jói 

programing from 8pm-9pm local time and allows it to have more listeners as many Shipibo-

Konibo are in bed by this time and listen to the program before falling to sleep.  

 

The public response for the program has been positively encouraging, with people who call 

in just to express their contentment with the program and to congratulate the hosts and 

producers for their wit, passion, and commitment to Shipibo-Konibo language and culture 

regeneration. Others have also expressed how they laugh joyfully while listening to the 

program and how they appreciate this form of educational entertainment as they end their 

day. Axenón Ikánwe has aimed to keep the language fresh, relevant, and widely spoken while 

celebrating their culture. It continues to be a hit and has the highest listener ratings of any 

other Shipibo-Konibo radio program.  

 

Their successes have gained much attention from the government through the Ministry of 

Culture and academics in and outside of Peru. Program director Inin Yoi and his wife and 

co-host Metsá Jisbe have been formally invited to share their inspiring success at the 2nd 

International Congress on Revitalization of Indigenous and Minoritized Languages, October 

1st-4th in Brasilia, Brazil, hosted by The National Historic and Artistic Heritage Institute of 

Brazil (IPHAN) and the University of Brasilia. To complement this conference, there is also 

planned the 1st International Encounter about Indigenous Language Diversity: exchange of 
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experiences and safeguarding strategies. There they have an opportunity to share their 

experiences on this international stage and learn from advocates of other Indigenous 

Amazonian languages. We really do learn together; axenón ikánwe! 

 

V. Conclusion 

So, can Indigenous language dictionaries play a powerful role within the Indigenous 

decolonization process? That is up for each individual, community, and nation to decide. The 

initial actions and results of the Shipibo-Konibo language regeneration team, Non Jói Kóshi 

Ákaibo, has had a tangible impact upon many citizens of their nation across the majority of 

communities within their entire geographic region thanks to the birth of the Axenón Ikánwe 

radio program. The discourse of decolonization is now ongoing and continues to gain new 

spaces through seeds planted with the ongoing revision and regeneration of their dictionary 

as their dictionary.  

 

Additionally, through the use of their own epistemologies for this process, it is demonstrating 

how their traditional beliefs retain their relevance, even in the modern colonized world, thus 

providing positive reinforcement for continued use. By seeing the tangible value of their own 

cultural stories and truths it is helping to regenerate perhaps the most powerful tool for their 

decolonization process, health, and wellbeing. When Khelsilem Rivers says it feels like 

thousands of his ancestors are standing with him every time he speaks Skwomesh, I believe 

him, not just that he feels it, but that they are there standing with him. The initiation of 

decolonizing processes provides an integral and interconnected way of resolving and healing 

the harms of colonization. It may be a long and seemingly impossible process, but I choose 

to believe that it is possible. The work of Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo and their very accessible and 
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viable project to decolonize the Shipibo-Konibo dictionary through initially identifying 

colonial residues found in their language has demonstrated just how possible it is. These 

conscious and intentional actions with their language are gathering support within their own 

nation and externally through increasing outsider allies, and even allies from within the 

Peruvian Ministry of Culture and other areas of local, regional, and national government. 

While Shipibo-Konibo decolonization has just begun, it is a living and growing reality. The 

outlook is good as long as they all stay focused and have their thoughts and actions flow with 

the life-giving good energy of the world; in other words, it’s all love. A concept impossibly 

complex while so simple a baby can fully grasp it before they even learn to speak.  That is 

the power of language.  

¡Jakónshama! 

 

Afterword 

For Indigenous language linguists and advocates, I hope at least some of these words can be 

of service to you and your causes. For all other linguists and language enthusiasts and 

advocates I wish to share the words of the outsider ally linguist Greg Anderson, from the 

Living Tongues Institute for Endangered Languages, who unflinchingly put a call out to the 

entire community of trained linguists to apply their skills to Indigenous linguistics and 

lexicography.  

“I don’t see how you can justify devoting your research career to the syntax of 

French⸺a language with millions of speakers⸺when the skills that you possess, 

could help document a language that is going to go extinct in your lifetime.”  

Anderson, Greg (2008, 34:40-35:02) 
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I second that call and suggest that Indigenous linguistics programs like NAMA 76F

77 at the 

University of Arizona be made a requirement for all current and new coming linguistics 

majors. The University of Arizona could start by making the AILDI’s 77F

78 Summer Institute 

such a requirement. After all, if you want to learn something about language, why not start 

with languages that are closer to the source of their creation. 

 

Nokón jói: 

It appears to me that the world has always been an awesome place with a profound and 

challenging beauty that commands our respect beyond the concept and powers of respect 

amongst humans.  Through my own challenging life experiences and the chance opportunity 

to learn from the Shipibo-Konibo nation, culture, and language I have come to better 

understand⸺for myself⸺the powers of life, for and against it, in a way I never could have 

imagined. This includes answers that work for me about what is beauty and what is love; 

what is harm and what is hate; what is God and what is life, yet I still know nothing, and 

every moment is a new test. I am forever grateful and hope that others may find their own 

way to make sense of this thing called life and also figure out how to live it in the most 

beautiful way possible for themselves, their neighbors, their communities, and the whole 

wide world. At least, that is how I see it. 

 

Íchabires iráke yoxán. 

  

 
77 Native American Languages and Linguistics Master of Arts program 

78 American Indian Language Development Institute 
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ANNEX 1: Decolonization Filter Stages of Review 

1. Initial Filter: The Net 

This is done by a small, but experienced group who can thoroughly determine what 

entries will require additional review and allows the following reviews to focus solely 

on addressing problematic entries. They follow the parameters detailed above, but overly 

critical. 

2. Peer Reviewed Filter: The Market 

Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo consists of members from the Shipibo-Konibo NGOs, ARIAP 

and Alianza Arkana. The second review consists of two independent reviews with our 

peers in each organization. The results of each review will then be consolidated by Non 

Jói Kóshi Ákaibo for the next filter. 

3. Family Reviewed Filter: The Table 

Each member of Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo then shares the list with their family, with special 

attention to include at least one elder per family and a balanced representation of female 

and male elders. The results of each review will then be consolidated by Non Jói Kóshi 

Ákaibo for the next filter. 

4. Public Reviewed Filter: The Stomach 

Representatives of Non Jói Kóshi Ákaibo who run the nightly radio program Axenón 

Ikánwe will then present the list to the public, discussing each entry for public 

commentary by phone or Facebook. The final results will then be published and then 

will be the focus of a series of workshops to correct each entry, followed by Peer, Family, 

and Public reviews. The accepted changes will then be revised in the digital dictionary 

database. 
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ANNEX 2: List of Observed Entries A-M 

# Termino/Palabra Razón Jakoma (Colonizado) 

1 -a oración matar, granjero: cultivos 

2 ábion castellano colonial 

3 áko oración mala vista a la mujer 

4 akónkin oración mala vista a la persona 

5 ákoron 

etimología, nombre 

común, sinónimo traducción 

6 ákoti oración mala vista a la persona 

7 ákotiri nombre común, oración cazar 

8 áchi castellano, nota colonial 

9 aéti oración comida occidental 

10 awá oración traducción 

11 awápa nombre común, oración granjero: atapa 

12 awín definición, oración granjero: atapa, muerto 

13 -ain oración robar, trabajo 

14 ainbo etimología traducción 

15 ainboapo quechua, neologismo colonial, religión 

16 ainbobake oración traducción 

17 -ainko oración traducción 

18 ainwetsa oración borracho: violento 

19 -aitain oración granjero: atapa 

20 ajínti castellano Gob. Agente municipal 

21 Ajirica castellano continente 

22 arampiri castellano colonial 
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23 Alemania castellano país 

24 alimentanti castellano, neologismo colonial 

25 amáka castellano colonial 

26 ámakiri oración traducción 

27 ámati etimología traducción 

28 aménwaka oración brujería 

29 amíko castellano, neologismo colonial 

30 amíkeska termino, traducción traducción 

31 Amírika castellano continente 

32 Ampo castellano Nombre 

33 aná definición, oración demonio 

34 Ana castellano Nombre 

35 -anan oración traducción 

36 -anan oración granjero: atapa, robar, patrón 

37 áni oración matar tigre 

38 ániatapa neologismo granjero: atapa 

39 ániati oración mala representación: cultura 

40 ánibo oración 

muerte, mala representación de la 

cultura 

41 ánikape neologismo colonial 

42 anikochara neologismo colonial 

43 áni iti oración muerte 

44 ánijema neologismo, oración colonial 

45 ánima oración granjero: atapa 

46 ánimai neologismo colonial 
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47 ánimanan termino, traducción traducción 

48 ánimotoro neologismo objeto, economía  

49 ániparanta neologismo quechua, castellano 

50 ániparo oración muerte 

51 ánirika neologismo economía occidental 

52 áni xeati definición, oración mala representación: cultura 

53 anítama oración traducción 

54 ániti definición, oración colonial: inka 

55 ánjiri castellano Religión Cristiana 

56 áno oración cazar 

57 ánciano castellano préstamo 

58 ántikoo castellano préstamo 

59 ántiojo castellano colonial 

60 Antónyo castellano Nombre 

61 Ao castellano Nombre 

62 ápacharan oración mala representación: cultura 

63 ápaketi oración 

colonial: avion, medicina 

occidental 

64 ápichiro castellano colonial 

65 ápo quechua, oración Gob. presidente, EIB 

66 ápo Traducción acento - apó 

67 apón ániyakati Neologismo colonial, religión 

68 -ake oración  colonial: inka 

69 akéni nombre común, oración  granjero: vaca, cazar 

70 ára castellano colonial 
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71 Ara castellano Nombre 

72 áraati oración colonial 

73 arábi castellano Religión Cristiana 

74 arábibaon castellano colonial, números 

75 Arabirito castellano Nombre 

76 arampiri castellano colonial 

77 arámpiri kere Neologismo granjero: vaca 

78 árapa castellano colonial 

79 aráxti oración colonial 

80 árati castellano colonial 

81 áresti oración colonial 

82 -aresti oración economía occidental, futbol 

83 Ari castellano Nombre 

84 aríari 

termino, nombre 

común, oración comida tradicional 

85 áriman castellano colonial 

86 Arimania castellano país 

87 árimintanti castellano préstamo 

88 árina castellano préstamo 

89 árirish termino, traducción traducción 

90 Aris castellano Nombre 

91 Arón castellano Nombre 

92 aros castellano colonial 

93 Asi castellano Nombre 

94 Asia castellano continente 
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95 asíiti castellano préstamo 

96 ásiitona castellano préstamo 

97 asókaro castellano préstamo 

98 asójiri castellano préstamo 

99 áspa oración (kochi) granjero: kochi 

100 asta castellano préstamo 

101 áshón quechua   

102 áshpa oración mala vista a la mujer 

103 áshpánti oración (kochi) granjero: kochi 

104 -ax oración Gob. presidente 

105 áxa oración borracho 

106 awánti oración Gob. policía 

107 axé oración salud, no comer 

108 axé oración jakoma 

109 áxeamis neologismo EIB 

110 áxeati oración EIB, futbol 

111 áxéti oración jakoma 

112 áxo definición, oración demonio 

113 átapa oración Gob. ejercito 

114 ániatapa neologismo granjero: atapa 

115 átapaawin neologismo granjero: atapa 

116 átapa bákeshoko neologismo granjero: atapa 

117 átapabene neologismo granjero: atapa 

118 átapa xobo neologismo granjero: atapa 
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119 áti neologismo, oración matemática, salud occidental 

120 átikoma oración EIB 

121 átio oración colonial 

122 áyawaska quechua, oración mala vista a la cultura, muerto 

123 ba- neologismo colonial: ropa 

124 bába oración mala vista al niño 

125 babán ewa oración mala vista a la mujer 

126 báka oración colonial 

127 bákaati oración trabajo: carpintería 

128 bákati oración colonial 

129 bakóxati oración economía occidental 

130 bakoxti oración economía occidental 

131 báchi neologismo economía occidental 

132 báchimeeti oración mala vista a la mujer 

133 bachínti oración mala vista a la mujer 

134 báwánixo definición, oración demonio 

135 bawáreshin oración violencia 

136 baí neologismo colonial 

137 -bai oración futbol 

138 báiti neologismo colonial 

139 baná oración racismo: contra Brasil 

140 bánati oración economía occidental, trabajo 

141 bánka castellano préstamo 

142 bánko castellano colonial, economía 
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143 báneti oración economía occidental, trabajo 

144 benéti neologismo, oración trabajo, matemática 

145 banjíriko castellano Religión 

146 banjírio castellano Religión 

147 bánjirista castellano Religión 

148 bánta oración Gob. ejercito 

149 bantija castellano colonial 

150 bantíra castellano colonial, Gob. 

151 báotismo castellano Religión 

152 bápi oración mala vista al hombre 

153 báke neologismo, oración EIB, estudiante 

154 bakénki oración colonial 

155 bakénxa oración mala vista a la mujer 

156 bakénti oración salud occidental, cesárea! 

157 bakéxti neologismo colonial: ropa 

158 bakísh oración futbol 

159 baránsa castellano colonial, economía 

160 bári kái neologismo dirección cardinal 

161 bári maníketian oración salud occidental 

162 barimpoi oración traducción, no coincide 

163 báritia ¿neologismo?, oración Gob. Ejercito 

164 bási oración EIB, mal trato al niño 

165 básiti oración EIB, mal trato al niño 

166 baxéx oración mala vista a la mujer 
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167 baxéxti oración EIB, mal trato al niño 

168 báta oración comida occidental, borracho 

169 batánti oración comida occidental 

170 batayón castellano ejercito 

171 bátiria castellano colonial 

172 bátiria jéne neologismo colonial 

173 bebánti oración trabajo: carpintería 

174 bébete oración salud occidental: falso 

175 bebón oración granjero: atapa 

176 bebónbires oración salud occidental, futbol 

177 bebónhati usa 'h', oración EIB, mal trato al niño 

178 bebónti oración mala vista al hombre 

179 bekónhati 

usa 'h', neologismo, 

oración salud occidental 

180 béchexeeti oración salud occidental 

181 béchiti oración mala vista a la cultura 

182 bechón oración mala vista a la persona 

183 béchoti oración borracho 

184 bewá neologismo Religión 

185 béma oración mala vista a la cultura 

186 bémati oración mala vista a la mujer 

187 bená oración EIB 

188 bénakawe neologismo ¿¿¿Religión, ‘gringo’ shipibo??? 

189 Bená Mai neologismo colonial 

190 benáti oración Gob. ley 
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191 bénbo oración mala vista a la mujer 

192 bénche oración Religión 

193 béncheati oración violencia 

194 béne oración machismo, mala vista a la mujer 

195 béneati oración colonial, economía 

196 béneitsa oración mala vista a la mujer 

197 béneti oración economía occidental 

198 bénomaati oración machismo 

199 bénoti oración colonial 

200 bénóti oración colonial 

201 benóti oración colonial 

202 bénoya oración mala vista a la mujer 

203 benkéx neologismo matemática 

204 bénxoati oración colonial, mal vista a la persona 

205 bénxokaati oración EIB 

206 bénxoti oración salud occidental 

207 beón oración colonial 

208 bépo oración demonio 

209 békepiti oración Religión 

210 béro oración mala vista al niño, muerto 

211 bérorao oración 

salud occidental, economía 

occidental 

212 béroyoshin termino, traducción demonio 

213 besenen oración colonial: avion 

214 bésoti oración granjero: atapa 
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215 bestéti oración economía occidental 

216 beshéati oración matar tigre 

217 béxati oración 

mala vista a la mujer, salud 

occidental 

218 béxmi oración mala vista al hombre 

219 béxmiati oración dejar costumbre 

220 béxmiti oración futbol, accidente dañino 

221 bexnán oración economía occidental 

222 bexníti oración salud occidental, Gob. ejercito 

223 béxpetonko oración dejar costumbre 

224 bétaneti oración dejar costumbre 

225 bétaneti oración dejar costumbre 

226 betén  oración accidente dañino 

227 betíti oración Religión, chistoso 

228 bétoken ewa oración racismo: kokama, robar 

229 betsóati neologismo beso occidental 

230 bétsoti oración colonial: avion 

231 beyós oración jakoma shinan 

232 beyósati oración 

jakoma shinan, cutipar de un 

animal, matar 

233 beyósti oración futbol, mala vista a la mujer 

234 béyoshinti oración mala vista a la cultura 

235 -bi oración 

matar propio padre, Gob. Policía, 

economía occidental, avion 

236 bíakaati oración Gob. Ejército, policía 

237 bibánti castellano Gob. presidente 

238 bikónya castellano sierra 
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239 bíchati oración comida occidental 

240 bíchi oración salud tradicional para ETS… 

241 bichinti neologismo, oración matemática, trabajo, patrón 

242 -bicho oración neologismo 

243 bídirio castellano colonial 

244 bíi oración traducción 

245 bími oración neologismo 

246 binákiri castellano colonial 

247 bínirisinti castellano Religión 

248 bíno castellano colonial 

249 binsínti neologismo, oración demonio de árbol 

250 binshín oración salud occidental 

251 bintána castellano colonial 

252 bíntiocho castellano Gob. Patria 

253 -bira oración demonio 

254 bíriati oración mala vista a la mujer, neologismo 

255 bíribina castellano colonial 

256 bíriti oración neologismo 

257 bísikirita castellano, oración demonio, creencia colonial? 

258 bismánhati oración muerto 

259 bískiati oración 

mala vista a la mujer, mal trato al 

niño 

260 bishokónti oración futbol 

261 bishnóati oración mala vista al niño 

262 bishtón oración granjero: atapa 
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263 -bix oración 

fango, suicidio, salud occidental, 

mala vista a la mujer, futbol 

264 bítaxameeti oración mala vista al niño: insulto 

265 bitaxti oración muerto 

266 bíti oración colonial: ropa 

267 -bo neologismo, oración mala vista a los niños, matemática 

268 boánti oración colonial: ciudad 

269 bobón oración futbol 

270 bobónti oración salud occidental 

271 bóchiki oración colonial: avion 

272 bócho oración comida occidental 

273 boéxeti oración economía occidental 

274 boíno castellano préstamo 

275 bójaro castellano colonial 

276 bománti oración brujo, ladrón 

277 bománya oración brujo 

278 bómati oración economía occidental 

279 bóme oración economía occidental 

280 bómpo castellano préstamo 

281 bóna oración muerto 

282 bónajene oración ¿creencia tradicional? 

283 bonánti neologismo, oración mal trato al niño, robar 

284 bónaya ¿neologismo?  religión 

285 bónkoati oración economía occidental 

286 bonkéati oración accidente 
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287 bonkéti oración trabajo, patrón 

288 bonsín oración brujería 

289 bonshísh traducción, oración demonio de árbol 

290 bonxán oración 

¿creencia tradicional?, 

pensamientos en los pulmones! 

291 bóntoish oración matar 

292 bóo oración violencia 

293 bóki castellano ejercito 

294 bóro castellano colonial 

295 borónsi castellano colonial 

296 borósa castellano colonial 

297 bóshtiti oración 

cambiar costumbre: aseo personal, 

economía occidental 

298 bóteti oración granjero: kochi 

299 boti oración trabajo, patrón 

300 botíka castellano colonial 

301 botíria castellano colonial 

302 botón oración ¿creencia occidental? 

303 botonis castellano, oración colonial, salud occidental, trauma 

304 bóya oración cutipado, trauma 

305 kabáyo castellano colonial 

306 kabínhati con 'h', oración matar 

307 kábo castellano colonial 

308 káchiana oración matar 

309 káchibanti oración mala vista a la cultura 

310 káwa oración ¿creencia occidental? 
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311 kawá oración economía occidental 

312 kawánti oración colonial: avion 

313 kaíai oración granjero: atapa 

314 kaímito castellano colonial 

315 -kain oración 

ladrones, borracho, religión, Gob. 

presidente, borracho 

316 kaíti oración 

economía occidental, ladrones en 

la ciudad 

317 kája castellano colonial 

318 kají castellano colonial 

319 kajónshoko castellano, neologismo colonial 

320 kamán oración matar 

321 kaman oración economía occidental, Gob. Policía 

322 kámaronka neologismo comida occidental 

323 kamícho castellano colonial, biblia, religión 

324 kampánya castellano, oración colonial, religión 

325 kámpianti castellano, oración colonial, demonio 

326 kámpo castellano colonial 

327 -kan oración matar, calumniando 

328 kaná oración demonio 

329 kánachiari oración cutipado, trauma 

330 kanántancho oración traducción 

331 kanánti castellano colonial, economía 

332 Kanará castellano País 

333 kankaati quechua, neologismo economía occidental 

334 kancóro castellano colonial: animal 
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335 kánchis quechua matemática 

336 kanéna oración matar 

337 káno traducción falta conexión a salud tradicional 

338 kánsa castellano colonial 

339 kánso castellano colonial 

340 kanshín oración mala vista al niño 

341 kantína castellano colonial, borracho 

342 káocho ¿castellano? colonial 

343 káochobepon ¿castellano? colonial 

344 ánikape neologismo colonial: animal 

345 kápitan castellano, oración ejército, futbol 

346 kapónhati 

castellano, con 'h', 

oración granjero: kochi 

347 káposoro castellano, oración robar 

348 kápoti oración borracho 

349 káki castellano, oración ejercito 

350 kára castellano préstamo 

351 káraboso castellano policía 

352 karájon castellano, oración borracho, patrón 

353 káraniro castellano, oración granjero, patrón 

354 káranirobaque castellano, neologismo granjero 

355 káranirobichi castellano, neologismo colonial: ropa 

356 kárapintiro castellano, oración colonial, trabajo 

357 kárapita castellano colonial 

358 kárasira castellano, oración policía, coima 
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359 kárata castellano colonial 

360 karéko oración muerto 

361 kári oración ¿creencia tradicional? 

362 karibó castellano colonial 

363 karínan castellano, oración colonial 

364 karítil castellano, oración colonial, economía 

365 káritira castellano, oración colonial, trabajo 

366 karó castellano colonial 

367 Karó castellano Nombre 

368 Karós castellano Nombre 

369 károtae neologismo economía occidental 

370 -kas oración 

Gob. presidente, muerte, Gob. 

presidente 

371 kásiosa castellano comida occidental 

372 kásoati oración pegar niño 

373 kasórina castellano colonial 

374 kastíkameeti neologismo mala vista al hombre 

375 kastíkanti 

castellano, neologismo, 

oración EIB, mal trato al niño 

376 kastíko castellano, oración ladrón 

377 kástichano castellano colonial: lengua extranjera 

378 kastóro castellano colonial: animal 

379 káshkakashka ati oración, nota brujería 

380 kashímpo castellano, oración mala vista al niño 

381 kashóati oración EIB 

382 káxopa oración 

comida occidental, creencia 

tradicional? 
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383 káxketi neologismo, oración matemática, sandía 

384 káta castellano objeto 

385 kátaai neologismo trabajo 

386 Katásho castellano Nombre 

387 kátaxameeti neologismo trabajo 

388 kátaxomeeti neologismo trabajo 

389 katáxti neologismo trabajo 

390 kátati neologismo trabajo 

391 káteti neologismo, oración violencia, ladrón 

392 káti oración 

granjero: atapa, mentira del líder 

tradicional 

393 -kati oración 

economía occidental: mala 

alimentación en la ciudad, 

394 -kato oración Gob. presidente 

395 katóriko castellano religión 

396 kátoti oración 

ladrón, cambiar costumbre: riño 

por no saber costumbre occidental 

397 katóti oración Gob. Ejército, guerra 

398 katsáti oración violencia, futbol 

399 káya neologismo ¿alma, religión? 

400 káya ¿neologismo?, oración racismo: indios 

401 -kaya oración matar 

402 Kayária neologismo, oración enfermedad grave 

403 káyatseka neologismo colonial 

404 Kláodio castellano Nombre 

405 koáratia castellano, oración policía 

406 kóarino castellano colonial 
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407 kóbi quechua, oración granjero: cuy, muerto 

408 kobínti oración raro ejemplo 

409 kobítaxti oración violencia 

410 koboranti castellano, neologismo economía 

411 kóka oración Gob. Ejercito 

412 kokáiki isáni   ave común 

413 kokáiki isáni   ave mitologico 

414 kokáracha castellano, oración colonial, granjero: atapa 

415 kóko oración Gob. Ejercito 

416 kokoríiti castellano, neologismo granjero: atapa 

417 kókoti oración sandía 

418 kochára castellano colonial 

419 kóchi quechua granjero: kochi 

420 rénenkekochi neologismo granjero: kochi 

421 réstokochi neologismo granjero: kochi 

422 kóchijina paránta neologismo granjero: kochi 

423 koéti oración ¿creencia occidental? 

424 koéti oración mala mujer 

425 kói oración 

economía occidental, violencia de 

niños 

426 kóikoiro ¿castellano? préstamo 

427 koínkoin nombre común, oración muerte 

428 koíranti castellano, oración granjero: atapa 

429 koíshiti oración neologismo de San Juan 

430 kóma castellano colonial 
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431 bárikoman traducción, oración cutipado, trauma 

432 Komárinia oración economía occidental 

433 kómatsewe oración robar 

434 komén oración cutipado, trauma 

435 kómón iti oración trauma 

436 kómpa castellano colonial 

437 kómpanyiro castellano colonial 

438 -kon oración robar 

439 kóni oración ¿creencia occidental? 

440 koníjo castellano, oración granjero: conejo 

441 konín ewa oración futbol 

442 konjíti castellano comida occidental 

443 konkísh traducción, oración demonio 

444 konxán oración economía occidental 

445 kontá quechua colonial: comida 

446 kóojison ¿neologismo?  salud sexual 

447 kóoti oración salud occidental 

448 kopí neologismo comida occidental 

449 kopi oración economía occidental, atapa, robar 

450 kopíati neologismo economía occidental, Gob. Policía 

451 kopíma neologismo 

economía occidental, trabajo, 

patrón malo 

452 kópikin neologismo economía occidental 

453 korá tradicional deja de usar 

454 koráati tradicional deja de usar 
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455 koráka quechua, oración líder Indígena 

456 korário castellano ??? 

457 koráti oración EIB, mal trato al niño 

458 kóri oración dejar costumbre: ropa tradicional 

459 koríchi castellano comida occidental 

460 Kóri Inka quechua   

461 koríki neologismo economía occidental 

462 jóxokoriki   economía occidental 

463 panshínkoriki oración economía occidental, ladrón 

464 péikoriki   economía occidental 

465 koríkinin títa neologismo economía occidental 

466 kóro castellano religión 

467 kóroati oración violencia 

468 kórocha castellano colonial 

469 kóronita castellano, oración ejercito  

470 kóropo castellano préstamo 

471 koróro castellano préstamo 

472 korós castellano religión 

473 kórosen áti neologismo religión 

474 Kósi quechua   

475 kósinira castellano, oración préstamo, comida: atapa 

476 kóshi neologismo religión 

477 kóshiti oración futbol, Gob. presidente 

478 kósho oración borracho 
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479 kóshomeeti oración brujería 

480 koshónti traducción, oración brujería 

481 kóshori nombre común, oración demonio 

482 koshóshka  oración brujería 

483 koshpán oración granjero: atapa 

484 koxónewa oración ¿creencia de quién? 

485 kóxopeox oración cutipado, trauma 

486 Kóta castellano Nombre 

487 kotón 

castellano, neologismo, 

oración ropa, robar 

488 Krísto castellano religión 

489 chábi castellano colonial 

490 chaká castellano ¿neologismo? 

491 chákati oración trabajo: ¿carpintero, Religión? 

492 chakóiti oración malas costumbres, kochi 

493 chachí neologismo salud occidental 

494 cháchiti neologismo, oración salud occidental, atapa 

495 cháchiti neologismo salud occidental 

496 chachíti oración futbol 

497 cháwa 

traducción, nombre 

común brujería 

498 chawá oración borracho 

499 chái oración economía occidental 

500 cháikoni traducción brujería 

501 chamá traducción termino racista 

502 chámi traducción demonio 
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503 chánko oración salud occidental, granjero atapa 

504 chánkoti oración morir, granjero atapa 

505 chánta castellano prest. objeto 

506 chánti castellano prest. comida 

507 chántoati oración mal trato al niño, Gob. Ejercito 

508 charáati oración comida occidental 

509 charáti oración olla occidental 

510 charíshti oración muerto 

511 charónti oración Gob. Ejército, ladrón 

512 charóti oración futbol 

513 cháxati oración neologismo, ladrón 

514 cháxo oración ¿forma antigua de cazar??? 

515 chéati oración salud, mala mujer/mama 

516 cheón iti oración granjero: atapa 

517 chepán ewa nombre común, oración granjero: vaca 

518 chéxati oración salud occidental 

519 chiáraxti neologismo, oración ropa, economía occidental 

520 chíati oración 

dejar costumbre: herramienta, 

traducción (batidor) 

521 chibánti oración economía occidental, robar 

522 chibíti ¿neologismo?  colonial: transporte 

523 chíbo castellano, oración cutipado, trauma 

524 chikáro etimología traducción 

525 chikóro traducción demonio 

526 chíchi neologismo Gob., religión 
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527 chichó oración pishtacos, muerto 

528 chichóati oración ladrón 

529 chichóti oración colonial: transporte 

530 chiwínti neologismo colonial: transporte 

531 chíi oración futbol 

532 chíikan ewa neologismo, oración religión, (testamento misionero) 

533 chíijexko oración demonio 

534 chimánti oración granjero: atapa 

535 chimín oración muerte de niño 

536 chimpansí castellano prest. animal 

537 chínexeti oración mala vista al niño 

538 chiní oración economía occidental 

539 chiní oración economía occidental 

540 chiníti oración colonial: transporte 

541 chinó neologismo salud occidental 

542 chínoti neologismo salud occidental 

543 chínoti neologismo salud occidental 

544 chínto traducción mala sin cola' 

545 chipán oración borracho 

546 chipóti oración neologismo ropa 

547 chikéxti oración neologismo ropa 

548 chíkiraya castellano prest. Comida 

549 chikísh oración trabajo 

550 chirápa cocama 

cutipado, trauma, creencia 

Shipibo? 
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551 chirínti oración granjero: kochi 

552 chíro oración 

ropa, moda de halter top con 

hombres! 

553 chiroati oración mala mujer, insulto 

554 chíroti oración ropa 

555 chishbíti oración demonio 

556 chixá oración muerto 

557 chíxo oración picar en la nalga 

558 chixó oración muerto 

559 chixóti oración comer chancho (jakon mensaje…) 

560 chítaka oración comida occidental 

561 chíte oración traducción, brujería 

562 chité oración granjero: atapa 

563 chitéxti oración mala mujer 

564 chíteti oración 

cambiar costumbre: alimentar 

perros 

565 chitíati neologismo economía occidental 

566 chitínti oración Gob. Ejercito 

567 chitínti oración trabajo 

568 chitóati oración estudiar en la ciudad 

569 chítonti oración robar dentro de la familia 

570 chitóti oración granjero: kochi 

571 chitóti oración ropa, cambiar costumbre 

572 chóa traducción brujería 

573 chóchawasha traducción, oración demonio 

574 choín oración dejar costumbre: daño por comer 
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575 chómo oración economía occidental 

576 chómoati oración economía occidental 

577 chónka quechua matemática 

578 chóncho castellano granjero: atapa 

579 chóno oración ¿creencia tradicional? 

580 chópa castellano, oración economía occidental 

581 bichíchopa neologismo prest. Objeto 

582 kákichopa neologismo prest. objeto 

583 oránchopa neologismo prest. objeto 

584 chópaoma oración mala vista a la cultura 

585 chópeti oración salud occidental 

586 chopíti castellano prest. comida 

587 chókiati oración ropa, mal niño 

588 chokíti oración EIB, salud occidental 

589 choránti oración 

economía occidental, niño 

quemado, ropa de niño 

590 chóre oración mujer quemada 

591 chorísh oración herramienta occidental 

592 chóroti oración 

trabajo, abrir, aunque no le 

pertenece 

593 choróti oración ladrón, mal trato de niño 

594 chósco quechua, oración matemática, ladrón 

595 chóshati oración granjero: atapa 

596 choshkáti oración granjero: atapa 

597 chóshiti oración mala vista al niño 

598 choshíti oración futbol 
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599 chotáyosma aínbo neologismo religión 

600 chóyachaki traducción, oración demonio de árbol 

601 Dabídi castellano prest. Nombre 

602 Dániiri castellano prest. Nombre 

603 Débora  castellano prest. Nombre 

604 Demétrio castellano prest. Nombre 

605 desena castellano prest. Matemática 

606 desímetro castellano prest. Matemática 

607 diákono castellano prest. Persona 

608 díbidinti castellano prest. Matemática 

609 díbision  castellano prest. Matemática 

610 díbojanti castellano prest. Acción 

611 dibójo castellano prest. objeto 

612 Díos castellano prest. Nombre 

613 Díosen nete castellano prest. Nombre 

614 dóctor castellano prest. Persona 

615 dosena castellano prest. Matemática 

616 ea oración negativo 

617 épa oración mal trato al niño 

618 esé neologismo Gob. Ley 

619 ésecaati oración venganza 

620 Estádos Onidos castellano prest. Nombre 

621 éste oración nylon 

622 ésteati oración futbol 
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623 ésteti oración cutipado, trauma, muerte 

624 éxpaati oración mal trato al niño 

625 étse oración ejemplo cruel 

626 grésiaboa joi castellano prest. objeto 

627 grípe castellano prest. Enfermedad 

628 guitára castellano prest. objeto 

629 wáati oración comida occidental 

630 wáka castellano, oración granjero: vaca, cutipado 

631 wákabake neologismo granjero: vaca 

632 wákabene neologismo granjero: vaca 

633 wakán ewa oración cutipado, trauma 

634 wákaxoma neologismo granjero: vaca 

635 yóra wáchoati neologismo Gob. Ejercito 

636 waín téetai neologismo granjero 

637 wáinraonti neologismo granjero 

638 wáiroro neologismo Gob. Ejercito 

639 takónwame oración dejar costumbre: daño por comer 

640 wanín oración borracho 

641 wápawapa oración economía occidental 

642 wápi oración cutipado, daño 

643 wápóro castellano neologismo 

644 máiwaporo castellano neologismo 

645 naíwaporo castellano neologismo 

646 wapóromaxka castellano neologismo 
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647 wapóropoinki castellano neologismo 

648 Wakín castellano prest. Nombre 

649 wárawasko 

castellano, nombre 

común prest. objeto 

650 niáwarawasco 

castellano, nombre 

común neologismo 

651 níshiwarawasco 

castellano, nombre 

común neologismo 

652 waránka quechua, oración matemática, economía occidental 

653 warápo quechua, oración borracho, mala vista a la mujer 

654 waróro castellano, oración trabajo, patrón 

655 Wásananto castellano prest. Nombre 

656 wásimanan oración no se habían civilizado 

657 wáste oración negativo, dejar costumbre 

658 chikórowaste traducción brujería 

659 washíti oración brujería, matar 

660 waxá oración costumbre occidental 

661 wáxati oración ladrón 

662 waxmémpoco oración mala vista al niño 

663 wéa oración demonio, daño 

664 wémekaati oración mala vista al niño 

665 wéntameeti oración borracho: violento 

666 wentánti oración Gob. Policía, granjero: atapa 

667 wekí oración demonio 

668 wérameeti oración borracho 

669 weránti oración borracho 

670 wére oración economía occidental 
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671 westíoran jane neologismo Gob.  

672 wéxeti oración mala vista al niño 

673 wexéti oración mal gasto 

674 wetá neologismo economía occidental 

675 wétsa oración 

granjero: atapa, economía 

occidental, bote motor 

676 weyónti oración mala vista a la mujer 

677 winkásti oración economía occidental, ladrón 

678 winóti oración Gob. Ejercito 

679 wirákocha quechua hombres blancos 

680 wírita castellano, oración EIB, granjeros 

681 wíso oración racismo de la raza blanca 

682 wishá neologismo EIB 

683 wíshati neologismo EIB 

684 

rítira wíshati 

onánti neologismo EIB 

685 wíshpo cuerpo humano, oración mal trato al niño (accidente) 

686 wíshtín mexoai neologismo cultura occidental 

687 i castellano prest. Conj. 

688 íajexe oración dejar costumbre: daño por comer 

689 ián oración demonios chaikoni 

690 Iba castellano prest. Nombre 

691 Iba castellano prest. Nombre 

692 Ibi castellano prest. Nombre 

693 ibínti oración trabajo, patrón, no pagó 

694 íbirio joi castellano religión 
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695 íbiriojoni castellano religión 

696 íbo neologismo religión 

697 íkai itan akai joi neologismo lingüística 

698 ikára quechua prest. objeto 

699 ikáxbi oración colonial: avión 

700 íkobimi castellano religión 

701 íkojiwi castellano religión 

702 ikón oración brujería 

703 

Ríosen Jói 

ikónhati neologismo religión 

704 íkoni oración Gob. Ejercito 

705 ícha oración trabajo, patrón no pagó 

706 ícha jawékia jóni neologismo religión 

707 íchan jane neologismo Gob. 

708 icháti oración mal trato al niño 

709 íwe oración trabajo, patrón 

710 íiro castellano prest. objeto 

711 Ijipito castellano religión 

712 íjirisisio castellano, oración EIB 

713 Ima castellano prest. Nombre 

714 Imí castellano prest. Nombre 

715 iná traducción 

mala vista a la cultura, indio 

salvaje 

716 inaáti traducción, oración 

colonización, mala vista a la 

cultura 

717 inánti oración comida occidental, EIB 

718 inário castellano religión 
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719 ínka quechua, oración mala vista a la cultura 

720 inkánto castellano demonio 

721 Incarios neologismo ¿creencia de quién? 

722 iníchinti oración muy mal trato a la mujer 

723 inín oración demonio chaikoni 

724 ínjiniro castellano prest. Persona 

725 binkárainoa íno neologismo EIB 

726 íno castellano religión 

727 ínoaxatan oración demonio de árbol 

728 ínomentsis oración brujería 

729 inkéxti traducción falta traducción 

730 Inkiratira castellano prest. Nombre 

731 ínkiris castellano prest. Persona 

732 Inria castellano prest. Nombre 

733 ínstitosion castellano prest. Cosa 

734 intírinan castellano prest. objeto 

735 intíro castellano prest. Adj. 

736 ípaketi oración borracho 

737 ípo oración negativo de comer 

738 ipón ewa oración muerto, niño por comer 

739 ípopotamo castellano prest. animal 

740 íkirisia castellano religión 

741 Ikíto ¿préstamo de Ikito?   

742 iráke áti neologismo saludo 
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743 íresa jawéki neologismo ¿EIB? 

744 Iribin castellano prest. Nombre 

745 írijanti castellano prest. animal 

746 írimana castellano religión 

747 írimano castellano religión 

748 Irín castellano prest. Nombre 

749 jóimawaisa ¿chana???   

750 ísarairita castellano religión 

751 ískoira castellano EIB 

752 ískojina oración Gob. Ministerio 

753 ískon quechua matemática 

754 iskóro castellano prest. objeto 

755 Isi castellano prest. Nombre 

756 isínti oración EIB, mal trato al niño 

757 ísokoro oración cutipar, daño 

758 Ispánya castellano prest. Nombre 

759 isányoro castellano, oración trabajo, mal trato del patrón 

760 ispára castellano prest. objeto 

761 íspi oración muerte, salud occidental 

762 ispíko castellano, oración colonización (¡espejos!) 

763 iskénti oración violencia 

764 ísti castellano prest. Dirección cardinal 

765 ístiroka castellano, oración religión 

766 ishmín oración 

¿creencia tradicional?, koshi 

moatian joi !!!! 
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767 Ishtíba castellano prest. Nombre 

768 íshto oración colonial: transporte 

769 ishtónti oración 

Religión, acostumbrar a ir a la 

iglesia 

770 itántanta traducción demonio 

771 Itária castellano prest. País 

772 itásho castellano prest. Persona 

773 íti neologismo, oración matemática, muerto 

774 ja oración mala vista al hombre y la mujer 

775 jabákinti oración 

mala vista al hombre, mal trato de 

la mujer 

776 jabáti oración ladrón 

777 jábicho oración Gob. teniente gobernador  

778 jabísati oración religión, ladrón, comida: azúcar 

779 jabísti oración enfermedad occidental 

780 jabón castellano, oración granjero: vaca, muerte 

781 jakóma oración mala mujer 

782 jákoni oración 

misioneros con hijos, economía 

occidental 

783 jakónti oración sin simpatía por los enfermos 

784 jáwe traducción neologismo 

785 jáwebi oración mal pensamiento 

786 jáwekopi oración trabajo, mal trato del patrón 

787 jawékia neologismo, oración trabajo, patrones 

788 jawékiaoma neologismo, oración 

culpar de pobreza por no saber 

trabajar 

789 

jawéki kimisha 

paroya neologismo matemática 

790 

jawéki tsamanti 

xobo neologismo misión, ciudad 
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791 jáwetianbi oración trabajo, mal trato del patrón 

792 jáwetii kopía neologismo economía occidental 

793 jáwetio oración colonial: avion 

794 jáinoax oración salvajes 

795 jain póiti neologismo poiti xobo! 

796 

jaín riós rábiti 

xóbo neologismo religión 

797 jamámati oración futbol cultipado, daño 

798 jampásti oración mala vista al niño 

799 jáne neologismo Lingüístico 

800 jánekon neologismo Lingüístico 

801 

janén janetitianbi 

jane neologismo Lingüístico 

802 jáneteki neologismo Lingüístico 

803 janín oración muy mal trato a la mujer 

804 jákiribi oración trabajo 

805 járamasia castellano prest. Lugar 

806 jaská oración ejemplo negativo 

807 jaskáketian oración economía occidental, patrón 

808 jáskatax oración 

tradicional de enseñar, abuso de 

autoridad 

809 jáskati oración tradicional de enseñar 

810 jaskáti oración EIB, mal trato al niño 

811 jasín oración fantasma 

812 jaxká oración economía occidental 

813 játi oración Religión, ladrón 

814 játian oración muerte, acostumbrar a trabajar 
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815 jatíbi oración muerte, ladrón, Gob., EIB 

816 jatíbiain neologismo religión 

817 

jatíbi jawéki 

átipana neologismo religión 

818 jatíbi jawéki onán neologismo religión 

819 jatíbitian oración borracho, muerte 

820 játikaxbi oración trabajo, acostumbrar a trabajar 

821 játio oración muerte, gordo 

822 jaton oración trabajo, patrón 

823 jatsánhati usa 'h', oración salud occidental, niños malcriados 

824 jéma oración Gob. Visita, ladrón 

825 jémaati neologismo CCNN 

826 jéma xabá neologismo CCNN 

827 jén ati oración economía occidental 

828 jenkó oración diarrea 

829 jéne neologismo sopa de pollo 

830 jenényawa oración trabajo: carpintería 

831 jéneti oración 

trabajo, patrón, capturado por 

policía 

832 jenéti oración mala vista al niño 

833 jénetiati oración muerto 

834 jesté oración matrimonio 

835 jéshati oración brujo, doler 

836 jéxko oración niño malcriado 

837 jíwi oración 

economía occidental, trabajo 

patrón 

838 jíwimaxka oración muerte 
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839 jíi castellano religión 

840 jímiti oración menstruación a los 12 años 

841 jínwachori oración ¿creencia tradicional? 

842 jiráfa castellano prest. animal 

843 jíriati oración religión 

844 jisá oración mala vista al hombre 

845 Jísokiristo castellano religión 

846 Jisós castellano religión 

847 jishténhati usa 'h', oración borracho 

848 jíshti oración demonio, daño 

849 jíshtima oración fantasma 

850 -jo oración borracho 

851 jóa oración Gob., EIB 

852 jóati oración demonio 

853 jóboati oración ladrón, robar 

854 jobóxko oración muerto por un niño 

855 jóka castellano prest. animal 

856 jókati oración trabajo, patrón 

857 jokónhati usa 'h', oración EIB 

858 jokónti oración muerto 

859 jóchi oración mal trato al niño 

860 joé neologismo, oración promueve cambio de costumbre 

861 jowéati oración EIB 

862 jói oración matar, muerto 
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863 jóioma oración Gob. Ejercito 

864 jojóiti oración ladrón 

865 jóneti oración demonio 

866 jóneti traducción mala vista a la cultura (áni xeáti) 

867 jóni oración dicho eurocéntrico 

868 jóniati oración religión 

869 jónikaman traducción fantasma 

870 jónikaraniro traducción fantasma 

871 jóniwaka neologismo, oración ¿creencia de quién? 

872 jóniino oración ¿creencia de quién? 

873 joníiti oración demonio 

874 jónimati oración religión 

875 jóni réteai oración brujo 

876 jónoti oración muerte 

877 jónxe Kene Nete, oración demonio 

878 jóo oración demonio 

879 jopémati oración ladrón 

880 jopéti oración muerte 

881 jorío castellano religión 

882 joríoma castellano religión 

883 jóro castellano ropa occidental 

884 Josí castellano prest. Nombre 

885 jósporo castellano prest. objeto 

886 joshínjiwi traducción jimimoxo 
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887 jóxoti oración gringo 

888 jóta castellano ahora 'ja' 

889 jóti oración futbol 

890 jótiti oración brujo, traga la colilla 

891 jóto castellano prest. objeto 

892 jotóati ¿neologismo?, oración futbol, ladrón 

893 jotokóiti oración granjero: atapa 

894 joyó oración EIB 

895 joyónti oración Gob. Agente municipal 

896 joyóti oración Gob. Ejercito 

897 Láora castellano Nombre 

898 Lásaro castellano Nombre 

899 latín joi castellano Idioma Extrajera 

900 leksión castellano objeto 

901 león castellano animal 

902 léopardo castellano animal 

903 létra castellano objeto 

904 líbro castellano objeto 

905 líma castellano objeto 

906 Líma castellano Lugar 

907 limenyo castellano persona 

908 líno castellano objeto 

909 línse castellano animal 

910 lintérna castellano objeto 
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911 lítro castellano matemática 

912 Locás castellano Nombre 

913 Lócho castellano Nombre 

914 Lóla castellano Nombre 

915 lónes castellano Día de la Semana 

916 Losía castellano Nombre 

917 Losíla castellano Nombre 

918 Lósio castellano Nombre 

919 Losmíla castellano Nombre 

920 Luís castellano Nombre 

921 ma- neologismo casa ILV 

922 -ma oración 

hombre comparado con niño, 

granjero: atapa, cambiar 

costumbres: no bailar en el dia… 

923 -ma oración 

economía occidental, granjero: 

atapa, salud occidental 

924 máanhati oración ladrón 

925 máan iti neologismo granjero: vaca 

926 máanti oración demonio 

927 mabán oración mala vista al niño 

928 mabócho oración cazar atapa? 

929 makán oración cocinar en piedra 

930 machíto castellano prest. objeto 

931 máekawa oración muerte 

932 maeri castellano religión 

933 mawáti oración fantasma, sin esperanza, miedo 
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934 máwetan oración economía occidental, gringo 

935 mawéti oración Gob. Agente municipal 

936 máweti oración economía occidental 

937 mái neologismo Gob. Patria 

938 maín oración cambiar costumbre: comida 

939 -main oración economía occidental, ladrón 

940 maístara castellano, oración EIB 

941 maístaro castellano, oración EIB, mal líder indígena 

942 máiti oración dejar costumbre: ropa 

943 maíti oración borracho 

944 mamánchi quechua religión 

945 mamí castellano prest. árbol 

946 Mamí castellano prest. Nombre 

947 mámpa oración Gob. Ejercito 

948 

mámpi tb 

mampin oración dejar costumbre: daño por comer 

949 mampínhati usa 'h', oración dejar costumbre: daño por comer 

950 manámaxka oración Demonio, Canchawaya 

951 manankawishpo oración colonial: avion, muerto 

952 manánxawe oración ¿creencia tradicional? 

953 manaon oración colonial: avion, muerto 

954 mánapo oración 

¿creencia de quién? cambiar 

costumbre: comida 

955 mánkoa castellano prest. árbol frutal 

956 mánchan oración granjero: vaca 

957 machán nombre común, oración ave, brujería, demonio, matar 
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958 manchón oración economía occidental 

959 máneti oración mala niña, ladrón 

960 máni oración economía occidental 

961 mánipei oración borracho 

962 manísh oración 

colonial: avion, muerto, cambiar 

costumbres 

963 maníshti oración futbol, muerto 

964 maníti oración accidente: caer 

965 máno Kene Nete, oración borracho 

966 mánokoxoti oración 

cambiar costumbre: aseo personal 

(dientes) 

967 manóti oración colonial: avion 

968 mansán oración granjero: maíz 

969 manxán oración mala vista al niño 

970 manxán oración ropa occidental 

971 manxánhati usa 'h', oración ropa occidental 

972 manxánteo oración cutipar 

973 manxánti oración vergüenza 

974 Máo castellano prest. Nombre 

975 mápa castellano prest. objeto 

976 mapáchi castellano prest. animal 

977 mápemeeti oración ratón 

978 mapénti oración trabajo, patrón castiga 

979 mápekeeti neologismo 

cambiar costumbre: aseo personal 

(dientes) 

980 mapéti oración ladrón 

981 mapó oración 

muerte, violento: ¿dejar 

costumbre? 
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982 mapó oración mito del gavilán 

983 mapó ati oración economía occidental, robar 

984 mapobina oración economía occidental, robar 

985 mápokan téetai neologismo economía occidental 

986 mápoxao oración muerte: hombre por tigre 

987 mapóti oración muerte: bebe por asfixiar 

988 mápoti oración mala vista al niño 

989 mápoyenkem oración gringo 

990 makin oración granjero: kochi 

991 mákina castellano prest. objeto 

992 

chópa kéxeti 

mákina castellano, oración neologismo, economía occidental 

993 Mára castellano prest. Nombre 

994 máraka castellano prest. objeto 

995 márakanti oración accidente: caer 

996 márachanti castellano Gob. Ejercito 

997 maránya castellano Río 

998 máraticho castellano objeto 

999 María castellano Nombre 

1000 máriniro castellano objeto 

1001 maríta castellano, oración objeto, trabajo: patrón castigó 

1002 máromati ¿neologismo?, oración economía occidental 

1003 mároti neologismo economía occidental 

1004 mároti xobo neologismo economía occidental 

1005 masáati oración por perder conocimiento 
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1006 masábires teneti neologismo religión 

1007 masámabires ¿neologismo?, oración trabajo 

1008 masáti neologismo, oración 

avio, mal imagen de plantas 

medicinales, suerte, mal hombre 

1009 masén traducción neologismo 

1010 Mási castellano Nombre 

1011 masóti oración dejar costumbre: medicina 

1012 masháika traducción marcha, en vez de danza 

1013 masháiti traducción marcha, en vez de danza 

1014 máshi neologismo ¿EIB? costa 

1015 mashínshi 

¿neologismo?, nombre 

común  fruta 

1016 mashinti Kene Nete, oración economía occidental 

1017 mashtínti oración salud: diente cariada 

1018 maxáx etimología, neologismo traducción 

1019 máxkati oración criatura 

1020 maxkati oración Gob. EIB, religión 

1021 máxkorooti oración antiguo 

1022 máxkoroya oración accidente: caer 

1023 

máxkoshoko 

kochára neologismo castellano 

1024 maxó neologismo colonial 

1025 máto oración 

futbol, granjero: arroz, Gob. 

Ejercito 

1026 mató oración demonio 

1027 maton oración mal líder Indígena 

1028 mátsí neologismo, traducción hielo 

1029 matsínti oración salud occidental 
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1030 mátsoti oración mala vista a la mujer 

1031 mayati oración economía occidental, muerto 

1032 mayáti oración EIB 

1033 máyo oración colonización de matsés 

1034 mecháma oración colonial: avion 

1035 méchati oración dejar costumbre: medicina 

1036 mécho neologismo, traducción 

acostumbrar al trabajo, economía 

occidental 

1037 mécho ímati oración 

acostumbrar al trabajo, economía 

occidental 

1038 méchoti oración hiding in plain view 

1039 méeti traducción verdadero? 

1040 masá méeti oración 

brujería, dejar costumbre: 

medicina 

1041 meweti oración ladrón 

1042 mémi traducción demonio, matar 

1043 mémio oración colonial: transporte 

1044 ménatexmeeti oración mala vista al niño 

1045 menko oración 

trabajo: patrón malo, granjero: 

atapa 

1046 ménkomati oración granjero: atapa 

1047 menkónti oración granjero: kochi 

1048 ménkoti oración granjero: atapa 

1049 menínhati usa 'h', Kene Nete   

1050 menínti oración Trabajo, economía occidental 

1051 méniti oración mala mujer 

1052 ménoti oración enemigo, violencia 

1053 menóti oración salud occidental 
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1054 mentsís oración extraño visitante 

1055 táementsis oración ladrón 

1056 meósoti traducción neologismo 

1057 mépoti oración 

mala acta, de repente a un 

misionero… 

1058 mekémepeka cuerpo humano, oración muerte 

1059 mekén cuerpo humano, oración ladrón, castiga (cortar la mano) 

1060 mekén tónkoati oración borracho: violento 

1061 mékexeeya oración muerte 

1062 mékexti neologismo salud occidental 

1063 méketi neologismo, oración economía occidental, cutipar 

1064 méramaati oración mala mujer, mal trato a la mujer 

1065 meran oración ladrón 

1066 mérati oración mala mujer 

1067 meráya traducción, oración brujería 

1068 mésko castellano ¿neologismo? 

1069 mesko shinanti castellano ¿neologismo? 

1070 méskoti castellano ¿neologismo? 

1071 meskóti castellano ¿neologismo? 

1072 meshóati oración muerte 

1073 meshóti oración mala mujer 

1074 mextínti oración salvajes 

1075 mexbi neologismo ropa occidental 

1076 méxka oración 

mala mujer/madre: mal trato al 

niño 

1077 meshéti oración granjero: Kochi, atapa, muerte 
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1078 métexeeti oración ropa occidental 

1079 Metexti oración 

mala mujer: accidente, granjero: 

kochi 

1080 métokaati oración mala vista al niño 

1081 métoti cuerpo humano, oración pelea 

1082 metsísti oración salud occidental 

1083 mia oración 

Gob. teniente gobernador, patrón: 

economía occidental, raro, Gob. 

Policía 

1084 mikániko castellano Objeto 

1085 mícha castellano Objeto 

1086 míchoti oración borracho 

1087 Míjiko castellano País 

1088 mínka quechua evento 

1089 Míno Castellano ¿Nombre, adj.??? 

1090 minóto castellano prest. Tiempo 

1091 minóto akai neologismo Gob. Reuniones 

1092 mínta castellano hierba 

1093 mintón oración brujería 

1094 mintónhati usa 'h', oración brujería 

1095 Mikiri castellano Nombre 

1096 miriaora castellano tiempo 

1097 

mírikato tb 

merkádo castellano lugar 

1098 miríko castellano persona 

1099 mírio castellano matemática 

1100 mirión castellano matemática 
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1101 mirón castellano, oración fruta, niño con diarrea 

1102 -mis oración matar: asesino 

1103 mísa castellano evento, religión 

1104 mísa castellano objeto 

1105 misapeka neologismo trabajo: carpintería, objeto 

1106 mísko oración demonio de árbol 

1107 mískoti oración muerto 

1108 misión castellano objeto, religión 

1109 misionero castellano persona, religión 

1110 míspan ¿neologismo?  pan 

1111 mispánti ¿neologismo?  pan 

1112 mishíto quechua de castellano animal 

1113 míshkiti oración mala vista al niño 

1114 mishkíti oración muerte 

1115 mixé 

¿neologismo?, oración, 

Kene Nete 

Economía occidental, patrón, 

futbol, mal niño 

1116 míxeti ¿neologismo?  economía occidental 

1117 mitán ¿neologismo?  festival extranjero 

1118 mitán iti ¿neologismo?  festival extranjero 

1119 mítoro tb metro castellano, oración economía occidental, patrón 

1120 móacha oración muerto 

1121 moáxeni oración colonial: transporte 

1122 moátian oración muy mal ejemplo! 

1123 mókaati oración guerra, muertos por gringos! 

1124 mókapari 

nombre común 

(chiricsanango, oración demonio de árbol 
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1125 mókati oración 

borracho: violento, mala vista a la 

mujer 

1126 mókoti oración mala vista al niño 

1127 mócho oración diarrea con sangre 

1128 móenti oración mal trato al niño 

1129 móltiplikanti castellano matemática 

1130 móltiplicasión castellano matemática 

1131 mómo nombre común, oración 

¿creencia de quién? dejar 

costumbre: comida 

1132 mónati oración mal trato al niño 

1133 moníka castellano neologismo, religión 

1134 mónso ¿castellano? 

nombre de mestizos o hispano 

hablantes 

1135 montária castellano colonial: transporte 

1136 montíti quechua canasta como mochila 

1137 Móra castellano Nombre 

1138 morínchopa neologismo, oración castellano, economía occidental 

1139 móro neologismo, oración economía occidental 

1140 mórochinexeti neologismo economía occidental 

1141 móromaxaiti neologismo 

rito provocado por contacto con 

extranjeros y misioneros? 

1142 móromenexeeti neologismo economía occidental 

1143 móroxewa neologismo economía occidental 

1144 móroteo neologismo economía occidental 

1145 mórotipirikanti castellano matemática 

1146 mórotipirikasión castellano matemática 

1147 móshati oración 

Gob. Policía, mal niño castigado, 

economía occidental 

1148 moshí oración 

trabajo: patrón que regala comida 

malograda 
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1149 táemoxa 

nombre común, 

definición planta, brujería 

1150 móti quechua preferencia de comer 

1151 motíti quechua   

1152 móto nombre común, oración 

escarabajo, granjero: atapa, 

muerte 

1153 motóro castellano objeto, neologismo 

1154 mótsati oración 

brujería, cuidado con alimentos 

preparados 
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